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OUTSIDERS' PAPERS TO THE TREASURY CO!\'1MITTEE 

1. It may help you in organising the Chancellor's papers for 

the 25 March hearing to have the attached checklist of papers 

submitted to outsiders by the Committee. 

2. You have already had co pies of most of the papers sent to 

us by the Committee but I attach to this note copies of TR(Budget) 

8, 10 and 11 which you have not had so far. The briefing for 

25 March, being suppl ied separately, covers pOints r ;lised in 

these papers and in those received earlier. 

3. Copies of the various papers have gone to those directly 

concerned with briefing. If copy recipients would like a copy 

of any of them would they please contact Mr Blower (ext 3267) 

later this week. But would they please note:-

(i) photocopy ing is expensive: "is your copy really 

necessary" or could you share? 

(ii) because of staff shortages in CU it will not be possible 

to supply spare copies today. 

23 Ma rch 1981 
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PS/CHANCELLOR 

SELECT COHMITTEE - VJEDNESDAY 25 lIlARCH 

INLAND REVENUE 
MANAGEMENT DIVISION 
SOMERSET HOUSE 

24 March 1981 

1. As you know, the Chancellor is to appear before the Treasury and Civil 

Service Select Committee t omorrow, 'and one of the subjects he is likely to be 

questioned about is the effect of the Budget on Inland Revenue staffing levels .• 

Following the request made at last week's hearing, a draft memorandum was 

submitted to the Chancellor for approval, before being sent on to the Committee. 

The memorandum is self explanatory, but there are one or two points which it 

may be helpful to bring out. 

Taxpayer numbers 

2. The decision not to raise personal allowances and other thresholds has an 

effect on taxpayer numbers which might be illustrated by means of a table. 

OOO's 

1980/81 1981/82 (Post 1981/82 (with 
Budget) indexation) 

Taxpayers 25,560 26,090 24,840 

Higher rate taxpayers 
included in above 760 1,000, 640 

3. If there had been full indexation in the Budget, there would have been a fall 

in the number of taxpayers in 1981/82 compared to 1980/81 of 720,000. As there 

cc Chief Secretary Sir Lawrence Airey 
Financial Secretary Mr Green 
1'-linister of State (C) lvIr Boyd 
Minister of State (L) Mr Taylor Thompson 
Sir Douglas ':Jass Hr Gracey 
Mr Unwin Mr Houghton 
1-1r Battishill Hr Flaxen 
Mr Cropper Nr McConnachie 

Mr Pinder 
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was no increase in allovJances, there will instead be an increase in the number 

of taxpayers compared to 1980/81 of 530,000. The same pattern is repeated for 

higher rate taxpayers. Indexation of allowances would have taken 120,000 

taxpayers out of higher rates compared to 1980/81. Non-indexation means 

instead that 240,000 go into the higher r ates. 

4. Some members of the Committee might seek to present these figures rathe r 

differently, by pointing to the difference in effect between full i ndexation 

and no increase. Because the first would have resulted in a decrease, and the 

second an increase in the number of taxpayers, this is the worst picture that 

could be presented. On this basis, there will be 1,250,000 more people paying 

income tax in 1981/82 as a result of the Budget than if there had been full 

indexation, and 360,000 more people will be paying tax at the higher rates. 

Staffing Effects 

5. Compared with 1980/81 we will need to spend 375 more many ears in 1981/82 

dealing with these increased numbers, rising to 550 manyears thereafter. The 

difference in taxpayer numbers with and without full indexation \'JOuld imply 

a total staff cost of 840 manyears in 1981/82 and 1120 thereafter. However, 

there will also be a "one-of f ll saving of time in dealing with the generality 

of taxpayers in 1981/82 as a result of the Budget. This is because, as 

allowances are not being increased, there will be no need to carry out a 

general PAYE recode in 1981/82, and this will save us up to 500 staff. (All 

these costings are given in "manyears ll
, which represents the work a fully 

trained member of staff would do in a year.) 

6. On the financial side, the additional cost to the Revenue of the increased 

staff needed over 1980/81 levels is nil for 1981/82 (because of the offsetting 

savings described above) and about £m3 each year (at current prices) thereafter. 

The financial cost of not increasing allowances and thresholds, compared to 

full indexation is about £m2.0 for 1981/82 (after taking account of the offsetting 

savings) and about £m6.7 each year thereafter. 

7. Other changes associated with the Budget also have manpo v.rer implications. 

The main one of these is the application of PAYE to benefits from company cars. 

To set up the scheme will cost 40 manyears in 1981/82, but there will be a staff 

saving in 1982/83 of 100 manyears and in 1983/84 of 200 manyears. However, this 

2. 



proposal has not yet been announced and therefore no mention of it should be 

made in front of the Committee. The "net" cost to the Inland Revenue of all 

the Budget measures is estimated at 450 manyears in 1981/82, 520 in 1982/83 
and 450 thereafter, as compared with the staff requirement for 1980/81, but 

\08 l /oz 
for 1-980/8., the costs will be more than offset by the savings arising from 

the avoidance of a Budget recoding exercise. 

General 

8. In spite of the Budget measures, Inland Revenue numbers have fallen and 

will continue to fall. They have come down by over 8500 since the Government 
...... 

took office, and a further 1300 savings or so will be achieved by April 1982. 

A PINDER 
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THE BUDGET STRATEGY 

Text of a lecture given by the Rt Hon Nigel Lawson MP, Financial Secre 

to the Treasury, to the Institute :for Fiscal Studies on Monday 2) Marc 

.19 81 

I W(1S invited to spenl< about the Dudget Strategy. I am ufraid I 

have to confess that there is nothing new about that strategy. It 

is the strategy on w'tich we embarked as soon as we assumed office 

a little under two years ago; and it is the strategy that was 

subsequently enshrined in the Medium Term Financial Strategy launched, 

in both quantified and quaIi·fied form, at the time of the 1980 

Budget, almost exactly a year ago. 

Such consistency and firmness of purpose is, I recognise, somewhat 

unusual and deeply shocl{ing. It has inevitably attracted a 

cOllsiderable amount of criticism, some of which I shall seek to 

answer during the course of this talk. 

Uu t there is one re spec t in which the Budget undoubtedly marl{s a 

setback - a temporary setback, I believe, but one nevertheless which 

I hnve no wish to deny. 

ni.~ht from the outset we have had what in this exalterl company I 

tlli nl{ I can su:fely call a macroeconomic and a microeconomic policy 

objective. The macroeconomic objective is the conquest of inflation, 

to be achieved by the monetary and fiscal stance of' which this year's 

Budget is a notable part. The microeconomic policy objective is 

the improvement of the performance of the supply aide of the economy, 

by the removal of unnecessary market distortions in general and the 

enhancement of incentives by income tax cuts in particular. 
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The reconciliation oC these two objectives depends essentially on 

n progressive and ~dequate reduction in the real level of puhlic 

'expenditure. As we snid quite clearly in the ManiCesto on which 

we were elected: tiThe State takes too much oC the nation's income; 

its share must be steadily reduced~" , Insofar as , this does not occur, 

then, as this year's Budget has shown, we are likely to find that 

the fiscal balance necessary Cor continued success in the battlc 

against inflation requires an increase rather than il diminution'in 

the real burden of' income tax. 

As the Budget Red Book - the Finan~ial Statement and Budget Report -

put it, "Although this does not prejudice the achievement of the 

Government's monetary policy and financial strategy, it is clearly 

unsatislactory in the' contex't of the Government's wider economic 

objectives." And this year's Public Expenditure White Paper, also 

published on Budget day, put ' the matter equally clearly in its very 

first sentence: liThe totals in 1980-81 and in f'uture years are higher 

'than previously expected and higher than the Government would wish 

in the ,light of their financial and economic objectives. The 

Governmen~ regard this development as one which requires the most 

-serious attention during the 1931 annual Survey, when the plans for 

19~2-8J ~nwards will be reviewed." 

Mean~lile, we have to live over the coming financial year with a 

burden o~ income tax higher than ahy of' us would have wished. The 

Institute for Fiscal Studies has made its usual expert appraisal of 

the distributional and incentive effects of' the tax changes announced 

in the Budget. So far as the distributional effects are concerned, 

I note that you - or should I say Mr Kay and Mr Morris, on your 

behalf' - have reached the general conclusion that it is the better 

ocr who suf'fer most as a result of' this Budget. This broadly confirms 

ollr own in-house analysis, although it may come as a surprise to some 

of our opponents. 

So f'ar as incentives are concerned, however, there is a rather 

fundamental dif'ference betwe~n the IFS approach and ours. Broadly 

speaking, you treat almost all forms of taxation equally, with a 
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' heroic lack of discrimination. Thus, for example, you treat the 

on the individual, : just like income tax. By contrast t while not e . 
denying the relevance of the overall burden oC taxation, we attach 

special importance so far as incentives are co~cerned to a mants 

marginal rate of income ta'x. That, for .. ·example" is \~hy we chose to 

keep personal allowances and thresholds unchanged in money terms rathc 

than increase the basic rate by 3 per cent. The route the Chancellor 

chose increases the marginal rate of tax for that minority of the 

population,who, as a result of non-indexation, find themselves pushed 

into n higher tax bracket (or indeed pushed into tax for the first 

time). But the alternative would have increased the mar ina1 rate of 

tax for the overwhelming majority of the population. 

-
Perhaps I may be permitted a personal note at this point, since my 

name is particularly associ~ted with the so-called Rooker-Wise 

provision, which we ' shall not be implementing this year. Indeed, 

,the Leader of the Opposition has called for my resignation on that 

account. 

In fact, ~s anyone who cares to re-read the Hansard reports of the 

d~bates on the 1977 Finance Bill can readily discover, my position 

has' been consistent throughout. I have never believed that automatic 

inde~ntion was realistic: no Chancellor's hands can be tied in this 

What matters is that, instead of the norm being no change in 

the allowances in money terms, the.norm should ~e full revalorisation. 

Instead of no change in money terms requiring, as it used to, no 

Budget resolution, no clause in the Finance Bill, and no approval by 

Parliament, the failure to revalorise noW' has to be open and explicit: 

it requires a Budget resolution, a clause in the Finance Bill, and 

the express approvill of Parliament. And that situation has been in 1' 0 

way al tered by this year's dec ision: sec tion 2'. of' the Finance Ac t, 19t 

a!'} it now is, remains fully on the Statute Book. 

I be lieve tha t this s igni fie ant change ~ \which I he Iped to bring aboll t 

in 1977, will greatly increase the' probability that the allowance~ - ar 

since 1980 the higher rate thresholds, too - maintain their real value 

over time, \which I continue to believe to be a good thing. But it canr 

and does not ensure that this is so. That is impossible. Uut 

what is also now impossible, thanks to section 24, is an increase 

) 



in the burden of income tax by stealth. Certainly, no-one could claim 

that what we have done this year has gone unnoticed: nor. of course. di< 
f 

the Chancellor make any attempt to conceal either it or its consequence~ 

He made the position ab~olutely clear in his Budget speech; and the 

underlying arithmetic was · :set out at the beginning of the FSBR. 

But to return to the broad Budget strategy. 

There is, I believe. general agreement - it is not of course 

universal agreement: nothing in economic policy can ever attain that 

status - but general agreement on three propositions. 

First, that the conquest . of inflation.is both a good in it8el~ 

and 8 neees; arY ' (even if not in itself a sufficient) · co~dition of 

sustained economic growth. 

Seeo.nc;!, that inflation is in tact coming down. 
'-, 

'- -'"' 
~, . 

And third, that this has been tight f~nancial 

conditions. It is sel£-evident that this progress in the battle 
+'" 

against inflation could not continue if government were to resort, 

instead. to periodic fiscal boosts in order to secure some short~ 

lived advantage il) terms of output. That b~ing so. it is desirable 

not merely to refrain from such acti'on, but· in addition to .14!t 

everyone know that the Government has ,no intention of proceeding in 

this way. People have a right to kn'ow whe're they stand (particularly 

after the excesses of the past), and will adjust their expectations 

accordingly. ' 

That, in essence. is the meaning and purpose o~ the Medium Term 

Financial Strategy. 

And why that Strategy remains firmly in place. 
-.. . - .. . 

I 
Nevertheless, in' reviewing ,the pattern of' events over the past year. 

. I : I 

two specific questions presented themselves in this context. 
I . 

I 
The first was whether last rear's very high rate of recorded growth 

of broad money would fuel a re8urgence ~ of infl~tion in the future -

and. if so, what we proposed to do abou·t· it. 

)@I i. 
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The second, rather less important, question was whether we should be 

trying to get off the hook of £MJ. 

Caking the second of these questions first, it is undoubtedly true 

that £M) was not a ~ery good guide to underlying monetary conditions 

last year. This was in pa~t thanks to the removal of the corset 

and the unwinding of the distortions Cor which the corset has been 

responsible. 

However embarrassing in the short term, this change was thoroughly 

desirable. And now that the distortions have been largely removed, 

there are clear signs of a marked deceleration in the rate of growth 

of £M3. 

I-I 

But of course we pever were impaled on the hook of £Mj in the way that 

our critics have frequently a leged. We have all along made clear -

perhaps most definitively in the Green Paper on Monetary Control we 

published a little over a year ago - that to assess underlying 

monetary conditions properl~ -- it is necessary' -to take account Of all 

the various monetary 'indicators, broad and narrow alik~; we also take 

into account the level of real interest rates • . 

But for a country w~th a Budget deficit the size of ours, the 

importance over the medium term of a broad aggregate like £M). with 

its~ clear link with fiscal policy, cannot be ~ainsaid. 

None of this, however, goes Car to answer t~e more important or the two 

questions I posed· - whether last year's very high recorded growth 

of broad mon~y, which was certainly not wholly th~ result of the 

corset episode, has serious implications for futUre inflation. 

Clearly, this is something we shall need to watch carefully; since 
- ' in theory any increase in liquidity as ~hown b'y the wider measures 

of money might be spent to fuel inflation later. 

But in practice thi s is unlike-Iy to occur. _ not least because much 

of the increase in -liquidity, representing as it does an attempt 

by the private sector to make good the ~avages of inflation on 

their financial assets, will be firmly held. Analysis of the figures 

suggests that private holdings of financial assets, including in 

particular broad money, are now at a more normal , real level, and 

there should be no repetition of what was'a special, one-for-all, 
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surge in the demand for money. Although it would be unwise to read 

. 4F" 

JOO much into short-term movements o~ broad money, it is notable that, 
.... 

o~er the past three months. the rate o~ growth o£ £M) has come back 

s J;rply to plumb in :the mid~le o£ the target range: a deceleration we 
~ . 

predicted last November. incidentally, when MLR was lowered from 

t6Yo to 14". 

So there is every reason to be quietly con~ident that the track we have 

set for £M) Crom now on will produce a Bu(ricient degree of financial 

tightness over the coming years; and given the determined steps we have 

taken to cut back the PSBR means that this should be compatible with 

lower interest rates than would otherwise have been the case. 

Meanwhile, as ~ pointed out in a 8peech ~ I made in Zurich a couple 

of months ago, the experience of the past year bas also demonstrated 

the need to improve our funding techniques. This is not merely a 

matter of improving our ability to control £MJ in an inevitably , 

uncertain world; it is also because, as I argued at Zurich, "It is 

the method of as well as the need for, ~unding'which largely determines 

the system by which interest rates are generated at both the short 

end and the long end of the market~. 

The "new indexed ' -1 t t for the first i~sue of which lists open and 

close this week, is of the first importance in this context. There 

are, of course, other considerations, . too. An indexed gilt reduces 

the risk of the Government having to pay very high debt interest in 
;. 

real terms as inflation comes down. while in the. meantime there i-8 

a measure of immediate relief to the PSBR. But the biggest gain at 

the present ~ime is to our techniques of monetary control. This 

arises partly because we will be selling - in addition to 

conventional gilts, which will of course remain on offer - a 

different kind of instrument which will have its own unique appeal 

to the institutions concerned: a greengrocer· selling apples· and orangeS 

will on the whole · do better than one who insists on selling nothing but 

apples. But the gain also arises because of the method o£ sale: the 
f 

indexed gilt is perforce being sold .by auction ~nd will continue to be 

sold in this way. Among other things it will ~hus provide a means oC 

influencing long term rates of interest directly rather than attempting 

to do a distance by operating on s~ort rates. 
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~~l in all, I have , little" doubt that the addition of the indexed gilt 

to our ~unding armoury will, over time. enable us t~ achieve our overall 

monetary objectives at a lower level o£ interest rates than would otherw: 

be the ease, to the bene~it ' of the economy as a whole and of industry in 

particular. 

But o~ course the main argument current raging over the Budget is not 

concerned with the innovation of the indexed gilt. 

' . 



Once again we are involved in an a~gument as to whether an 

attempt by the Go~ernment to ~ayror its expenditure by increa8ing 

taxes is deClationary. Unlike many arguments of this kind this 

is not a debate on whether to have more public 'expenditure or not. 

The debate on this lhdget.has been .. whether or not we should pay 
. ~. - , 

explicitly £or the planned level o~ expenditure. It is the aim 

oC this GOvernment to, attempt to reduce the share of public 
I 

expenditure in output; but it is also an important objective to finane 

any expenditure in a responsible way. 

This Burgy seems reasona~l~ enough. -But the contention of some 

of our cr.itics is that any attempt to reduce the PSBR by increased 

taxes will produce a downward spiral oC output, This argument Bugges t 

that the increased taxes ,levied in the Budget will 80 reduce 

demand and output that tax revenues will £all and public expenditure 

increase to the po~nt Where" the PSBR, instead of ~alling, will 

actually rise, And i~. instead of accepting this, the :' G?vernment 

continues to pursue its lower PSBR target a turther dose or fiscal 

contraction would have to be admini.tered, which would be equally 

sel:f-def."eating - and so ,on (presumably) ad inf"initum. 

Needless to say, this view is wholly mistaken. It . displays a major 

misunderstanding both of Gove~ment policy and of how the economy 

works. 

The Cirstimportant point is that the fiscal stance has to be assessed 

against the background of a fixed money supply target. This 

aspect of the debate is not whether to' have a higher tnoney supply 

target or not, although that itself may be a separate issue; this 

aspect of the debate is whethe~. given the money supply target, we 

should have a higher or a lower Budget deficit. It is the Government' 

contention that.itis essentially the growth of the money supply . .. -.~ . 
in relation to ,the inrlatio~-rat~ that will be the prime determinant 

of the overall of domestic demand and hence output in the 
~ . ~ 

(£onOIJlY, and not the fiscal stance. ' Arid we have no intention. of 
\ ~ , 

allowing our monetary stance to be such as t~ lead output to spiral 

downwards. Over the winter ot 1979/80 monetary policy was undoubtedly 

and necessarily tight; in£lation was accelerating and was in turn well 
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above the rate of monetary growth. Since last summer there has been 

a major trans~ormation. Monetary growth has accelerated while the 
; 

inflation rate itself has ' been ~alling. An4:now.that the overall 

level of real money balances is back to a more ,normal leveL we 

can expect to see some stabilisation' o£ ···domestic ' demand emerging 

:in the economy • 

. 
(. 

. Looking ahead, we begin the next financial year wi th an underl.Ying . 

inflation rate ~ --- . ·· .. close to 10 per cent per aJUlum. This is 
e ~ 

on line with, albeit at t~e top end oC, the new target band 
- -per cent fixed for the growth o~ money supply over the next 

t 
financial year. ' Furthermore over the course of the year we 
-----------~~----------------~------~----------~----:------e : pect the iniiation rate t~ fall to 8 per cent~ Taking into account 

the upward trend in veloci ty, .)· which is on ave.rage some 1-2" a year t ... 
this is quite enough to allow some real recovery of domestic demand. 

I rrespective of the ,'stance of ~iscal policy, and given the monetary 

path we have set, Cor as long as inflation continues to be reduced 

it is thus quite wrong to imagine that output can spiral downwards. 

Moreover, ; even in fiscal terms it is important to be clear that we 

have deliberatly re~ om raising taxes to pay ~or the extent 

b~ " which the PSBR is/f:irft·ed:. as a 'result oC the recesssion being 
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I trust that this,,:too,will help to reassure these who ~ear that 
, , 

we are someho,w trying to chase our~ .. own tail in all this. We are 

not. But I do not believe that it has yet been su~£iciently 

appreciated that, given a :" particular' rate of mon~tary growth, 

the Ciscal stanee has its main impact ~on the distribution o£ 
- 7 
demand rather than upon the level of domestic demand. In particular, .. 

a result o£ the level o£ interest rates, a low deficit tends as .. 
to Cavour investment rather than consumption, whereas a high • 
" -def'ici t f'avours consumption ra'thur than investment. 

If' we cut public borrowing by raising taxes then with a fixed 

money supply it is likely t~at either bank lending must rise or 

the level of bond sales by the ~vernment can be allowed to fall. 

If' savings have been reduced by the increased level oC taxes then 

we might expect some decline in bond sales but if' interest rates 

are allowed to Call and bank lending by the private sector is allowed 

to rise to replace some of the ~all in public sector borrowing then in 

turn this will have an impact upon the total level of domestic 

demand. :Is there any reason to believe tha t demand will fall if· 

~e replace lower public sector borrowing by ~igher private sector 
" box-rowing? Is there any special merit in public sector borrowing? 

I must confess I cannot see it. 

Alternatively suppose that the benef'it o£ the lower fiscal de:Cicit 

is reflected in considerably lower debt sales. In this case there 

are now more financial resources available in the private sector 

to lend to other parts of' the private sector. If' the private sector 

does not have to lend to the Government is it note possible that 

some of' its available funds might go to the company sector" and boost 

expenditure that way? Vb should it rollow that, as a society, we 

can make ourselves better ofC by collectively paying the Government ..... 
les8 tax and instead collectively lending themGDre money; particularly , 
as the interest ' rates on ,~vernment stock will have to be raised to 

r I 

persuade us all to lend that money to ~he Government. 
r ~ 
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The truth is that the reduction in the PSBR brought about by the 
f 

Budget is unlikely to make: much overall difference to the total level 

of demand. In the short term, there may be some very modest 

contractionar; e~fect. But the more 'important p6int is tha i , 
........, 

taki ng full account of the Budget, we expect output to be on a 

rising trend during 1981/82. 

, 
To sum up, the main demand ef£ect oC this Budget as we see it. 

is to change 'the bala~ce oC demand between consumers and companies; 

and between consumption and investment. In the short run, but only 

in the sbort ~un. i£ we cut taxes and leave the money supply unchange d 

we may get a little 'more demand - but "even that is not certain: 

,But in the long run we will only succeed in giving more resources 

to consumers and pensaliain$ private sector borrowers; this particular 

applies to the company sector who will find their access to funds 

reduced and the price o£ those £unds increased. 

In the Medium Term Financ;al Strategy we have set a path £or ~iscal 

policy that is consistent with monetary policy so as to have 

balanced development of the £inancial markets. We have attempted 

to ensure t~at as far as possible the growth o~ ,the total level of 

financial ass~ts in the economy will be at a rate , consistent with the 

money supply target. The fiscal framework as set out should lead 

to a growth of' national debt that is consistent with the money, supply. 

In turn this should avoid excess press~re upon the markets ~or 

government debt. We believe that it is unwise to unbalance this 

' pattern by running large ~iscal deficits and ~orcing the financial 

markets to take ,nn excessive burden o~ debt. But at the same time 

we are not attemp'ting to impose an undue burden on the taxpayer 

by trying to cut the Ciscal deficit faster than is reqUired to meet 
re,aspnable ; 

the' monetary target at Krate o£iriterest. This is a balanced policy. 

Both monetary policy and Ciscal policy should move in step with 

each other. While no-one likes paying higher taxes, and this I 

11 
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accept. it i8 whol~y wrong to ~uppose or suggest that the Budget 

imposes an unduly ~evere fiscal policy upon the economy. 

However. in recent weeks we have h~da resurgence of mechanical 

calcu,lations concerning the ef'f"ects of policy changes. The 

Treasury Committee of the House o~ Commons have argued that to get 

in£lation down by 1 per cent requires, over a f'our-year period,· 

a cumulative loss o£ output of' 4~ and the ~quivalent of' a year's 

addi tional unemployment ~or 650,000 people. At the same time we 

have had assertions of' the 80 called def"lationary impact of' the budget 

estimated at some 1-2 per cent or output. What we appear to have been 

provided wit~ is a DIY policy trade-off kit. But it is ' only when we 

look at the implications ~ha~ we really begin to see the nonsense 

implied in such calcula ions. -
Take first the so-called in~lat1on/unemployment trade-ott. 

'If' a lasting fall in the ~-rate ot inflation of about 1 ' per cent 

per annum can be achieved at a eost of 650',000 man-years unemployment, 

pre8umabl~ this calcUlation can equally well be reversed and thu~ 

provide us with a simple way of' curing unemployment if only we 

are, prepared to accept the higher in:£lation. Let us see what this 

would imply in practice. The Public Expenditure White Paper assumes 
average 

an/unemployment rate of 2.5 million in ' 1981/82 and 2.7 million 
l~vJ!l ' 

in 1982-8,) and 1983-84. This/ml.ght imply a cumulative unemployment 

£igu~ of about 10 million over four years. Suppose that we wished 

to have no more than a cumulative level of' 4 million unemployed 

over the next f'our years; that is an average of' 1 million. The 

solution, according to the Treasury Committee's ready-reckoner, 

is simple. All we need to reduce unemployment by 6 million over 

this period is ' 9 per cent higher inflation ~or ever. You may 

be f'orgiven for thinking that this is quite remarkable. But why 

stop at 1 milli~n as a £~rget? Surely we -cannot be satisfied with 
. ! 

anything less than abolishing unemployment for the next few years 

entirely. And what is needed for that? } Again, according to this 
I • 

ready reckoner 15' per cent higher intlation:for ever and we can 

have f'our years o£ zero unemployment. Who can possibly take this " - , 
sort o£ nonsense seriously, particularly 'when we recall that the 

crucially important feature ot the , past quarter ot a century is the 

12 



the way on which inflation and unemployment, under successive governme J 

nave steadily and inseparfblY ~isen. 

Then we have the other set o~ number-mongers wh~ predict that 

the £4 billion tax increas~ in the'b~dget will h~ve knocked 2 

per cent oCf output. That is with an unchanged money supply. 

Extrapolating this in much the same way produces the obvious 

answer to our low level o~ output. If a £15 billion PSBR would 

have been 2 per cent bett-e'r than a £10t billion PSBR why stop 

there? A £20 billion PSBR might have added yet a further ~ 2' 

per cent to output. But perhaps what we really needed was a £)0 
'\ 

billion PSaR so as to generate a further 5 per cent of output 

and really get our factories humming. 

In the 1960's the UK had an ,inflation rate of about 3t per cent; 

during the lifetime' of the last government this had ris'en to "~n 
, average of ~; 1S . per cent per annum. At the same time unemployment 

• I 

rose from a level of under .1 million in the early 1960' 8 to an avera~ 

level o,f lt. . million in the period 0'£ the .hst Government. Now we learn 

that apparently all that was preventing us from avoiding this 

d~terioration in unemployment was a failure.to let in~lation rise 

high enough. So far from baving too much in~lation it now appears 

that our unemployment problems are beCAuse we have had too little 

inflation. Doe~ it surprise you that we have got ~nto our present 

difficultie ;S of high intlation and high unemplorment when we have a 

significant ~roup o~ people who believe in such magic. 

It is claimed by the proponents of these ideas that the calCUlations 

are based upon the Treasury model. It just goes to show 
. . 

how 'careful you have to be when -handling a model. 
. 'never 

Certainly the keepers 0'£ these models/intended such absurd 

calculations to be made.. Th.,e models are based upon historical 

in~ormation gen~rated over a period only' when there was no active 

monetary policy; they are based upon a period when any attempt to 
J 

control inClation was temporary; and they are based upon a period 

when policy t .ended to be directed towards validating wage and price 

increases for ~ear that to refuse to do 80 would cause short-term 

pressure on demand and output. 

13 



The conclusions of the Treasury Committee are based on the assumption 

that the future must be like the past, mindlessl~ extrapolated. The 

whole purpose of the pre~ent Government\ s e'conomic stra tegy is to 

ensure that the future is ~ like the past. In the early stages 

ot: a change of policy ' people do require '- time to " adjust to the 

changed circumstances. We are aware of this. But it would be totall, 

wrong to assume that they will never learn'; or tha t they will learn 

in some mechanical dumb animal way. To assume that is sadly to 

underestimate the perceptiveness and self interest of unions 

and companies alike, and the adaptability of the~onomy asa whole. 

The early stages of bringing down inflation are inevitably difCicul~;; 

that much is well know and accepted. But blindly to extrapolate 

such experience over a larger time period is totally wrong. 
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I mentioned a few moments ago that, not only do we not accept that the 

Budget is in any significant sense contractionary, but that we in fact 
" f 

expect to see output on a rising trend over the coming financial year, 

1981-82. 

This expectation is reinforced by the behaviour of the indicator 
/ 

series published regularly by the eso. The longer leading indi,cator 

has been - rising - _ ~ .since November 1979, the shorter leading 

indicator since November 1980, and the coincident indicator has ceased 

to fall since last November". Moreover, there is a growing amount of' 

anecdotal evidence Crom industry tending to con~irm this presumption. 

'That's all very well', reply the gloom-mongers and assorted sceptics, 

'But where is the growth going to come Crom?' The most obvious answer 

is that, just as the recessi~n had as three important componen~s a mass 
.~\ ....... 

wave of destocking, a sharp increase in the savings ratio, and the 

~orld rec~ssion, so the recovery is likely to ~e assist~d by a slowing 

down in the rate of destocking, as inventories approach the desired 

level, by a fall in the savings ratio, as inflation and inflationary 

expectations fall, and by .some upturn in the world economy, generhlly 

expected to occur this year. 

But behind this scepticism lies the usually unspoken assumption that no 

economic recover~ is ever possible ,other than by a cpnscious act of 

demand management by an expansionist government. \ This view, which is 

remarkably widely and deeply held, is not merely economic nonsense -

implying as it does that the economy "in general and the labour market 

in particular is quite incapable of adjusting to changing conditions, a l 

that market forces are not merely blunted by the imperfections of the 

real world: they don't operate at all. It is als~ and much more obviou~ 

historical nonsense. If neo-Keynesian demand management were the 

necessary condit,ion of econom~c growth~we_ " would all still be living 

in caves and wearing woad, instead of listening to lectures at the 

centrally-heated :Charing Cross Hotel~ I am, "needless to say, 

making no value judgement bere. 

Or take the 1930s, about which there is .agreat deal of talk, not all 

of it very well informed, nowadays. The 'depth oC the great depression, 

in 1932, was very grim indeed for a " large number of people. ~ut the 
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recovery from tha~ depression. 80 far as this country is concerned (S f 
f 

others fared less well). ~aB astoniahingly vigorous. And it occurred 

not because of rearmament: that happened later. ' Nor was there any hi t 

of governmental demand 'm'anagement: .,that took a ' £urther decade to conq' 
" I • "-

the Treas~y. It occurred in the context of a poliey of 

economic orthodoxy. comprising mini~al State interference. sound ~one : 

and low interest rates. 

If we w~!1t to learn lessons trom the. past - and we should .. it would 1 

well to learn the risht one •• (rom tbe real past.' , " 

Mr Chairman •. the strategy of this year'. Budget is · tb~' medium-term 

strategy we bave been pursuing .~nce we took oCfice. It is a 

strategy dedicated above all 'to tbe ~ .conque8t or inriation, and it 
", 

has already achieve,d an encouraging degree ot success toward's . that 

end. And it is a strategy that laya the eBsential fou~dation for 
I 

the wider economic objectives, in t.erms or growth and emploYlftent. 

which we all share. 

~eanwhile. the alternatives put before us a~l add up to the beguiling 
........ 

bu\ ~atal proposition that public ex~enditure, even in an age of 

inClation, doesn't have to·be paid fo~ • . Too often, politicians 

have been tempted down this pr1anroee.'path; and bee,n.riKbtly 

condemned Cor doing 80. Here ,i8 a Government that has had the 

courage to resist that temptation. 
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1. Annex A to I1r Unwin!s submission of 20 March listed eight 
papers in preparation for the Committee following the 18 March 
session with officials. He expRained that we would try to get 
drafts to you for approval tonight so that as many as possible 
could go over to the Committee tomorrow (though not early enough 
to provide members with time to absorb them properly). 

2. I now attach for your approval drafts of five of the papers: 

No. Title Co-ordinating 
Division 

1. Velocity, real £1'13 and Private 
Sector Financial Wealth HF3 

2. OECD Definition of PSBR GEA1 

3. Stockbuilding Ell.. 

4. Nat~~al rate of unemployment MP 

5. 1981-82 PSBR projecting and forecasts CU 

./ 



Papers 1 and 2 are still subject to final titivation but we 
should be grateful if you could clear them as they stand and 
leave the lead divisions with discretion for final editing. 

3~ Paper 3 is a response to the Committee's request for more 
details of the stocks forecast, including a breakdown between 
manufacturing and the distributive trades, and within manufacturing 
into materials and fuel, IrJork in progress and finished goods. 
Mindful of your decision last autumn not to increase the scope of 
forecasting material made available, the draft goes only part way 
to meeting the Committee: it gives in broad terms the scale of 
destocking forecast for manufacturing, and the stock/output ratio 
for mid 1982, but no more. As always, by providing this information 
we should set a precedent and would have to eXI)lect to be asked for 
it again in future. But it would be difficult to be any less 
forthcoming than we propose. 

4. The posttion on the remaining three papers is as follows:-

Staff etc cost for Revenue implied by non-revalorisation 
of allowances: 

Revenue are I und~erstand submitting this to you 
direct tonight; 

.. ~ 1980-81 spending out-turn: 

GEP have not been able to complete this; 

Distributional effects of Budget: 

as foreshadowed in the attachment to l'1r UnltJin IS 

minute, FP have concluded that they could not 
complete a paper on this (which would require a 
great deal of very careful and detailed work) in 
time for submission to the Committee tomorrow. 
I'1r Battishill can explain further at your meeting 
tomorrow. 



Conclusion 

5. \ve should be grateful for your early approval of the five 

papers attached (subject to final editing in the case of the 
~ 

first t1'lO papers). \tIe irJill;\ be able to get final versions to 
the Committee tomorrow afternoon. 

23 March 1981 
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Chancellor of th~ Exchequer 

"ECONOMIST" 21-27 l'1ARCH ARTICLE 
"FAIR-WEATHER FORECASTS" 
(page 45) 

cc: 

/' 

Chief Secr etary 
Financial Secretary 
Minister of State(C) 
Minister of State(L) 
Sir Douglas Wass 
Mr Ryrie 
Sir Anthony Rawlinson 
Mr Burns 
Mr Middleton 
Mr Byatt 
Mr Christie 
Mr Unwin 
Mr Bridgeman 
Mr Cassell 
Mr Monck 
Mrs Case 
Mr Wicks 
Mr Norton 

I understand that you have asked for briefing on this article, 
particularly with the TCSC in mind. The theme of the article 

-- the difficulty of financing nationalised industry investment 
within the PSBR-.is covered in some briefing provided by l'1r Cassell. 
This note is about more specific points from the article. 

2. The article comments are based on table 17 in the FSBR (copy 
attached). The figures quoted are drawn either from the column 

giving current cost operating profits (which is an innovation in 
this FSBR) or external finance _limits (the last column on 

the right of the table). 

3. The figures quoted appear accurate. Those for gas and elec
tricity are adjusted to take account of the price concessions to large 
ene~gv-users announced in the Budget. But neither the . gas nor the 
BNOC figure take account of the gas levy or changes to North Sea 

taxation (see footnote (9) to the 19~1-82 table). As the article 
points out, the table does not make allowance for concessions to 
the coal industry (keeping uneconomic pits open and reducing imports). 
However you announced an increase in the size of the Contingency 
Reserve ih your Budget Statement. The increased expenditurEEfor 

coal given in the article are broadly correct as far as they go. 
But there will be repercussions affecting prices and pay and the 
eventual bill will be considerably higher. If the Committee press 
you on figures for coal you should avoid being drawn and refer them 
to Mr Howell as sponsor Minister. 

- 1 -
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4. The article gOBS on to imply that the nationalised industries 
will need more finance in 1981-82 than their current EFLs allow. 

This is undoubtedly correct. Apart from the coal concessions several 
industries baset-their, requirements for finance on economic assump
tions which are likely to prove optimistic. Their revenue is likely 
to be below forecast. For this reason we have made provision for 
the industries within the Contingency Reserve of £1250m which is 
intended to cover all contingencies. However these dispositions 
should not be revealed to the Committee. If pressed you should 
emphasise the inevitable uncertainty of EFLs which are the residual 
between large flows of expenditure and revenue and are highly sensi
tive to trading conditions. /This is emphasised in Cmnd 8175 and 
was ; spelt out at great length in the paper sent to the Committee 

1 ~ 
last November-=-7 -
5. The second part of the article deals with so-called "escape 
routes" for the nationalised industries because of the difficulty of 
financing desirable investment from within the PSBR. The article 
mainly concentrates on British Rail. You should avoid getting drawn 
on the details (tJ;iese -sh6uld be referred to Mr Fowler). It would be 
best if (in addition to Mr Cassell's briefing) you were able to rest 
on the formula used in-your winding-up speech in the Budget Debate 
i.e. that you are continuing to search for ways of attracting private 
capital to provide investment where this offers real pressure for 
improved performance on the management of the industry and where 
monetary consequences are more beneficial than alternative forms of 
finance. 

6 . The article refers to proposals to involve private capital in 
connection with BR plans for electrification, by way of leasing 
fixed assets to BR (there are a number of different ideas around, of 
this kind). You may however like brief comments on the 3 "problems 'l 

which the article identifies in the way of a leasing solution t o 

funding investment over existing levels. You could draw on this if 

necessary: 
i) Equipment suppliers are reluctant to make the investment 
without a Government guarantee. This could well be a stumbling 
block. Private sector investment with a Government guarantee 
is scarcely distinguishable from Government borrowing. It 
involves no pressures on performance. 

- 2 -
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ii) Nationalised industries have to score the capital value of 
leases against their EFLs. This is correct. The reason for 
this requirement is to discourage the industries from using 
leasing as a device for evading controls on borrowing and force 
them to consider whether leasing makes better commercial sense 
than outright purchase. 

iii) The Government's nfear .of beip.g accused of bolstering 
nationalisationtl

• This is all rather .confused and has little 

Enc: 

to do with leasing as such. (Leasing may be a step towards 
privatisation if it leads to a transfer of control from the 
industry to the private sector; however most leasing projects 
are not of this kind.) BR's holding company (which is referred 
to) is the vehic';J .. e for holding BR assets pending their privatisa
tion. While BR holds a majority interest in the subsidiary all 
its borrowing counts towards BR's EFL. Whether this holding 
company could be a possible vehicle for private finance for the 
Channel Tunnel or for electrification is no more than specula
tion at this stage. If it were, its structure would of course 
be entirely different. 

- 3 -
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T U BURGNER 
23 March 1981 
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FINANCING OF C~lTAL REQUIREMENTS OF THE NATIONALISED INDUSTRlES 

TABLE 17. FINANCING OF C APITAL REQUIREMENTS OF THE NATIONALISED INDUSTRIES 

A. 1980-81 Estimated Outtum(1) 

1 __ c_ap_i_ta_l_r_CQ_U_i_re_n-cle_n_ts_e_) 

.\ Fixed 
a ssets O ther Tot;] ! 

Financed bye) 

Internal resourcese) 

£ million 

External finance 

l

in the -- - --- ---------
UK 

I
, Current : I Other , i i Net 'I 

cost I Interest, Depreci- receipts I Govern- I borrowing, 

I
i operating dividends a tion and I Total mcnt ! i')s llcs of I Total(8) 

profit and taxC') etc.C') payments . grants(6) PDC(7) and 

I

ii I I lea sIng 
---------I---r --t---I----'- --I.---:----I-----il---I.---i·--
National Coal Board ... ... 800 -45 t 755 -268 I -257 433 1 15 I -77 , 251 i 581 832 
Elcctricity (England and Wales) 963 339 1,302 233 -568 1,234 228 1,127 ' 5 170 175 
North of Scotland Hydro-Electric I 1 I 1 I I , 

sO~[J~::ScOtl~d ~~~triCi:t~ I 1:: I :~ I 1:: -:: I =~: I:~ I 3~ 1 :: 

British Gas Corporation '''1 523 I 141 664 436 i 8 444 176 t I 064 

:~i~~~~t~~f~r~~lr~ic%°rati~~ g~ I -n ~~~ _~~~ -l~~ ~g~ -3~ ~~~(9) 
~~iJs~~~ways B~ard ::: ::: 1'~~6 I -22~ 1 ,~~~ _~g~ ~~~ l 'i~ f~ 1::~g 
British Airports Authority... 85 I 6 91 14 -13 68 4 73 
British Railways Board.. . .. . 342 - 130 212 -818 -74 197 117 -578 

16 

673 
British Transp ort D ocks Board 10 1 11 7 1 - 9 19 4 21 
British W a terways Board.. . 7 - . 7 -24 -2 1 2 - 23 26 

Scottish Transpo rt Group . .. 16 1 15 -10 -1 13 1 3 21 

26 

58 
-400 
-205 (10) 

I 1,121 

i -j~ 
18(11) 

117 
-10 

4 
5 

19 
-9 
123 

.42 

58 
-400 
-205 
1,121 
-137 

304 
18 

790 
- 10 

30 
11 
85 
12 

165 

National Freight Company Ltd. I 36 -1 35 -5 -11 23 17 24 6 
National Bus Company... 64 -1 I 63 -55 -18 41 10 -22 66 

British Shipbuilders .. . . . . 13 1 1 6 I' 29 (12) -5 (12) (12): -136 42 

TOTAL . .. ... .. .\ 5,370 1--1-8-6-:--5,-55-6-'I----!I -l,888 1-2-,6-6-5-1-1-,-10-6-11- -1,-78-5-('-'3)+1-2,-8-9-1-

(') No figures are included for British Aerospace. The sale to the public of shares in a successor company took place in Februruy 1981, leaving the Government holding 48 ' 4 per cent. 
(Z) The capital value of leased assets is included. 
(') The current cost breakdown of internal resources in general reflects broad adjustments to historic cost data. 
(.) The total fi gure for interest alone is - £ 1.856 mi llion. 
~~ ~h~~i~~b~?JJ~~~~e~~1t~"~~:~~ :n:ci~~d~:,.?~~i~~e c:f~~: adjustment and other items not involving the movement of funds. 
(') Including issues under Section 18 of the Iron and Steel Act 1975. 
(') Except in the case of BNOC, the figure shown against each industry is the estimated outtum against its external financing limit for the vear. 
(.) Excludes t he proceeds of advance payments for oi!. · . 

~:~ I~;:~~:~ fl~~~~;;~io%n;~~~e~~t~;~~~~~ilo"C~i ?~\:;,cri~;b~nds. . 
(U) Current cost fi gures not :lvailable. 
<'') Of which: Government leans ... ... ... ... ... .. . ... .. . .. . ... 780 

Issues of PDC (including issues under Section 18 of the Iron and Steel Act 1975) ... 1,390 
Overseas borrowing ...... .. . ... '" .. . ... ... ... -139 
Market borrowing ... ... ... -246 
Short tenn borrowing and leasing 

TABLB 17-(continued). FINANCING OF CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS OF TIlE NATIONALISED INDUSTRIES 

Capital requirements(2) 

Fixed 
assets 
in the 
UK 

I Other Total 

B. 1981-82 Forecast(l) 

Financed by(2) 

£ million ' 

cost Interest, Depreci- receipts Govern- borrowing, 
operating dividends ation and Total ment issues of Total(") 

I 

profit and taxC') etc.(') payments grants(G) PDC(,) and 
leasing 

-----'-----1- 1--1- 1-- 1-1-1- ·1- 1--1-
859 - 269 - 294 525 11 - 27 267 619 886 

-165 
National Coal Board 
Electricity (England and Wales) 
North of Scotland H ydro-Electric 

888 
1,221 

-29 
6 1,227 412 -594 1,386 188 I 1,392 9 -174 

35 t 79 47 -64 60 4 I 47 I 14 Board . .. ... . .. 
South of Scotland Electricity 

Board .. . .. . ... . .. I 
British Gas Corporation(9) . .. I 
British National Oil Corpora- I 

tion(9) .. . ... ... ... i 
British Steel Corporation ... 1 

Post Office: Telecommunications I 
Posts and Giro .. . 

British Airways Board .. . ... I 
Brjt!sh Airports Authority .. . I 
Bntlsh Railways Board... . .. 
British Transpo r t Docks Board ! 
British Waterways Board ... I 
National Freight Company Ltd. ! 
National Bus Company ... ! 
Scottish Transport G roup . .. i 
British Shipbuilders ... ... I 

TOTAL .. . ... , 

44 

239 
733 

ng i 
2,148 I 

146 i 

2g~ I 
382 1 

13 I 
6 I 

45 I 
52 i 
16 I 

~.: ! 

-66 173 -34 -87 180 37 96 -
136 869 627 -111 489 181 1,186 -

19 389 438 I -14 288 37 749 
149 347 -399 -152 281 -113 -383 
~! 2,~!~ 1,1~ I -~~ 1,~ 11 2,m 
i 2g~ }~ ', -~g l~i ~ I l~j 

-9i 2n -88~ i -~~ 2n
l 

I 9~ I -6~g 
- i 6 -2~ 1 =~ 2 I -26 

~ I 1~ ~~ 1~ -n 
-1 15 =1~ 1 -~ 15 1 -2 
50 I 80 (12) -3 (I') i - (12) -70 

I 7,084 i -2,126 I I 1-4,-69-4-
1 

255 

1 
780 

29 
2 

60 
22 
43 

1.227 

18 32 

77 77 
-317 -317 

_360(10) -360 

I~g I I~g 
16 1 16 

101 I 101 
13 ' 14 

140 I 920(1\) 
-5 -5 

3 t 32 
5 I 7(1l) 

~~ I i~ 
107 I 150 

(1) No figures urc incl'!.ded r"r British ~crospac.. The sale to the public of shares in a suc=.sor company took place in February 1981. leaving the Government holding 48' 4 p<:r cent. 
M The capital value o t lC!!sed 2SSC:!S IS mc1uded. 
( ' ) The current cost I;rt:ilkdo wn of internal resources in general reflects bro:ld adjus tm.:nls to historic cost data. 
('4) The total figure! for ln tcrf!st a lont:: is -£1.933 milli~'n. . _ 
(') Including C()~( of sales :!diustment, monetary wor" ing: capita l adjustment. and other items no t involvrng the movement of lunds. 
(*) Shows subsidie!ii a nd capital grant:i received during the y~ar. 
(') Including issues under S~lion 18 01 te •• Iron and St, el Act 1975. . . .. 
(l) Except in t ht: ~$e of S f'OC 9 the figu re shown ag:atn~t each Industry lS the external fi nancmg hun t for the year. . 
(') In the caS<' of DGC end n:>:oc the figures exclude the impact of the proposed gas levy and of changes to Nor1h Sea taxation. 
(n) Indud •• BNOC's nc l paym<nts in to the Nalion:ti 011 Account. 
(11) Include; £53 mill ion in the case of llR and £13 million in the case of NFC availab!e solely to finance costs arising .. a result of BR's docision to withdraw from its Collect and Deliver 

(It) ~~ee!~ ~~~~~'res not a vailable. 
(n) Of which: GO"omment loans. .. ... .. . ... ... .. . ... ... .. . .. 891 

Issues of PDC (including issues under Section 1& of 1he Iron and Steel Act 1975) .. 927 
Overseas harrowing -544 
Market borrowing ... ... -311 
Short-term borrowing and leasing 200 
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TREASURY CONIMITTEE: TRANSCRIPT OF 18 MARCH HEARING 

I. I attach the uncorrected transcript of last week's session 

with officials. It should be handled with discretion until 

a corrected version is published by the Committee. 

2. Could action recipients please let Mr Bush have any 

suggested corrections to their evidence by the close this 

Wednesday 25 March. 

3. There will be a formal proof version of the evidence 

later but, the Committee Clerks tell me, we ought to get all 

our points in on the transcript version on this occasion: 

the Committee Report and accompanying evidence will be 

printed and published in double quick time. 
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worse than FSBR implies. 
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CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER 

TREASURY COMMITTEE: DR BRAY'S Q,UESTION 

cc Chief Secretary 
Financial Secretary 
Mr Burns 
Mr Middleton 
Mr Monck 
Mr Bridgeman 
Mr Evans 
Mr Unwin 
Mr Burgner 
Mr Battishill 
Mr Folger 

You have received a letter from Dr Bray warning that when you go 
to the Committee tomorrow he will return to the question he put 
to us last Wednesday on ttis it just a coincidence that the real 
PSBR implied in the Budget is about zero?lt 

2. This question, as his ,letter implies, is prompted by the 
paper by Marcus Miller. Professor Miller, following the sort of 
exercises previously done by Taylor and Tbreadgold, adjusts the 
nominal PSBR for the effects of inflation in reducing the real 
value of the stock of outstanding government debt. The resulting 
concept, termed "the real PSBR", is regarded by many as a better 
measure of the fiscal stance than changes in the nominal PSBR. On 
this view the implication that the real PSBR implied in the Budget, 
and indeed through the MTFS period, is close to zero could be taken 
as suggesting that fiscal policy is intended to be broadly neutral, 
neither contractionary nor expansionary. This presumably is what 
Dr Bray is trying to establish. 

3. There are considerable difficulties with using the real 
PSBR as a criterion for Budget-making. It would no doubt be quite 
a good benchmark if we were already starting from an acceptable 
rate of inflation, rather than from a rate that we are still seeking 
to reduce. Aiming at a particular PSBR in real terms could, however, 
easily degenerate into endorsing a fiscal policy that would 
accommodate whatever the going rate of inflation happens to be. In 
reaching your judgement on the £10t billion PSBR for 1981-82 you 
gave most weight to consistency with the monetary objectives and 
the general thrust of policy towards lowering inflation. You 

1 



explained in your Budget speech why you ruled out the £7i billion 
implied in last year's projections, as unduly restrictive in the 
more depressed conditions of the economy, and justified £10i billion 
as being "consistent with the monetary target that I have just 
announced. I also believe it to be a sum that can be financed 
without placing undue strains upon the capital markets". 

4. I am sure this is the line to hold to, and not get drawn 
into technical debate with Dr Bray about the desirability, or 
otherwise, of a zero real PSBR. However, as it happens, the way 
the MTFS is set up would imply that if inflation declines in line 
with the monetary target then the illustrative PSBR path in the 
projections would be roughly zero in real terms. But I think this 
is better regarded as an incidental feature of the projections, 
not as a deliberate objective that we had in mind in producing 
them. 

5. I attach a draft speaking note on the lines indicated above, 
and also, for convenience, the pages of the transcript of last 
Wednesday's. hearing covering the exchange with Dr Bray. 

FCASSELL 
24 March 1981 



DRAFT SPEAKING NOTE 

REAL PSBR 

I explained in my Budget speech how I reached my judgement that 

it would be right to provide for a PSBR in 1981-82 of some 

£10~ billion, or a little more than 4 per cent of GDP. [I 

ruled out the £7i billion implied in last year's illustrative 

projections as unduly restrictive in the conditions of lower 

output and higher unemployment than had been envisaged when 

those projections were made. As I said, I believe the figure 

£10t billion to be consistent with the monetary target announced 

for 1981-82, and also to be a sum that can be financed without 

placing undue strains upon the capital markets.] 

2. It is no doubt true, as Professor Miller suggests in his 

paper, given the prospect foreseen for inflation, that this 

implies a real PSBR of close to zero. Certainly, if inflation 

falls more or less in line with the declining monetary target, 

the projections in the medium-term financial strategy would 

imply a real PSBR fairly close to zero. This is because fiscal 

policy in these projections is .set to be consistent with a growth 

in the total financial assets of the private sector that is more 

or less in line with the monetary target. Hence money supply, 

total financial assets and the stock of government debt would 

all move together broadly in step through the period. And if 

inflation follows much the same path, the PSBR - which measures 

the nominal increase in the stock of public debt - would be 

close to zero in real terms. But that is not the same as saying 

1 



that a zero real PSBR is the objective. As the discussion of the 

MTFS in the Red Book makes clear, the projections of the PSBR 

are not to be taken as targets. Fiscal policy in any particular 

year will be operated so that the PSBR for that year - in nominal 

or real terms - will be consistent with declining monetary growth 

in the particular circumstances of the time. What the real PSBR 

will be through the MTFS period - and indeed what the economy's 

real growth will be - will depend to a very large extent on the 

pace at which inflation falls. 
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the 1'001 PSBR with the expected inf.J..ation ro,'te works out at about 

~ zero? 

~. Cassell) It was not derived in that wo:y. 

97. It is just a coincidence. i 
I (Mr. Cassell) ~en it 1s just a coincidence. The sane 
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CHANCELLOR 
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Mr. Bridgeman 
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Mr. Eva ns 
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Mr. Unwin 
Mrs. Gilmore 

OUTSIDERS' PAPERS TO THE TREASURY COMMITTEE 

You asked at your meeting this afternoon for brief notes 

on what the various post-Budget papers said. 

2. These are attached in tabular form. The references 

to the relevant briefs submitted by Mr. Unwin yesterday 

are also given. 

,f'~ 
(M.T. FOLGER) 

24 March 1981 



No. 

TRCBudget)1 

TRCBudget)2 

AuthorCs) and Title 

Ward The March 1981 
Budget and Economic 
Prospects 

Ormerod & Capella 
The March 1981 
Budget and the 
Public Expenditure 
White Paper 

Comment 

Very wide ranging but 
rather superficial. 
Assesses plausibility 
spending and other MTFS 
projections to 1983 - 84 . 
Some doubtful analysis of 
likely 1980-81 spending 
outturn stresses alleged 
"unanticipated ' relative 
price changes". Expresses 
scepticism about nationalised 
industries turnround and 
realism of 1% MTFS GOP growth 
assumption . ~uestions 
advisability of giving primacy 
to ,monetary restraint and 
s~ggests Budget will, overall) 
harm industry. , ReportsCEPG~ 
model results suggesting 
Budget tax increases will 
cut output 1% in 1981, 2% in 
1992 and raise unemployment 
by .3m. 

Comppres FSBR forecasts with 
EIU runs on Treasury Model. 
Suggests prospects for 
output and unemployment 
worse than FSBR implies . 
Sees Budget as contractionary~ 
wrongly views MTFS figures for 
PSBR as "targets" and denies 
any strong connection between 
PSBR and interest rates 

j ! 

Particularly relevan t 
briefing etc . 

C"O , E" F"H ,K, L,N . 
Also draf t paper to 
Committee 
under Mr . Br idgeman ' s 
24 March submission . 

G"H " J "K" L" U. 
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No. 

TRCBudget)4 

TRCBudget)8 

TRCBudget)10 

TRCBudget)11 

Author(s) and Title 

Henry An analysis of. 
the . Budget changes 

:using the NIESR model. 

Miller Monetary 
policy aspects of 
Budget 

Hills st. James' 
Group forecasts -
Effects of Budget 

National Council of 
Building Material 
Producers. The 
Budget and the 
Public Expenditure 
White Paper . 

1 ' 

COmm8.1t Particularly relevant 
briefing etc. 

Content as suggested 
by title. Confused 
and amateurish. Takes 
very mechanit'\ist:ic. view 
on calculating economic 
effects of Budget,which 
are seen as deflationary. 

Suggests MTFS intention 
is to provide for zero 
"real PSBR". Takes up 
TCSC CMonetary Policy 
Report) suggestion of 
heavy output loss implied 
by anti-inflation policies. 

Reports EIU crG\V\ki~ 
of Treasury Model. On 
their definition of 
Budget,suggests by 1984 
Q1: GOP 3% down 
unemployment .3m up 
etc. 

Criticises cuts in 
public sector capital 
programmes. Criticises 
RIG, Granny Bond extension 
etc. as likely to divert 
finance from private 
sector uses Chew housing 
and construction) 

-', - 1------------- --------- ---· ..... ---

H,J,L. 

K,U, V. 
24 Ma rc h submission 
from Mr . Cassell. 
25 Ma r c h note by 
Mr. Bus h on 
previ ous Bank 
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No. 

• 
TR(Sub TX)28 

TR(Sub Tx)29 

Author(s) and Title 

Kay and Morris The 
impact of the 1981 
Budget 

Hills Some tax 
implications of 
the 1981 Budget 
and associated 
I1\8asures 

Comment 

Reasonably fair 
assessment (on its 
own terms) of 
distributional 
effects of Budget 
tax changes . Points 
out overall effect 
was to redistribute 
income "from both 
top and bottom to the 
middle" [of income 
range] . 

Comments on worsening 
of poverty trap, increase 
in number of taxpayers, 
pattern of real 
increases in excise 
duties etc . 

L,. 
Particularly relevant 

briefi ng etc . 

S • A Iso 
Mr . . Batt i shi ll ' s 
notes su bmitted 
by Mr . Unw in 24 Marc h 

S Jl T . 
Draft I R pa per o n 
adminis trat ive 
imp li ca tions . 
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CONFI DENT I.AL 

CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER 

TRE.ASURY CO:MI1ITTEE: 25 MARCH 

cc Chief Secretary 
Financial Secretary 
Sir Douglas \~ass 
I1r Burns 
I1r Middleton 
Mr Battishill 
Mr Burgner 
Mr Bridgeman 
Mr Cassell 
Mr Evans 
Mr Monck 
I1r Allen 
Mrs Gilmore 
Mr Folger 
I1r Cropper 

I attach briefing for your use before the Committee on Wednesday, 
at 4.30pm. An index is attached immediately below. 

2. I am sorry that the briefing is not as tidy in the time 
available as it might have been. It seeks, however, to cover 
the main issues that arose last week at the session with officials 
and other points you yourself have raised. It is, of course, 
a supplement to the extensive Budget briefing and other material 
recently provided (e.g. Mr Williams' note of today's date on 
tomorrow's unemployment figures). 
to a few specific points:-

I should draw your attention 

(i) brief D on various nationalised industry points 
is submitted for defensive purposes should the Committee 
raise with you the points in the Clerk's letter to me of 
20 March. We can consider after Wednesday's session 
whether the letter merits a formal reply. You need feel 
under no obligation to put the points on record at the 
hearing itself. I have also attached to brief D a 
speaking note on nationalised industry financing that we 
had at hand last week. 

f2 
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CONFIDENT TAL 

(ii) Brief G provides no more than a holding form of 
words on the PSBR and nationalised industry etc investment. 
It is intended to be consistent with other recent statements 
(e.g. by the Chief Secretary) but not to shut the door on 
change entirely. But there is such a complex of difficult 
issues here, that we have not yet resolved internally, that 
we cannot hope to settle them by Wednesday and holding remarks 
of this kind seem as far as you could prudently go. One of 
the associated problems, however, is sale and lease back, and 
we may be able to take this a little f~ITther in discussion 
with you (in the Telecommunications context) tomorrow. 

(iii) We are submitting separately drafts of the various 
papers commissioned from us last week. It now seems almost 
certain that we shall not be able to produce the distributional 
note requested by NT Meacher. This is perhaps no bad thing 
in advance of the meeting and you will be able to draw on the 
notes produced by FP at S belovJ. 

~ 
J B UNWIN 

23 March 1981 

---, 
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Public Expenditure 

1. Further cuts 

What further cuts has the Government in mind? 

Line to take i 

I . 1 b The Govtrnment has not dec1ded yet whether there shou d e cuts, or 

what th

l
Y should be. 

Decisions are a matter for the annual review. 

i 
I 

However the White Paper gives figures for the planning totals which are 

bigher than Government had originally hoped. The MTFS shows that these 

are d~fficult to reconcile with objectives for taxation. Hence need to 

look Jgain carefully a~ possibility of further reduction. 

NB. Decline to give any examples. 

Key Quotes 

White Paper (Cmnd 8175) 

"The totals in 1980-81 and future years are higher than previously 
expected and higher than "the Government would wish in the light of 
their financial and economic objectives. The Government regard this 
development as one which requires the most serious attention during 
the 1981 annual survey, when the plans for 1982-83 onwards will be 
reviewed." 

Budget Speech 

"Our decisions for the future are designed to ensure that the volume 
of spending falls after 1981-82. The public expenditure White Paper 
shows a planned fall of 4 per cent. by 1983-84. Whether we can spend 
even on that scale must depend on how far we can afford to do so. 
During the annual r~view later this year we shall be looking hard at 
the possibility of further reductions in those plans." (10 March, Col 767.) 

1 
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Chief Secretary 

"None the less it is disappointing that the recessionary 
effects and other increases have meant that even in 1983-84 
we shall not have secured all the reduction in spending that 
we had hoped for last year, so we shall be having a very 
careful look in the coming annual survey to consider whether 
more can be done to offset the increases that have occurred and 
make more progress towards our original targets over the next 
three years." (11 March, Col 927.) 

FST (Weekend World) 

"Spending departments will be asked for suggestions, at least 
in first instance." 

l(Ef ~~p 
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Cash Planning System 

Possible Questions: 

What form will it take? 

Will the Select Committee be consulted about it? 

Line to take 

(i) The changed system 

The Government has taken decision in principle to switch to cash, 

particularly as the basis for decisionson the focal year - 1982-83 
in the coming survey. 

The exact way in which this will be applied is now being developed 

as part of the usual preparatory work on the 1981 survey. Chief 

Secretary may have more to say in debate on PEWP. 

The advantages to be gained were those set out by Chancellor: 

(a) change whole framework of decisions to bring in 

availabili ty of finance; 

(b) remove implicit presumption of carrying forward volume 

plans intact; 

(c) increase cost consciousness, accountability and flexibility 

in management of programmes. 

It will not make major cuts any easier. But it will p'rovide a more 

relevant framework for decisions. 

This is not ·a shift from Plowden concepts of looking at totality of 

expenditure, relating it to the economy and economic objectives, and 

taking account of implication of decisions for more than the year 

ahead. 

1 o. 
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Concept of volume only planning now inappropriate given inflation, 

and emphasis on finance in economic management. Cash limits were 

first recognition of need to change. This change will carry that 

through. 

(ii) Consultation with the Committee 

The form of the system within Government is a matter for Government: 

. it is essentially a question of the way in which material is assembled 

f~r decision by Ministers. (It is not for the Committees.) 

We will be COIEUti~ others in the public sector; . local authorities 

and nationalised industries: eg ~he implication for work in the 

~enditure Groups of the Consultative Council. 

The form of the Public Expenditure White Papers has tended to reflect 

the survey process. Ministers will certainly want the White Paper 

to reflect the new system and emphasis on cash. They will probably 

want to tell the Committee what changes in the White Paper they 

have in mind, somewhat nearer the time. 

~E-f G-,~P . 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

CREDIBILITY OF PUBLIC EXPENDITURE PROFILE 

(a) General 

There are .four general reasons why I think that the profile 

for public expenditure shown in the White Paper is credible 

notwithstanding that public expenditure this year has been higher 

than expected, and we expect it to rise slightly in the coming 

year. 

2. The first is the point which my rt hon friend the Chief 

Secretary made in the House, namely that it takes time to change 
'IIIII!: --

public expenditure programmes • They tend to have a considerable 
r ...., 

inbuilt momentum of their own. For example,securingthe reductions 

in spending on schools to reflect the fall in the number of 

children would in many cases require the re-organisation of work 

within the schools and in some the closing of schools • 

• All that takoo time. Similarly some policy chagges require 

legislation: for example the Earnings Related Supplement to a 

short-term benefits ends next January. I think that the right 

way to look at the events of last year is not to say that 
c 

expenditure rose, instead of falling, but to say , 

that we achieved two-thirds of the switch in sp~hding plans 
'4 -

which we had intended, notwithstanding the unexpected difficulties .. 
which arose. 

e -
3. The second point is that we have adjusted our plans to allow 

for the experience of the last year and,of its nature, that is 

not an experience which is likely to be repeated. 

1 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

Much of it was due to the form which the recession took. The 

fall in GDP was much as we had expected. But there was a far 

sharper reduction in manufacturing output and a far more rapid 

reduction in employment than we had expected. There are now 

definite signs of the recession reaching its low point [as I have 

already discussedJ. And the exceptional shakeout of labour last 

year is of its nature unlikely to be repeated. Therefore, while 

I am afraid there may be some further increase in unemployment, 

I think that the working assum tions for unem 1 e~t levels 
more likely to prove realistic than the last ones 

used in the Whi e aper are ,;.. Similarly, we have been 

able to take account of the effects of the recession on the 

finances for the nationalised industries. 

4. Third, while the effects of some of these changes and 

assumptions carried through into the later years they do not all 

do so. For example, the amount of redundancy payments is linked 

more closely to the rate at which unemployment is increasing than 

.to the absolute level of unemployment. The same applies to the 

need for a temp~~ary short time working 6cheme~ 

5. Finally, to the extent that some of the effects do carry 

right through the period, we took further decisions to cut 

expenditure programmes last autumn, which I announced in November, 

should 
which .' 1- largely offset those effects. 

(b) Local authorities 

6. It is too soon to be certain of what the outturn for local 

authority current expenditure this year will be. But the signs 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

are that it will be significantly less than was envisaged when 

my rt hon friend the Secretary of State for the Environment 

called for revised budgets last summer. It may still, in the affected 
be 

area,/about 2% over what was allowed for in the White Paper. 

This is . di~appointing: but on the 'other hand, as I mentioned above, 

there are difficulties in a sharp turnround in public expenditure. 

I am confident that given time, and also given the incentive to 

keep to expenditure plans given by the new block grants system, 

local authority expenditure will come back into line as provided 

for in the White Paper fairly quickly. 

7. As my rt hon friend the Secretary of State for the Environment 

said on Sunday, we hope that the steps which we have taken will 

prove sufficient to ensure that local authorities adjust their 

expenditure in line with the views of central government. If they 

do not prove sufficient, then we will have to consider taking 

further powers. But we would hope that that is not necessary • 

. 
(c) Industrial support 

~ 
8. \ Accept that the decline in the industry programme may be 

somewhat less than the sharp decline (from £820 million in 
Skowt"\ ' 

1981-82 to £30 million in 1983-84)l ~ against t ,he programme 
~ , (.,""-'A C \'\ ( '( 

in the White Paper. That is because the programme figures ~ 

reflect decisions already taken • If a case is made out for ... -additional measures of support, then that will be a charge to 

th~ ~tingency Reserve: that is what the Reserve is for. 

9. In particular, the programme does not provide for support 

for British Leyland after 1982-83. The British Leyland corporate 

plan aims for a return to viability by then. But the Government 

3 



do not rule out the possibility that British Leyland will seek 

further modest and declining support after that. As I said 

it would be a charge on the Reserve. 

10. Finally, as far as the decline in expenditure on the 

redundancy ' fund and the temporary short time working scheme 

,£ 

is concerned, this is because the level of payments is related 

more to the rate of change in unemployment, than to its actual 

level. Therefore the take-up is assumed to falloff after 1981. 

(d) Nationalised industries 

[See separate brief from PE.] 

(fE P ~rt>U.f 
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NATIONALISED INDUSTRY FIGURES OUT OF DATE: SPEAKING NOTES 
(~~C Clerk's letter of 20 March immediately below) 

-
As the White Paper makes clear the projections are based on those 
submitted by the industries themselves last summer. The forecasts 
of demand of output on which they were based were the industries' 
own. They do not necessarily reflect therefore the Treasury 
forecast whether in November or more recently. The White Paper 
points out that the 'figures are more than usually uncertain as 
a result of the recession and will need to be re-examined in this 
year's Investment and Financing Review. 

;-DEFENSlVE_7 The projections inevitably reflect a snapshot at 
a particular poin I lme. The industries (like all businesses) ,...., 
are constantly reviewing the trading outlook and adjusting their 
business plans accordingly. For that reason the forecasts have 
to be reassessed annually. 

Nationalised ~ Industry Pricing 

Paragraph 3 of Part III of the White Paper identifies economic 
pricing, together with reductions in current losses andEpro~ements 
in efficiency as the main components of the improvement in internal 
resources in the last White Paper (Cmnd 7841). The next paragraph 
goes on to explain that this improvement has had to be revised 
downwards in the face of the recession. Nevertheless, Cmnd 8175 
also projects an improvement in nationalised industries based 
on continued apP,lication of the same 3 policies • . 

The major area where real price increases are implied is Energy. 
When announcing financial targets for the gas and electricity 
industries in January 1980 the Secretary of State said that 
domestic gas prices were likely to increase by some ~ 10% in real 
terms in each of the three year periodsto 1982-83, and electricity 
prices were likely to increase by about 5% over and above the 
increase in the industry's own costs over the period as a whole. 

As explained in paragraph 50 the Telecoms figures assume a real 
rate of return of 6% on net assets in 1981-82, although the 
precise financial target for that year has yet to be set. How 
large a price increase that implies must depend to some extent 
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on how well BT can control their costs, but one might fairly 
look for an increase not out of line with the movement of the 

RPI. 

Elsewhere real price increases do not play a significant role and 
the improvement in performance should come from lower costs and 
improved efficiency. ' Overall there is plenty of scope for this. 

British Steel COrporation 

Ministers have now approved the BSC plan and set an EFL for 1981-82 

at £730 million in line with the provisional figure shown here. 
~ ~ 

The very great uncertalnty attaching to BSC' s prospects, .and hence 

to that figure, was brought out by the Industry Secretary in his 
statement of 24 February; Mr MacGregor admits that his own plan is 
optimistic. BSC's results are heavily dependent not only on the 

improvement in its own performance - so far on target - but on 
factors such as - exchange rate, the maintenance of SOmR kind of 

1 order in the European market, and the timing of an upturn in steel 
ordering in the UK. 

Estimate of cost of coal development 

It is not po.ssible to give a , figure now for the cost of the 
commitments the Government has given on imports and the Board's 

financial constraints. This will depend on the outcome of further 
I 

discussions. 

PE2 
23 March 1981 
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- 2:~.>.c&l 20th March 1981 

As you know Members did not ask quest mons about the 
prospects for nationalised industries on Wednesday but it 
might well save time when the Chancellor appears on the 
25th March if the Treasury could answer some or all of the 
following questions: 

The Public Expenditure White Paper (Cmnd, 8175) - paragraph 4 
of Part 3 - says that the nationalised industry projections 
are based on the 1980 InvestIDB.i:rtand Financing Review. This 
review is - I believe-some six months old and the external 
financing limits were announced in November. Does this mean 
that the projections are based on last November's forecast 
about future output, especially manufactur~~ outpu~which were 
more optimistic than are the latest Treasury £orecasts published 
with the Budget? 

Paragraph 3 of ·Part 3 of the White Paper (page 166) 
forecasts 'a steady rise in the level o£ internal resources 
throughout the period as a result of the phased appiicanion of 
economic pric~g policies particularly in the gas and 
electricity industries ••• n This implies increases in the real 
priues especially in the light o£ the considerably higher planned 
capital expenditure of the nationalised industries. The 
discussion on the British Gas Corporation confirms, that real 
gas prices are projected to rise by 10 per cent per annum. What 
are the implied increases for the other major ind~stries, in 
particular for British Telecommunications, and EI~ctricity? 

Is there any further information about the prospects for 
the British Steel Corporation that you can now give the 
Committee: the existing estimates pre said to be only 
provisional (paragraph 37 of Parf 3)7 

Can any estimate be made o£ the costsof ·the recent 
agreement to delay closure of uneconomic coal mines and reduce 
coal imports? 

J .B. Unwin Esq., 
H M Treasury 

v-~~ 
J~ 

D.F. Hubback 
Clerk to the Committee 
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TURNROUND IN NATIONALISED INDUSTRY FINANCING 

Speaking Note 

1. The Government has never sought to disguise the uncertainties 

to which the figures for nationalised industry finance are subject 

It would be unrealistic to suppose that the affairs of trading 

bodies oould be predicted wi.th anything like the certainty of many 

Government ::."_spending programmes. Small variations in the 

industries' turnover can result in very significant changes in 

the financing figures. " For example, the " increase in nationalised 
.. of about 40% 

industries' external financing limits this year/represents only -2 % of their aggregate turnover. 

.) 

2. The figures in last year's White Paper have inevita~ly, had 

to be reviewed and adjusted in the light of events. As the 

Treasury pape~ submitted to tpe Committee in ;-November_7 explained, 

the forecasts in Cmnd 7841 were the industries' own, based on 

estimates submitted in the first half of 1979. These estimates -. 
did not take full account of the unusually sharp change in economic -
prospects between ,the time of their preparation and the publication 

of the White Paper. This was particularly true of 1981-82 onwards 

since the figures for 1980-81 were updated when the EFLs were 

set in the autumn of 1979. Recognition of this uncertainty over 

"the economic outlook led the Government, as explained in Cmnd 7841, 

to increase the size of. the Contingency Reserve. In the event all 

the increases i~ nationalised industries' financing requirements 

in 1980-81 have been contained within the Reserve and have not 

added to public expenditure. 

3. The figures in this year's White Paper ~e not subject to. 

the same uncertainty since the economic outlook has not changed 

NPn 
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so sharply since the industries' forecasts were prepared. But 

they remain uncertain. They reflect a snapshot at a particular 

point in time, but over a period of four years ahead the plans 

and results of business organisations will inevitably change 

as trading conditions. change. The steel industry is a case in 

point. The figur~'in the last White Paper took account neither 

of the intensity of the recession nor of the effect of the 'steel 

strike. The present White Paper includes a more realistic 

assessment of future demand as well as higher figures to take 

account of the shortmrm costs of rapid restructuring. 

4. The Governmen~s policy is that over the period of the White 

Paper the industries' needs for external finance should be reduced 

through ~conomic pricing)re~ctions in the level of current losses 

and improvements in efficien~y. To achieve this some of the 

industries must implement far reaching changes. These planned 

changes - and their beneficial effects - are reflected in the 

forecasts. It would not be right for the Government to soften the 

pressures on the industries to bring about improvements in their 

performance ?y providing unnecessary finance or to protect them 

from the need to revise their financing plans in the face of --
~------------~---------------------------------
changes in economic circumstances. ----- -------------------------------

N.B. C"" .... (. .84-' r~r-S~ ~U~ ~ (.. f'l'ic1r h'" o-\- ('lll()S~ 
r-r-~S \.,.er ~ (" 9D - lSI .... 11~ - 5l4- . 



CAPITAL AND CURRENT EXPENDITURE ® SPEAKING NOTE 

I do not think that it is very useful to look at comparisons of the 

capital and current content of expenditure programmes in total, or 

in isolation from the Government ' s priorities fer its expenditure 

programmes. 

2. Our overriding priority is to get the mtal for public expenditure 

~ 
onto a downward path. Within that, there are four main programmes -
for which we are pledged in one way or another to provide for an 

increase. Two of these, Defence and Social Security, by definition 
--------.. -
include no capital expenditure. The other two, Health and Law and Order, 

~ ~~------------~---------
include a relatively small proportion of capital expenditur~, about 

5% in each case. But these proportions are increasing. 

3. Most of the reductions to offset the increases in those four 

programmes are coming from another four, industry, housing, edu:cation 

and science"and finance for the nationalised industries. The largest 

single reduQtion is coming from housing, which of course includes a 

high proportion of capital expenditure . There are two reasons why we 

think a reduction in public sector investment in housing is appropriate. 

The first is that we have now largely caught up with the arrears in 
~ 

housing which faced this country after the last war. So there is less 

need for The second is that we think 

it right 
t 
sector. I would hope that the fall in interest rates, which has been 

r 
faciliated by this Budget, will lead to a revival in the private sector 

housing market, and so private sector construction. 

1 
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4. In the case of eduction, we again face a very different situation 

from that which has existed until recently. The school population is 

now falling, not rising. So the need for new schools to cater for a 
~ 

growing school population has passed. It is only natural in that 
e 

situation that c~pital expenditure should decline very rapidly. 

5. Finally, while we are looking for a reduction in the claims of 

the nationalised industries on the public sector borrowing requirement, 
, 
which is essentially their contribution to public expenditure, we do 

dot envisage that that will be at the cost of fixed investment. Indeed, 

fixed investment in the nationalised industries is shown in the White 

Paper to be increasing from the low level of recent years. The change 

from the public expenditure figure will come about because more of that 

investment will be financed by nationalised industries from their own 

resources. 

Procurement 

6. It has been suggested that we have been cutting capital expenditure, 

and allowing the amounts spent on administration to ' increase. That is 

a false dichotomy~ We have in fact been cutting the costs of 

administration. The size of the Civil Service has fallen by 5% since 

we came to office. Local authorities are now beginning , to cut back on 

their administrative staff. The Secretary of State for Social Services 

has taken action to cut back on administration in the Health Service. 

Indeed, the total public services wage and salary bill ~s only staying 

fairly constant in so-called volume terms because we are providing for 

increased staff at the sharp end - doctors, nurses and so on. Current 

expenditure on procurement of goods and services from the private sector, 

2 



which of course includes much of the Defence programme, is virtually 

level. The switch in the economiccategorn.,s of expenditure is 

essentially a switch between capital expenditure and transfer payments, 

notably social security payments. 



BackgrolUld note 

The figures on which the speaking note is based are as follows 

1975-76 1976-77 1977':"78 197~-79 1979-80 1980-81 1981-82 

Current e?:SEenditure on goods and 
services excl wages and salaries 

Central government 11,148 10,969 10,890 11,058 11, 2~ 9 11,860 11,962 
Local authorities 3,340 3,133 2,966 3,104 3,229 2,844 2,694 

Total'" 14,48~ 14,102 13,856 14,162 14,51~ 14,705 14,.656 

Gross domestic fixed 
capital formation 

Central government 2,163 1,990 1,594 1,573 1,533 1,564 1,653 
Local authorities 6,677 6,093 4,919 4,201 3,830 2,~89 2,093 
Other public 
corporations 1,566 1,500 1,303 1,190 1,061 938 891 

Total" 10,406 9,5~3 7,816 6,964 6,425 5,392 4,637 

Grand total 24,894 23,685 21,672 21,126 20;943 20,097 19,293 

"Shown in the White Paper, C~d 8175, table 1.~ 

2. The , plans for the years after 19~1-82 are provisional, ~ 'and the decisions 

necessary to permit an economic analysis of expenditure for those years have 

not yet been taken. But the indications are that the plans imply no great 

change from the 1981-82 position shown in the above table. 

3. The reasons why the bulk of defence expenditure is classified as current 

spending (including spending on items, like ships and aircraft) which on other 

programmes would be capital equipment) is that defence goods are, in the context 

in which they are used, consumables which do not add to productive capacity. 



Economic Anal sis of Public res 
(Cmnd 175: Table 1.12 

The Chancellor will rec~ll that last April he was pressed by the Committee 
econom1C 

on the fact that no/analysis of public expenditure was given for 1981-82 

and later years. The main reason for this was that there was no analysis 

of the housing programme for later years between subsidies, capital 

expenditure etc. (Copy of exchanges attached.) 

2. Mr T Ward, one of the special advisers, has pointed out in his paper 

to the Committee that Table 1.12 of the new White Paper (Cmnd 8175) shows 

the differences from the previous White Paper by economic category for 

1981-82. He remarks "Precisely how this is possible is not explained". 

3. If the Chancellor is pressed as to whether figures which he has said 

were not available were available (and whether comparable figures for 

1982-83 are now available) he should say: 

"Figures for 1981-82 did not exist a year ago (and similar figures 

for 1982-83 do not exist now), because decisions about the split 

of housing programmes had not been taken at that time for the later 

years. 

Howeve~, when ~e came to prepare the White Paper, it was considered 

than an economic analysis of the £2.3 billion change in the planning 

total for 1981-82 would be useful. 

For the majority of programmes such an analysis was available. 

There were however a few cases, notably housing, where firm decisions 

had not been taken last year about the split by sub-programme for 

1981-82. 

This meant that firm figures for the economic analysis had not existed 

at the time of the last White Paper. 

In the case of housing therefore the figures used in completing 

table 1.12 represent the policy change announced in November 
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(-69) and the change in the programme due to "estimating changes" 

(+77) notably the effects of changed interest rate assumptions on 

the figures for subsidies. 

So in that case, it is essentially an analysis which identified 

changes, rather than differences between two complete sets of figures. 

Next year, we would no doubt include a footnote explaining the 

somewhat hybrid construction of the table. 

4. The Chancellor could point out that it was not a case of the Government 

withholding information a year ago, it was a case, perhaps, of trying to be 

too helpful now! 
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NATIONALISED INDUSTRY INVESTMENT: SPEAKING NOTE 

Frequently urged that public sector investment, particularl y 

by nationalised industries (NIs), be increased, because in 

short-run would give additional business to private industry 

and in longer run add to productive potential. 

Those who urge this not always clear whether such investment 

should increase totals of public sector spending and 

borrowing or be accommodated within existing totals by 

cutting back other spending. 

Distinction important. Whatever medium-term benefits, in 

short-term £ of additional public investment has much same 

effect as £ of public expenditure on current goods and 

services. If additional investment allowed to add to PSBR 

would tend to raise interest rates, and discourage other 

expenditure, including private investment. Except in 

short-term, net effect on private industry may not be 

beneficial. Effect on future growth of productive potential 

uncertain. 

These unhelpful side-effects could be avoided if new 

investment in place of some other spending already planned. 

Raises question of what other spending should be cut, and 

whether if such reductions can be achieved should be used 

to reduce total spending, rather than change balance of 

different programmes within it. Issues for next annual 

review. 
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Beware of jumping to conclusions, particularly where NIs 

concerned. Some decline in NI investment in recent years, 

but on nothing "like scale that much recent comment suggests. 

Public expenditure white paper (Table 3.2) shows NI invest-

ment higher in coming three years than in past two. 

Rate of return of much NI investment has been appallingly 

low; over-investment in some (eg steel . capacity). If projects 

in prospect offering good rates of return, hope they can 

be accommodated within present totals of investment programmes. 

Criteria applied to public investment designed to favour 

projects offering high return. Real trouble is that such 

projects much rarer than sometimes suggests, and some NIs -
not good at containing their current costs (and so have to cut 

... 
investment) • 

As indicated in Budget wind~up, ready to consider alternative 

methods of financing NIs. Two advantages if right form could be 
AND fu{l.. 
~~l ! devised. 
~~, I ,J 

Might introduce market discipline for management. Might 

A~~~lA also tap new sources of finance and avoid adverse effects on 

interest rates. Open ind, but experience, so far at least, is 

that methods of finan ing which meet these criteria exist more 

in imagination than i real world. 
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CROWDING OUT 

Most of us dislike the term, but as generally used it refers to 

the extent to which an increase in public expenditure displaces 

private expenditure. 

2. In a fully employed economy it is obvious that increased 

public expenditure, however financed, must displace private 

expenditure. This is known as ureal resource crowding out ll 
• 

There is no dispute about it. It is obviously not relevant in 

tOday·s conditions. 

3. The issue today is whether an increase in public expenditure 

financed by borrowing will crowd out private expenditure. There 

are various ways in which this could c,ome about - through the 

effect on interest rates, exchange rate, prices or expectations. 

4. The interest rate route is the one most frequently discussed. 

Much turns here on monetary regime assumed. With a fixed money 

supply, the increased public borrowing would have to be financed 

by additional debt sales, so raising interest rates (and possibly 

also exchange rate). Sensitivity of private spending to changes 

in interest rates difficult to estimate. Most research suggests 

it is fairly inelastic in the short-run. But obviously much 

depends upon the starting level of interest rates and the general 

financial position of the private sector. On balance, initial 
as ..-

demand-boosting effects of additional Government expenditure on 
• 

goods and services likely to outweigh the demand-reducing effects 

arising from the higher interest (and exchange?) rates. In other 
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words, in the short-run unlikely that additional public 

expenditure would crowd out, one-for-one, private expenditure. But 

interest rate effects are probably stronger in the medium-term 

and the question is more open as one moves further ahead. l:There 

would also be longer run consequences following from the change 

in the pattern of expenditure, with more of it determined by the 

government and less in the market sector. :1 
5. If the additional borrowing were financed not by debt sales 

but by -, a faster growth of mon'ey supply, interest rates would 

presumably not rise as much initially (and with inflationary 

expectations rising, real interest rates might fall). However, 

the higher monetary growth would be expected to lead to higher 

inflation, and this could reduce private expenditure, both by 

creating uncertainty and by raising the personal saving ratio 

(as persons try to maintain the real value of their wealth). 

6. Crowding out is thus a complex issue that in the end can 

only be resolved empirically. It would seem unwise to take any 

dogmatic line about the extent to which additional public 

expenditure would lead to crowding out in the short-term. Even 

with unchanged money supply, the displacement of private 

expenditure would probably be considerably less than one-for-one • 

7. These same arguments, of course, suggest an even more ... 
agnostic line on the extent to which a fall in interest rates 

~ 

resulting from a reduction in public expenditure and borrowing 

"'" would "crowd inn additional private expenditure. The usual 
- ----... > 

analogy of ttpushing on a stringU probably has some force in the 

short-term. 



Brief. H 

Unemployment assumptions 

1. The -Vhite Paper uses the broad working assumption that the 

wholly unemployed in the UK will average 2.6 'million in 1981-82 

(2.5 million in GB and .1 million in Northern Ireland). This compares 

with 2.3 million in mid-February, seasonally adjusted. It implies 

a slOitver rate of increase than we saw last winter, which is 

consistent wi th the forecasts for GDP. For 1982-83 on'.'/ards the 

White Paper uses a working assumption of 2.8 million (2.7 million GB 

and .1 million Northern Ireland). This is compatible with the GDP 

assumpt ion used in the MTFS for the ; hole period 1981-82 to 198.3-84, 
F 

which, as the FSBR points out, is broadly in line with the current 

range of outside forecasts. 
\ 

Will unemployment hit 3 million this year? 

2. I hope not. Unemployment predictions are very uncertain 

and it would be misleading to be tied to any particular point 

figure. Actual numbers will, for example, depend on how many 

school leavers register in the summer. [-The maximum number of 

school leavers registered in 1980 was just under 300,000 in July._7 

L-IF PRESSED 

3. We would not expect the tr L-of the seasonally-adjusted 

figures_7 of the main series [-i.e. excluding school-leavers_7 

to reach 3 million. Unemployment forecasts are subject to big 

errors and successive governments have n ot published them._7 

Sunday Times article: "3.7 million jobless" 

4. A copy is attached. It is not clear how the fi [ ure was 

derived. Line to take: forecasts uncertalr;, of course Treasury 

looks at likely economic developments on different assumptions, 

outturn just as likely to be better than expected. Question and 

answer brief attached. 

Unemployment figures Dublished on 24 March 

5. Brief by EB attached. 

EA Group 
24 March 1981 
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UNEMPLOYMENT 

Is the Treasury forecasting 3.7 million unemployed by the end o~_l~ 

The Treasury does not publish forecasts of unemployment. The 

figures used as illustrative assumptions in the Public Expenditure 

Whi te Paper (page 125 of Crnnd 8175) ar'e much lovler than this. 

The growth assumption in the Medium Term Financial Strategy -

t% a year from 1980, implying appreciably faster growth after this 

year - likewise implies a much lower figure for unemployment. 

What are the unemployment ,!~umptions in the Public Expendi~:~re 
White Paper? 

Wholly unemployed , excluding school-leavers , GB 

1981-82 

1982-83 

1983-84 

Million 

2.5 
2.7 
2.7 

These are illustrative assumptions and not forecasts. 

) But isn't unemployment likely to go higher than this? 

As inflation continues to come down, and provided we stick to 

the medium-term strategy, the prospects for creating jobs will 

impr ave. Post-war history shows that increases in unemployment 

have been associated with increases in inflation. 

Won't unemployment hit 2 million this year? 

I hope not. Unemployment predictions are very uncertain and 

it would be misleading to be tied to any particular point figure. 

Actual numbers will, for example, depend on how many school leavers 

register in the s~mer. 

Why doesn't the Government Dublish forecasts of unemployment? 

Partly because of the uncertainties, successive Governments in the 

UK have not published such forecasts. ~~at matters is sticking 

to policies designed to create sustainable growth and employment. 

This means improving competitiveness throughout the economy. 

If the Sunday Times report i~~ro~gL_wh~ doesn't the Government 
deny it? 

All sorts of speculative reports appear in the press from time to 

time. The Government is under no obligation to confirm or deny 

every such report. 

1 



But doesn't the Treasury model produce very pessimistic __ -Cor~~§.st s 
of unemployment? 

As can be seen from the array of forecasts pUblished by many 

different institutions, a wide variety of views is available: 

a considerable measure of scepticism is in order. 

Hasn't the Treasury constructed forecasts on more pessimistic 
assumptions about growth? 

As always, a wide variety of projections have been considered, 

but we h~ive no intention of adding to the substantial amount 

of material already made available. 
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llkeru~.g~~:'neW< ~Jridtistr~:~l .... plan· 
. .,.. ;tby Mi~hael Joiles~' ~olitical Corre~p6nden( '·'~.:' , - ; ,' . 
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[~ ! I!~ ~n =I: . , ih.e ·r
firs ... t :,.qii~t~r~ ::~f ne. xt year. _::!:! $:1 ! ! _ :. . Tory :MPs·:.bave ,; been assured, 

: however; that ' the ' recess'ion is 
DING cabinet dissi~ent ' i beginning ~to bottom out and that 
~sterday for a new gove~- : 'higher outPut will -help' "to limit · 
ndustrial " 'strategy, ,as : rises in unemployment. But a 
11 sources . disclosed I a : "3,700,000 projection has · Dot -been . 
easury fore.cast f~r un- ~ anticipated ' ~nd Sir " G~ffr~y 
lent next year. ThIS sec- . Howe is 'likely" 'to' face ' questions 
re sug~ests 'that, on the a~,out .tpe, basis .for '. his · Blldg~t 
sumpuons, there maybe confidence when ·he-appearstpls 
, out of work by th~ .-end ,week before the Commons .,Rlect ' 

.. committee on th~ :rieasurY~, ' , 
r Walker, . agricul.tural I' • ' The'· shock :figure will add to 
and the on~y promment . :the.' ·J p·olitkar~ ' speculation sur
of the cabmet not y~t rounding Walker's 'Speech yester-
1:0 . have endorsed SIr ' " ' : " ',:' " 
Howe's Budget, urged ' ,. ' 

~rnment now to adopt a 
positive' industrial !~"t~~ , 

lent Con~~~~~i've~ 'who : 
bis ,views said ~ lp.st night ' 
:tlker's call : ~ gave . ,Mrs' 

what may ibe " her . ]ast : 
() preserve cabinet unity ' , 
ect the Tories from the : 
of electoral disast~r. 
us repo'rts of a possible 
the position of the prime 
herself are already begin
:rculate in 'both Whitehall 
:minster. They have been 
~d by Tory fears, shared 
Thomeycroft, the party 

I, J)f the :possibility ,lOf 
tal social democra'tic suc- < 

th~ next~lectlon. 
authoritative Whitehall 
aid last night "that' .the . 
yment for e cas t, the 
~ver to come cut , of the. 
, indicates that the three
barrier m.ay be broken by 

.' day, ~bich W1ll' be )foliowedtoday , 
;byanother ',speecq to .the dissi- ' 
,: dent,' JTory, Reform' ~roJ1P con -: 
ference : in , ' O:xford" I' ~ ; . " ; " . . .. . 

-- -Walkers-friends -were -at .pains 
to s¥ess last night , t:hat .his ~llr

.'pQse"wAs p.ot J.~ provoke fl.cabmet 
'crisis. Bis-aim"was rather to sug': 
~est~.a ~io{mula for..: rallying, the 
cabinet ,around a ' strategy which 

, .was consistent wiUt , 'the ,expendi: ' 
ture ,{)fbillions of 'pounds .to pre

; Berve ': tessenfial industries, . ; and 
which <was at the :, same ' time 

. aimed .at restoring' both induStrial 
, 'and Tory ~Pa.rtY. forturies. ' , 

- ' .. ~ut' > prolonged , ,.l.CoI;ltroversy 
.... f: . . ~ , . '. ' '' '' ' .'. ~ ' ".: 

seems "the likely result. Walker 
' offered the ·chancellor no support 
. for his Budget ;yesterday, .~ , Last 
'Jljght fresh demands' for a purge 
of the cabinet" wets t) were being 
made. . ; ! " , " ,: ." 

' George Cardiner~; right-wing 
Tory MP for Reigate, to14 a con ~ 
stituency meeting that ." ..8 deter
mined effort is being made by a 
minority of Tories at Westminster 
to 'undermine Margaret Thatcher 
and 'secure her Teplacement ,as 
party leader~if 'possible before 
the next election." He went on: 
n When so-called dOry voices urge 
It . radical change of coux::se, or 
'that we :-should tear, up' major 
election pledges; their ,eal hope 
is :that Margaret Thatcher .will be 

, discredited, then -dis~wI.led,'~ ' L 

. Under Tory PartY , rules; Mrs 
Thatcher could face a leadership 
challenge this , autumn. .1 under
stand that this has been privately . 
mooted at Westminster ,but ruled 
out at this stage. -: : ," :" , 

Walker said yesterday ¢at the 
government had three years left 
to convince the t:oun~ry that it was 
" succeeding . to create the most 

, .competitive and s ti c c e S s f u"} 
economy •• :The next few years 
~f the British ' economy can only" 
be about the ' creation of. a British 
commercial presence that is able 
·to compete with its rivals and has 
advantages ; comparable with 
theirs." i ' , ' '. . 

Defending the state aid already 
given and ! the fresh' fun'ds 'ear
marked for 'basic inClustries, : he 

. said that llOn:intervention would 
have meant the loss of Britain's 
shipbuilding; coal, aircraft engine, 
car, steel and fishing industries. 

SL{N)Al 1" {fl~S 
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CHANCELLOR 

MARCH UNE~WLOYMENT FIGURES 

~4-3 .~ 
cc Chief Secretary 

Financial Secretary 
Sir Douglas Wass 
Mr Ryrie 
Mr Burns 
Mr Evans
Mr Unwin 
Mr Allen 

1. March unemployment and vacancies figures will be released 

tomorrow, Tuesday, 24 March at 11.30 am. 

2. The total number of UK unemployed was 2,485,000 an increase 

of 21,000 compared with February. The percentage rate increased 

to 10.3 per cent. 

3. UK seasonally adjusted unemployment excluding school leavers 

was 2,381,000, an increase of 77,000 since February. The percentage 

rate increased to 9.9 per cent. 

4. Seasonally adjusted vacancies fell by 1,000 to 97,000. 

comment 

5. There are now a number of signs that conditions are easing 
" . somewhat. The situation will however remain one of rising . ~ 

unemployment, albeit at a less rapid rate. Nonetheless it is 

encouraging that t e very rapid rate of increase in unemplo~ment 

in the latter part of 1980 appears to be over. 
~ . . 

(a) Recent months unemployment figures show that the rate of 

increase eased around the turn of the year. 

3 months to November 
December (5 week month) 
January 
February 
March 

1 

Monthly . increases 
OOOs seasonally adjusted 
excluding school leavers 

III 
107 

92 
76 
77 

~'u: 
JA.~~ 

ft~~J 



(b) December and January's fall in manufacturing employment, 

66,000 and 47,000 respectively, was less than the 77,000 

per month average experienced in the second half of 1980. 

(c) The flow off the register has been rising gradually 

sin; e the middle of last ear; from 263,000 in July to 

280,000 in January and February (3 monthly averages). The 

flow onto the register, which has been rising since mid 1979 
~pears to have peake~ in December (368,000 -3 monthly average) , 

+= 
with January and February showing declines to 359,000 () monthl~ 

average) 

(d) Although vacancies (seasonally adjusted) fell in February 

and March the large declines of last year are over •. Vacancies 

rose in December and January. 

(e) The decline in overtime appears to have bottomed out -

against this short-time rose during January. 

6. The Department of Employment will be releasing figures that 

imply a sharp rise in the register effect of special ·employment 

measures in February. This could be interpreted by some comment

ators as casting doubt on the improvement in recent unemplpyment 

figures. The Department of Employment's view, which they will be 

putting across in press briefing, is that taking - account of the 

nature of the register effect estimates, and taking a perspective 

extending over earlier months, the special employment measures do 

not affect the interpretation of recent unemployment statistics to 

any marked extent. 

Line to ·take 

7. Ministers will no doubt wish in public, to stress the uncert-
" 

ainty of predicting and assessing future level of; unemployment; 

to recognise that the indications that the rate of increase has 

moderated is encouraging; to continue to reiterate the link between 

excessive pay settlements and lost jobs; and to stress the desir

ability of building on the recent evidence of moderating pay 

settlements. 

C H K WILLIAMS 
EB 

23 March 1981 
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THE RECESSION: THE TIMING OF RECOVERY IN OUTPUT 

At the March 18 session with the Treasury Comnittee, it was put 

to officials that the latest forecast implied a different, and later, 

path for recovery in the economy than the previous (November) 

forecast and the statements made to the Committee by Mr Burns on 

1 December. 

2. There is no need to be defensive about this. Obviously the 

precise timing of recovery is uncertain, and will remain so even 

after the first eso figures are published, but the forecast and 

its interpretation has changed very little since the autumn. 

2. The half yearly paths of output (GDP) in the two forecasts are 

as lEollows:-

1980 

November Industry Act 
Forecast 

March 1981 FSBR 

GDP, 1975 = 100 

1980 

I 

1 OS. 5 
109.1 

II 

104.8 

105.8 

1981 

I 

105.0 

104.9 

II 

105.2 

105.6 

1982 

I 

106.1 

4. In evidence in 1 December, Mr Burns confirmed that he expected 

the bottom of the trough in terms of output to be reached "sometime 

between i-1 December_7 and i-the spring of 1981_7 tf
• An extract from 

the record is attached. 

5. We still expect the bottom of the trough to be reached and for 

a gentle recovery to begin sometime in the first : half of 1981. 

~ 6: There is, ~ t should be added, ~real ri~k that recover;; will 

not take place in the first half of this year ' or even at all t~is 

"" year: such an outcome would be well within the margin of error. 

There is some danger that overemphasis on the probability of recovery 

could backfire on the Government~ 
Line to take 

1. Prediction and measurement are not at all exact; nobody knows 

precisely when the recovery will begin. 

2. The evidence from business surveys (industry now appreciably 

less pessimistic than in the autumn); most outside forecasts: the 

eso's leading and coincident indicators - all these point to recovery 

beginning sometime in the first half of this year. 

/3. The 



3. The Government's own fo recast, which in general is not 

very different from outside forecasts, shows an end to destocking 

and the holding up of consumers' expenditure (partly because of 

a .fall in the savings ratio induced by lower inflation) as the 

main factors in the recovery. 

4. A _separate note is being sent to the Committee on stockbuilding. 

Further quest ions. could be met by reference to the past be1havi our 

of stocks - falls in which do not usually last long - and by 

some surprise that the Committee should appear to put the onus of 

proof on to forecasts which assume an end to destocking. 

5. In response to .a suggest ion by the Commi ttee that, margins 

of error being what they are, the forecast could imply no recovery 

in output this year, the point may be made that there , is an equal 

chance of the r .ecovery being faster than expected; and, if 

pressed, that were destocking to go on longer, or be deeper, 

than expected, then the subsequent recovery 'could well be sharper. 

S f/WVc.e. ~ , ,Dt ~~ lft-o;r ~ 
~ » 

I. b->d.- r. J..e.'f-#~ C ~e-v. IA A.t.d~~ i" k'>~~ ~) • , 

2. L.~ ~..,(~ ~~~ ,"~ t? a- ~,~ ;,., stW~t r~ !1V'l~e, ~ 
fr~N~ 1 ~~~{~ (r .e, ~tL-~ ~ Stvl~Lc,,~ h W\~ 

t-ReJ.-~) • 
3, c,~ te.lAl~~ ;,.". """",l.{. .w~ I """J. ;'" ;"ut..:~ ;'" 1~t32. (i~ 

tf-llL~J L~ ~t ~ I hifI.eN u.w.f~ r'-"~~ / JlrA.tw&.. 
...y",<~ 1 au. £~p-rv.J n "';J1.<Pt M<~~"'...Ii,), 

EA ~l4f 
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Timing of recovery 

The Committee may suggest there is some difference between 

the view of Mr Burns (the trough occurring sometime ar ound the 

spring of 1981) and the statement by Mr Evans ("some general 

recovery perhaps in the second half of this year"). 

Line to take: 

(1) The forecast of GDP shows a fall in the first half 

of 1981, a rise in . the second half. 

(2) This is consistent with the trough in output occurring 

in the first half of 1981 - possible, as the eso 
coincident indicators suggest, that it has already 

occurred. 

(3) Thus the start of some recovery in output can be e xpected 

in the first half of 1981, continuing into the second 

half and into 1982. 
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I Dec~mber 1980] Mr T BURNS, [Continued 
Mr P E MIDDLETON, Mr J M BRIDGEMAN, Mr J B UNWIN and Mr H P EVANS 

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE THE 

I 

TREASURY AND CIVIL SERVICE COMMITTEE ! 

Mr Sheldon 
46. We were told that the bottom of the 

rough in output was not IikeJy to co~e 
uch befor.e the end of next year, that IS, 

the winter of 1981-82. Do you wish to 
revise it? 

(Mr Burns) I indicated that w_e expected 
output to stop faUing sometime over the 
course of this winter and that the level of 
output in the first half of next year would 

, be broadly the same as it was in the second 
half of thIS year. I did not wish to be precise 
about when it would take place, but we are 
looking at a fan this winter. 

47. The bottom of the trough in terms of 
output you would anticipate to be in broad 
terms round about the spring of 1981? 

(Mr Burns) Sometime between now and 
then, yes. 

48. That is a change from the view which 
was put to this Committee some few months 
ago. 

(Mr Burns) I cannot remember the pre-
cise details ot that. _ , 

49. Q96. 
(Mr Burns) I would say it is consistent 

with what we have been saying in the sense 
that I mentioned earlier, that we have seen 
a much sharper decline in stocks earlier 

than was anticipated. And I would expect 
that the consequence of that compression in 
de-~tocking, and the tremendous speed of 
the de-stocking which has 'gone on over the 
last few months, would be to bring forward 
the point at which there would be some 
recovery. 
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Mr. Hlcmine: Yos, but we heve eat 0. very cleo..~ o..ns,,,er on tho 

lo.st point which wno reoJ.ly whn.t I wn.a after. 

. Mr. Egcar 

34. Lo.et Novenber the Chief EconoDic Adviser cone to us anc.1. 

he ea..1d that he saw the uptuJ:n con:I.nB in the spr:f..n6 of this yeo.r fo:r 
for 

e:x:not~· the sone masons thn.t you are now giv!.n&'the econonio uptm:n 

coning towards the end of this year. Who wn.a wrong and why? 

01rJ. Evans) I think if you look at the two forecasts 

that we~"'e published, both in Novenber and lc"qt week, they are renlly 

very e1D11o.r :lndeedo What Mr. Bum.e said then wo.s that he did not 

know p:recieely when the uptuJ:n was coning, ,,-Mob Is what oJ..l eCO'lonio 

forecasts s~. WhUt we are scyincr now is thnt the low point of output 

hno been -:roached in the first hn.lf of 1981. Pe:rl1a.ps I DD3 refer 

you to OODe econonio mdioo,".io:I:'S that we~ published today - the 

CSOa cyclical :indioators, their lao.ding indicators and coincident 

1nd.iootors. The longer leo.d..:f.ne mdex: ' hn.s been tur.n:ing up for 

over 0. J'"ear now. The shorter lo'Ylillb indicator t"UXIl'3d up severcl 

nonthe ogo, Oa."'ld the coincident 1ndicator for the laot cOUl>le of 

LOnths hn.s now flat'~ened outo 50 it does BeeD to DO, Mr. Cbn.:!ronn, 

tho.t 0.11 these indications are coD.:~iatent with the view thn.t output 

cxound now has stopped f~lingt Bona tina around now whiob I . 

) wou1d not want t:> put into one pn.rI;icu1ar nonth, and that sone ganeroJ. 

, xecovery -po:r:hape in the second half of this yea:r ehou1d toke plnoe. 
and the answer 

M-r() E~1 Could I :refer you to question l053/tc.a.t Professor 

to Mr. Sheldon.. You night want to consider 

the mj,swer you have jtA.St given De in the light of the answer thc.t 

Professor Burns go.V9 Mr. Sheldon in NOV8Door, and perbn.:ps let us 

have on expla.nn.tion of the different nUt..-..nnes you put on the fiBures 

- befor€.. w(;. 6(\e tho Chn:..1.cel1or. ThnDk you. 

35. Could Mr. Evans tell UA r:'..ther DOra o.s to why, in the 

14 



MEDIUM-TERM ISSUES 

Growth Assumption 

The assumption in this year's FSBR is for growth of . ~ per cent 
per annum between 1980 and 1983. This is a working assumption made 
for calculating t~eprojections of government revenue, expenditure 
and .borrowing. Though not· itself a forecast it falls within the 
range of recent outside forecasts. The lower growth for the medium
term than assumed in last year's FSBR reflects the deterioration in 
prospects for the period immediately ahead: GDP ·in 1981 is now 
expected to fall by about 2 per-cent, compared with the ~ per cent 

. . 

fall expected a year ago. Average growth between 1981 and 1983 is 
therefore by implication 1i per cent a year. [This means that the 
latest projections assume a rather sharper cyclical movement in 
output than was assumed last year.] 

Sources of Growth in the Medium-Term 

Before answering the specific question on the sources of growth 
in the medium-term it is worth emphasising three points. First 
the FSBR does not include a forecast of growth beyond the short
term. There is a working assumption on growth in order to calculate 
the medium-term projections of government revenue, expenditure, 
and borrowing, but no attempt to predict the precise timing or 
extent of movements in GDP after the first half of 1982, still 
less the precise composition in terms of categories of expenditure, 
output, or income of such movements. Second there has in the past 

, 
been a tendency by forecasters to underestimate the cyclical 
fluctuations in output. Third though it is customary to talk about 
growth prospects in terms of the main categories ~6f final expenditure 
it is essential to look at the constraints on supply as well, and in 
particular to examine the factors that are likely to influence 
companies' output decisions. 

The forecast movements in the main categories of expenditure over the 

period to mid-1982 are shown in Table 11 of the FSBR. We would 
expect the recovery ~n output to reflect the end both of destocking 

It 
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and of the cyclical downturn in investment; some fall in the savings 
ratio as consumers respond to lower inflation; the effect of lower 
interest rates and an improvement in ' corporate profitability; and 
an eventual improvement in trade prospects as world trade recovers 
and the economy becomes more fully adjusted to the high value of 
sterling and the recent loss of competitiveness. 

A lar~e run~do~n in stocks was the major factor contributing to the 

fall ~.n output last year, and we foresee continued destocking during 
the c rrent year, though at a declining rate. But by 1982 we would 
e ec the adjustment to be more o~ ~e~s com ~~t. Even if there is 
litt1e addition to stocks in 1982, the fact that they are no longer 
being run-down will mean that the major contractionary force in the 
econ~my will have ceased to operate. Similarly, one might expect 
the bycle in fixed investment to have run its course, though the 
dep~h of the current recession suggests that the ' recovery in fixed 
invJstment may be.somewhat· later than the recovery in stockbuilding. 

As one gets beyond 1981 there should also be some more positive 
< • 

infl ences at work. World trade should be rising more quickly than 
this · year. With lower inflation consumers will find that the real 
value of their financial wealth is less rapidly eroded, so that one 
might expect some reduction in the savings ratio. Companies will 
find that the pressure on their profit margins is eased as the 
prices of inputs rise less rapidly, and this could be an important 
influence on output of many firms. One possible inter~retation of 
the recent fail in output is that firms whose 'profit margins have 

been squeezed - in ~ll sectors of the economy, not just the trading 
sector that has been affected by the loss of competitiveness - have 
been forced to reduce their output. As margins recover output 
should rise again. The recovery in output shoul~ also be helped by 
a reduction in nominal interest rates. The expansionary effect of 
lower interest rates is difficult to quantify precisely; but 

. i~ could be considerably stronger than is represented in most 
macroeconomic models including the Treasury's. 

2 
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Q. 

A. 

Q. 

What is the personal tax burden implied in the revenue and 
- expenditure projections for 1983-84? 

41 

The direct tax burden on persons will of course rise substantiall 
in 1981-82. Thereafter its course will depend -on several factors 

particular the growth of the economy and the level of public 
endi ture • . The proj ections published in Table 8 of the FSBR 

ggest that on present expenditure plans and growth in the 
e onomy averaging the assumed i per cent a year over the period 

80-83 there should be some room for tax cuts in 1983-84. 
If these wholly took the form of reductions in 

he basic rate of income tax, this would be equivalent to about 
rip off.] As the FSBR says, in broad terms the fiscal adjust
rent implied for the later years would do no more than offset the 

riSe in the personal tax burden in 1981-82. 

lIs the implied tax burden on persons higher in 1983-84 than 
'when the Government came to office? -

A. In terms of income tax the burden should be lower. In terms of ... 
total taxes - direct and indirect - and contributions paid by 
persons it would on present expenditure plans be higher. 

[Note: The personal tax burden is defined here as income tax as . 
a percentage of 'personal income. On this definition, the impl"ied 

reduction in 1983-84 just about offse~s the r~al increases in 1980-
81 and 1981-8

1

2 and gets the ratio below its level in 1978-79. If 
National Insurance contributions were incl~ded the implied tax burden 
in 1983-84 would be about the same as in 1978-79. If VAT, specific 
duties and local rates were also included, the tax burden would be 
much higher than when the Government came to offi'ce. 'vIe would not 
propose to give figures for this - but it would be difficult to 
refuse to answer qualitatively if -asked.] 

We shall also ,be preparing short technical brlefs on assumptions 

used in constructing the projections of :rJ~~~onal Insur'!.~ce flows, 
the Relative Price Effect, and the North Sea revenues. 

" 

rJ:~-" 
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ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF THE BUDGET SPEAKING NOTES 

Afraid cannot offer any quantified assessment of the effects 

of the measures announced in the Budget. Artificial to look at 

them except in the context of policies and prospects as a whole. 

2. {]f taken by themsel ves, the l' isca 1 changes a nnounced in the 

Budget can be ' de'scribed as restrictive. ButJ the direct effects 

on demand in the short term would be likely to be substantially 

offset ,by other factors such as the fall in interest rates made 

possible by a lower PSBR, the lower savings ratio and a lower 

level of imports. 

3. Budget measures must be related to wider policY , stance and 

prospect. Tax increases are partial complement to additional 

spending over and above that assumed in MTFS a year ago (about 

£6 billion in cash). So looking at both sides of fiscal account 

tax increases in fact only meet just over half of extra 1981-82 
~ . 
spending. Again, unlike last year, financial year starts with an 
if" ---. 

underlying rate of inflation comparable to new monetary target. 

Therefore mis-description to label overall fiscal and monetary 

stance as deflationary. 

4. More meaningful to look at prospects as shown in Industry 

Act forecast. This shows that both total output and manufacturing . 
output expected to pick up in second half 1981 and further in 

first half 1982. By first half 1982 total ou~put could be 1% 

higher than year earlier. This will help limit rise in unemploy

ment which already beginning to show some ~igns of easing 01'1'. 

5. Outside forecasters generally expect a similar pattern ot' 

output: ie a recovery by 1982. [USE WITH DISCR,ETlON: Some 

commentators (FT 18 March) have suggested that, on average, 

(fO'llowing the Budge""t\outside forecasts are not markedly more 

pessimistic on outP~than they were beforehand.] 

[IF PRESSED 

6. The fundamental prohlem with estimates of the supposed 

effects of the Budget on output and unemployment is the 

potential unrealism of their starting pOint. As explained 

~ ~ ~~ &--(' r~ tlMt-.s 

'P~4~ ~~j ~ ~"(J~ 
~U2. ~ ~~\sh.c.. fA~t-~ d...\..$-e~c;~ • 
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in the Budget Speech, to budget for a 1981-82 PSBR of 

£14 billion would have been irresponsible and unacceptable. 

With such a prospect the confidence of financial markets 

could well have been strained so much as to bring , a 

funding crisis. The interest rate effects suggested by 

a conventional economic model could thus be major under

estimates.] 

Are there Treasury model simulations of the Budget's effects? 

7. Yes. Naturally Ministers have been advised of various 

simulation results . [As already explained] a good deal of 

judgement has always to be applied to these in assessing the 

economic effects of the Budget. 

< 
Can the Committee see the simulations? 

8. Simulations carried out in the course of advising 

Ministers are not normally published. The Committee does of 

course have access to the Treasury model via the House of 

Commons Library. 

CU 

23 March 1981 
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CONFIDENT ..... 

ASSUMPTION ABOUT GREEN POUND IN FORECAST 

Facts 

1. Treasury officials were asked last week what assumption was 

made in the short term forecast about the level of the green poUnd. 
They responded on the lines that, because this was a delicate 
matter currently under negotiation, they were unable to give an 
answer. But they agreed to consider whether any more information 
could be given. 

IAL: NOT 12. The forecast did assume a green pound revaluation sufficient to 
FOR USE h Id th t 1 .. . EC f . th' t 5°/ o e s er lng lncrease ln arm prlces lS year 0 ~. 

3. As a result of the realignment effects of the Italian lira 
devaluation the UK positive MCA will,at present exchange rates, 
be reduced from 14.1% to some 1~fo. 

Comment 

4. Given the present state of the CAP price-fixing negotiations 
it would be damaging and highly embarrassing to reveal the forecast 
assumption. 

Line to Take 

5. Level of green pound an , issue currently un~er negotiation as 
part of the CAP price-fixing. EC Commission have proposed cut in 

UK positive MOAs of 5 points, equivalent to green pound revaluation 
of just over 6%. Given present state of the complex price-fixing 
negotiations hope that Committee will understand that it would not 

be appropriate to give the green pound forecast a~sumption. 

lA 1 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

THE BUDGET AND INDUSTRY 

I CBI ESTI1\1ATES 

(see attached CBI handout: i to 2% ofr GOP and 100,000 extra 
unemployed, £1 billion ofr non-North Sea iccs profits "next 
year" [1981-82 or 19821 J) 

Line to take 

1. [As already explained] It is misleading to produce precise 

estimates of the effects of the Budget in isolation. The 

alternative to action to reduce the prospective PSBR could well 

have been higher interest rates - not lower - and all .assessments 

need to reflect that. 

2. Naturally CBI and others would have liked more , relief for 

business. But within the tight overall position there was simply 

not enough room to provide across-the-board help. However the 

great weight of the revenue-raising measures bears on persons, the 

North Sea and the banks rather than on the hard-pressed parts of 

industry and commerce. And some significant selective fiscal relief 

is going to industry. Ministers' judgment was plainly that it would 

not be feasible to hit the personal sector even harder to cover 

further relief for industry. 

II ARITHMETIC OF HELP FOR BUSINESSES 

Background figures 

3. See separate note attached 

Line to take 

4. Because of doubts about successfully modelling the consequences 

of some alternative approach which would have prcivided for a 

£14 billion PSBR, hard to be precise about the overall effects on 

industry. But there are undoubtedly measures of significant direct 

benefit: 
,.. 

'f' 

• • • first the benefits of lower interest rates - which the CBI 

have previously estimated [Budget Representations published 

3 February] as worth £l22!!! a year off "companies' annual 
sS£N\/AL {J interest charges on bank borrowings" for each 1% reduction. 
"0 uSE 
tHESE WORj)S 
E-XN.., L.-'f 
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[NB £350m was always an over-estimate ot' the net benefit 

which the CBI now seem to put at £250m per 1% - close to 

our own (confidential) estimate of £280m.] Interest 

rate reduction particularly valuable when more companies 

than usual are "tax-exhausted". 

second the ·improved stock reI ie me - minus the credi t 

restriction - worth £180m in 1981-82, £400m in 1982-83 

and £450m in a full year. 

third the energy measures - worth some £120m in 1981-82. 

Within this, new arrangements proposed by the electricity 

industry, for example, could benefit some large industrial 

consumers by up to 8% of their electricity costs. 

fourth the various other rise and 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
small business. Much more significant than their revenue 

cost might imply. Nevertheless latter estimated at 

over £90m in a full year. 

5. Of course businesses will pay more in excise duties following 

the Budget [NOT FOR USE: an estimated £700m in a full year assuming 

a non-indexed base, say £350m from a revalorised base]. But looking 

at the direct effects, including those of the MLR change, there are 

still worthwhile measures of help for the hardest-pressed parts of 

business'\ 

III INDIRECT EFFECTS OF "DEFLATION" 

Line to take 

6. [As already explained] it is misleading in the Government's 

view to label the Budget as "deflationary". The !"indirect" 

effects of an excessive PSBR would certainly not ,have been in 

industry's long term interests. While the precise effects of the 

Budget itself are unknowable it is relevant that the government's 

forecasts show both GDP and manufacturing output turning up in the 

course or 1981. 



Arithmetic of help for businesses 

Background note 

1. The direct effects of the Budget fiscal measures[NB excluding 

changes in crT and items like business start-up 'schemes where 

· the relief flows to persons, though bringing benefit to busines~ 
affecting nOn~N6rth Sea non-banking business are (all figures 

from FSBR): . 

revenue cost/public expenditure 
(+) £m 

stock relief 

ceiling for CT small 
companies rate 

industrial buildings 
allowance: increase to 
75% 

CT extension of group relief 

1981-82 

180 

12 

negl 

relief for capital losses .j 
against investment comp~nies; 

DLT prof ~ ts -

negl 

negl 

negl 

5 VAT registration limits 

total tax reliefs 

petrol (say) . 
derv (say) 

VED (say) 

197 

-320 

-270 

-100 

net tax relief (tax increase-) -493 

gas and electricity 118 

boiler conversion scheme ? 
(helps industry even though 
does not add to total public 
spend ing) .. 

net direct fiscal relief (+) -375 

a' 

full year 

450 

21 

25 

25 
10 

2 

10 

539 

-320 

-270 

-100 

-151 

?(public 
spending con
sequences aft( 
1981-82 
undecided) 

? 

-151 +1 



CONFIDEr\TIAL 

2 . Adding the (confidential) Treasury estimate of the 

effects of the 2% MLR change we get 

net direct Budget 
effect 

560 [700 J* 

175 [315J* 

5S 

* figures in square brackets based (rather illegitimately) on 
, CBI 3 February estimate of effects of interest rate changes on 
"interest charges on bank borrowings" . 

3. So , eve n a ll owing i n f ul l fo r the excise duty changes, the 

net direct effects of the Budget help non-North Se~ non-banking 

business. But there are real dangers in attempting an overall 

assessment of this kind (eg interest rates may prove volatile 

over the year ahead) and its results should not be quoted. 

Reconciliation with CBT figures 

4. The above figures can be reconciled with the eBl figures 

(as attached) by making the following adjustments:-

CBI ' figure for net extra 1981-82 "takeu 
from companies 550 

less uexcess" increase in employer NlC from 
• Apr il (tweaking of VEL?) which is not _~ 

a Budget measure --,' ii 

-175 

net tlirect fiscal relief 1981-82 -375 
(which is the total given in para 1) 

5. The CBI handout assesses the net relief due to the MLR 

change at 500 (ie 250 per l~ point) ascomp~r~~ with the 

700 (ie 350 per 1% point) given in their Budge't representations 

as the effect on "interest charges on bank borrowings". The 

122 per 1% point is near the Treasury estimate of 280. 

2 

.t 



L.U NF 1 DENT IAL 

Full simulation results 

7. Taking account ot' the indirect effects of the Budget on 

output, ,demand etc the MP2 assessment (Mr Burns' 9 March 

submission to the Chancellor) is that, working from an 

indexed base, the Budget as defined implies a £~ billion 

annual reducti~n . in cc's disposable income , less dividend 

payments, from 1981-82 onwards. From an unrev~lorised 

base the effect might be a £~ billion reduction. These 

model-based estimates are CONFIDENTIAL and, for the reasons 

explained by Mr Burns, are potentially misleading. 

CU 
23 March 1981 
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··· · CHI Representations following 1981 Budget 
.J 51 

1 
1. 

2. 

.3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

8. 

CBI 

The Chancellor drew attention to the imbalance between the 
fortunes of individuals and businesses. 

He certainly hit individuals with failure to Rooker-Wise and 
with increases in specific duties twice the rate of inflation. 

. . 
But he failed to give any . net fiscal relief to business. On 
the contrary, the effect was to take away some £500-600 million 
from business generally, ' plus £400 million from the banks, 

I 

plus Fl billion from the oil companies, making a total of 
ne~rlr t2 billion. (See attached table.) 
If it, were ~ight to count · the 2% cut in MLR as a Budget 
measu~e, this would be equivalent to a net relief of £500 
million. ~ 

In tqe cir~umstances, the least we can ask for is the 
. reinstatement of our demands for 2 'points off NIS and abolition 
of Heavy Oil Duty. This would cost · t1.3 billion in 1981/82, 
and increase the PSBR by tl billion (allowing for the increase 
in rkvenue and reduction in expenditure resulting :from the 
cons1equential higher activity), to tIl! billion instead of the 
Chaicellor's estimated £10, billion after the .Budget measures. 

Thi~ would be quite restrictive enough. Tpe PSBR in' 1980/81 
is estimated by the Chancellor at t131 billion. Allowing only 
for ' inflation, the corresponding figure in 1981/82 would be 
nearly t15 bill~on. (This allows nothing for the adverse 
effects of the deeper recession on government receipts and 
spending.) 

We regard a cut to tlO, billion as excessive. Our preliminary 
estimates suggest that the Budget would reduce output by 1%-2% 
and increase unemploymen.t-~at . least 100,000 next year; 
and reduce profits of i 'ndividuiiJhd commercial companies 
(outside North S~a) by tl- billion or more. 

We reckon ~hat a .PSBR of tIll billion would be consistent 
with the Chancellor's ·target growth of tM3 ot 6%-10% and with 
a continued fall in'interest rates. 

An alternative strategy to give business the same reductions 
in cost as the tl.3 billion tax concessions described in 
paragraph 4, by reducing MLR, would need a reduction of 5 
percentage points. This would only be practicable if there 
were an effective campaign to cut current public spending 
substantially. . 

13 March 1981 
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DIRECT EFFECTS OF BUDGET ON BUSINESS IN 1981/82 -
--~-----~ c=f 

-J---4 
• 

-

96 

GIVE £ million 

'-
Stock Jelief 

Sma'll Jompanies corporation tax rate 

-,-
, 

.Energy /prices 

VAT; ihcrease in registration limits 

I . ; 

I 
, TAKE/ 

DERV_ ,( 100%) 

- Petrol (35% of 910) y 

Vehicle -excise duty (45% of 225) 

Employers' National Insuranc~ contribution(2) 

Less"GIVE n 

-Net .,~. 

. ... 

PLUS - Oil 

Banks 

\ 

180 

12 

118 

- 5 

315 · 

270 

320 

100 

[i7S}-
,865 

.- 315 

550 

(1) Excluding indirect effects through deflationary effects 
- of Budget 

(2) Announced -in -November. Excess over -what necessary. , 
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HEAVY FUEL OIL DUTY 

[ There have already been probing Questions ~n ·the House about the 
re lationship betvleen the duty and gas price contracts,. including 
Que s tions f r om MY Tim Eggar, a member of "the Treasury Committee . 
Copies of Questions ·already answered are attached . ] 

Line to take 

[As provided by Department of Energy for general use.] There are a 

number of contracts for the supply of gas to the British Gas 
Corporation in which the gas price is linked to the price of heavy 

fuel oil (including duty). Heavy fuel oil has, in fact for many 
years, been taken as one of the price markers in commercial arrange
ments for the supply of fuels generally. 

The linkage in gas contracts varies considerably from contract to 
contract. Overall the effect of a reduction in .. Jle"avy fue 1 oil duty . 
would be to increase the cost of gas purch~sed by BGO and, with ~t 
t= 
also, our gas import bill to the point where the wider nati~al 

ot be served by reducing the duty. We have therefore 

concentrated on providing assistance to industry on energy prices 

directly i~ addition to measures already recently implemented, such as 

restricting rene\'lal prices for t firm industrial conpracts to sO .. me 700/0 
of the related oil price; and tempering the price Yor ne,,] firm 

I 

industrial contracts. 

Details of individual contracts 

Not for the Treasury to comment on gas purchase contracts. These 
s::e 

are commercial matters which are confi aent lal be tweeIi' BGC and 

the oil companies concerned . 



( 

\ 

Why does not the gas price fall with reductions in the price of 
heavy fuel oil? 

(pO 

A matter for my right hon Friend, the .Secretary of State for Energy. 

[If pressed. I understand that clauses in the various contracts are 
very varied: some have this simple relationship but others are more 

complex as far as fuel oil duty is concerned. Also, fuel oil duty 
is often only one of many elements involved.] 

How many contracts involved? 

A matter for my right hon Friend. 

[If pressed. 
be affected.] 

I believe there may be up to half a dozen which could .. 

Who negotiated the contracts. Were they approved by the Department 
of Energy. Were they reviewed by the Department? 

[One of Mr Eggar's questions] 

A matter for my right hon Friend. As his answer (on 17 March) indicatt 
details of individual gas supply contracts are commercially 
confidential. Contracts for the sale of gas to the EGC were 
negotiated between them (or their predecessors) and the producers; 

the contracts were not reviewed or approved by the Department of Ener~ 

Is the Norwegian Frigg contract involved the main contract 

[As suggested by Sue Cameron in the Financial Time.s on 19 I1arch, 

copy attached.] 

Cannot comment. [That is for my right hon Friend.] 

. '~. ) . 
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What would be the extra cost of gas to EGC from reducing or 
abolishing the duty? 

[Another of Mr Eggar's Questions.] 

Cannot comment. As my right hon Friend's answer (on 17 f-1arch) 

indicated this concerns the contents of confidential commercial 

contracts and is essentially a matter for the EGC. 

_C~o~s_t __ t_o __ t_h_e __ Ex ___ ch __ e~u~e_r~o_f __ a_b_o~l~i_s~hi~·_n~/~r_e __ du __ c_i_n~~~50%/reducing to the 
European average the heavy fuel oil 

Vefi'-j 
Over a number ~ of years, the cost would be substantial. There would 

also be an increase . in our gas import bill·. 

[Confidential. The Chancellor will presumably not be drawn on 

figures. But the interdepartmental report found that Frigg eventually 
more than double;'the other direct costs of abolishing the duty; and 
adds over 40% to the cost of halving the duty.] 

( 

Renegotiation? What action to break the link with fuel oil dUty? 

[The third of Mr Eggar' s questi ons.] 

This is a ~ensitive commercial matter on 't'lhich it: would be unwise j;o .-.',. 
, 11 

comment. As my right hon Friend's anS\-ler (on 17 March) made. clear · 
any decision tO I renegotiate gas supply contracts' is a matter for 

the various contracting parties. 

But would not the Treasury support renegotiation? , 

Depends on the costs and benefits involved. Many considerations: 
industrial costs; ef.fect on gas prices; effect on imports; best use 

of national resources. 

FP ~tOlAr 
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. ~--:-~ . - .- .- . . -

86 1th 1\l ichael Grylls (North West Surrey): To ask the Secretary of . State for Energy if. 
W following the Chancellor"s Budget statement on 10th March .1981, he will give further 

details on the reasons why a reductio~i in a heavy fuel oil .tax from £8 a ton to the 
average in the rest of the European Economic Community of £2 a ton, would put up the 
cost of gas purchased by the British Gas Corporation '; what the other consequences 
referred to in his statement would have been; and what the cost would be if he reduced 
"heavy fuel oil tax to the average in the rest of the European Economic Community. 

----------;-. _._..Jo.-1 
- - ___ _ • _ : _ --'.' ~:_ ~---=-"-n-:-:> •. ,, ;U::C""I . i , · :-- ,": .. rz~~~.!e!J_ 

• 

.', . 

MR. NORfvjAN [Af,,10NT 

The effect of a reduction in heavy fuel oil duty on the cort of gas 
·purchased by the British Gas Corporation results from prov~sions in 

.. confidenti~ contracts between BGC and its .suppliers. The magnitude of 
: ;this effect is a·matter for the Corporation.' The size of direct effects 

on the ~chequer resulting from a reduction in liFO duty is'a matter for 
the Chancellor . I 

• 

o 
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INDUSTRIAL ENERGY PRICES 

Background 

There have been suggestions since last summer that UK prices to industry 

might be out of line with those in Europe. A good deal of study by various 

interested parties foll?wed and was discussed at NEDC in January. A Task 

Force was set up to n'arrow differences of opinion on the facts. Their report, 

discussed at NEDC on 4 March, showed that prices to the vast majority of 

industrial consumers remained in line with Europe, but a limited but 

important number of large users of electricity and gas were paying more 

for supplies. 

Government act ion announced in Budget 

The Budget Speech announced relaxation totalling £118 million on the external 

* fi¥ancing limits of British Gas Corporation (£73m) and th~ electricity supply 

industry (£45m). This is to accommodate new measures proposed by the industries 

in response to concern expressed at NEDC. (Details of measures are annexed). 

The measures are in addition to the flexibility the industries have already 

shown during the course of the debate on pricing, such as the Gas Corporation's 

holding back on its traditional link with gas oil prices for firm (ie non

interruptible? gas supplies. The Speech also announced that the Government 

was committing £50 million over the next two years for gr.ants to industry 

towards the ~ost of convert~ng industrial oil fired boilers to coal • 
. ' , 

1 j 

'of 

Effect on public expenditure 

The £118m EFL changes will add to the 1981-82 public , expenditure totals. 
" I 

The .adjusted EFL' s appear in Table 17B of the FSBR. Expenditure in 1981-82 

for the boiler conversi~n scheme cannot be estimated reliably . ~t this stage; 

it will be met from the contingency reserve, without increasi~g the planning 

~ota1. (The effect on later years' expenditure will be considered in the 

19~1 nationalised industries ~ investment and financing review). 
H 

LINE TO TAKE 

Measures do not close the pricing gap with Europe? 

The Task Force report showed that some of the major causes of disparity for 

large users were different cost structures in other countries, and exchange 

I ...... . 
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rate movements. We made it clear at NEDC that the Government remained 

committed to economic pricing of energy and that it would not be appropriate 

to base prices in the UK on cost structures in other countries or to take 

account of fluctu;a tions in exchange rate;. (If pressed; the measures will 

certainly help, but they are not intended to bridge the largest gaps in 

prices identified in the NEDC Report. It is inevitable that price differences 

will remain - for example, in relation to electricity prices based on 

France's lower cost hydro-electric resources and considerable nuclear programme). 

Too little help for industry? 

The limits on movement in energy pricing are to some extent set by the economics 

of supply. For example, there would be statutory constraints on supplying 

electricity below cost - as well as the arguments of commercial good sense and 

economic pricing. The Government has always made it clear that it is not 

in the business of generalised energy price subsidies. But this is a matter 

on which questions should be addressed to D/Energy. The measures announced, 

together with those already being taken, will provide substantial help to 

UK industry. ',' 

Is the package the Government's final response to the NEDC Task Force Report? 

The Secretary of State for Energy indicated to NEDC on 4 March that the 

Government would respond within a , fortnight. This we did in the Budget. 

I know of no reason to expect further act~on based on the Report. 

, 
Does the help on electricity and gas go to energY-intensive companies ~o~ 

to all large ' consumers"i.Triiscrimina'tely: 

The prices charged by energy supply industries are generally more closely 

linked to the characteristics of the demands upon them, rather ~ than to whether --. , 

these demands are a high proportion of individual consumers' costs. But 

energy intensity and high loads quite often go together, as in chemical process 
" l \ . ' • ~. 

use. The details of the action proposed by the industries are matters for 

the Secretary of State for Energy and for t~e Corporations themselves. 

LMr Shepherd has shown interest in the distinction between high loads and energy 

intensiveness:.7 



Gas 

Renewal prices for all gas purchased on contract by industrial 

customers will be held at their present levels until December 1, 1981. 

The existing provision for price escalation of 1p/therm per quarter in 

firm gas contracts (ie gas supplied on a continuous basis) will not be 

applied in the period to December 1, 1981. 

ANN{;X 

Electricity 

The electricity supply industry in England and Wales will offer a new 

arrangement to customers who can take advantage of load management terms. 

This will mean that larger industrial consumers who can adj~st their 

demand at short notice can cut their electricity costs. 

Additional flexibility will be introduced by area boards into their 

special agreements with industrial customers with the aim of reducing 

as far as possible the impact of rising electricity costs. 

In Scotland, the Scottish Electricity Boards will review their pricing 

arrangements to ensure that the overall price for electricity charged 

to large industrial consumers on special agreements is no less favourable 

than the price charged.: un"der the new arrangements to consumers with similar 

load characteristics in England and Wales. No increase is required in the 

Scottish Boards' external financing limits. 

PE I 
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OJ\ C Ol~ SflirtUCrIV E IHr~) ~'j~ v' j <~ ~ : 'liJ ON 

1. The GoverIlT'Jlent possesses and makes use of a nwnber of powers to 

intervene 'constructively in support of private industry. 

2. Through our o1-1nership an d control of BL and Rolls Royce we fune 

directly the application of high technology by those .coILp8nies. 

3. The BL ]'-~etro, introduced to time 8Jld to co st (£300 million7, has 

since its launch last autumn established itself as one of the four 

best selling models in the UK market. Eacly reports on its EU.rop8an 

launch suggest that it v{ill be a, success in that i G1portant but 

difficult market. The fu.nding of BL Corpor ate Plan by the 

at a cbst of £1 billion over the next tw o years will , see BL well on 

the way to cOl1lpleting a nevi family of cars s? 8a.r:hcaded by the 

The p13l1 is vital to the return of BL to profitabilit;y and the 

\'J1-1ole of the UK motor cor:;ponents industry should. b snefi t fI'om t.his 

L.he Gov er:"'1lDent ' s funding of the PlaD. 

4. In the case of Rolls Royce we are p r oviding for eX8mple 

lawlching aid for new versions of the RB-211 which 

are already -achieving some success in the teeth of fierce competition 

from their American rivals. . . 

;. 

5. He 8.1so continue to provide selective assist an ce to industr;,y ·Goth 
j 

region al and natio!lal. This can prove particularly i DJ1? ortcu1t for 

internationally mobile projects. For eXaIl1ple" J"1itel, the Canadian .... . ---~-:- --- . .... 

t e 1 e c OIDlIlun i cat ion s ---G-GY..!f>=aB*,,' --;l:~~..u...L~\f-...i::llll.lJ~.LJ..L;,..t;. cL.-pJ.-ans t-O~bui 1 d its .... 
European headouartE: 'ps in _ Q\·;ent l1elpcd by a Regional Development GY- 8Tt t 

SIld regional selec ti ve assistance. T~c GoverTlJE811t '~als o provides , , ~ . 
assistance tov:ards industry's ' research 8nd development costs ~"ld 

further benefit should flow to industry from the £50 million pac:'-:8.ge, 
. < ~ 

centred on increased sU"JDort for Rf-:D and product d evelo?31 ent, that 

I annoU!"lced last ~JovembE:r. 
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t<~ chrlO; c gy. \t-le h8.ve authorised tLe completion of its inv e s t:]( ' ; I t 

plan s for IN1'10S, cU1d have backed its proposal for C.sLI.JTBCH - a. joint 

venture with the private sector in the new and challenging field 

of biotechnology. 

7. In the case of ICL, because of our major user interests, ... ·;e 11::3.Ve 

acted decisively fo mobilise private lending to IDeet a teml1 oT';'-Jry 

crisi s. Although our acti on is linited to the provision of a 

r;uar'ante e for up to two years on l ending of up to £200 mil~ion, 

it can scarely be characterised as the act of a Government bli~~ly 

indifferent to - the problems of private industry. 

8. /All these steps have been taken within existing powers. '·Jhe;re 

vJe recognise the existerlce of gap s in the market ide may take action 

to remedy them. The financing of small firms is · a case in poin t 

8J1d the steps I anno1.illced in the BudgEt should cD.,courage the 

establishment aDd development. of smal l businesses 2?ld the opport vni t"l2 E 

they can provide~7 

I.A DIVISION 

23 March 1981 
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DlS1RI BUTIONAL IMPLICATIONS 

lakE-home pay reduced for everyone 

Ifl ' I' 
· ·0 

4 " \2J 

T rue. 6 u t Bud get . m u' 5 t be v i' e 'vJ 8 d i r, the con t e >( t 0 f the r i s e i n 

rea 1 per son ali nco r-;l e s 0 v e r the 1 a 5 t t h r e e y S G r s V,, hen rea I ' 0 u t put 

only marginally increased. 6etw~en 1977 and 1980 rEal after tax 

income of individuals rose by 17%. 

Budget regressive 

The pattern ~s more complicated than that. The Budget will 

have varying effects according to people's circumstances~ 

But~ includi ~£ the non-indexation of income t2X allowances and 

rete bands, the 16rgest cuts in real income fallon those with 
• 

very high inc ome s. 
pp--------------, 

/ } f pre sse don ,0 E t 2: i 1 s . Up tot h e top 0 f the bas i c r 2 t ,e ban d , 

about £13~50d~ if married, the extra income tax, compared with 

indexatton~ is a flat amount of £99 But above that the Extra 

tax rises~ both in cash and in proportion to net income. At 

:- 1 5 ~ 000 i tis 2. 5~; ; a t £ 3 0 , 0,00 4. 5 %; a t £ 4 0 ~ 000 4 . 5 %. T his i s 

the effect of not indexing the rate b~nds./ 

Indirect taxes 

These are estimated to cut purchasing power by about 2% on 

average; for some people a little less, for .oihers a little 

more, depending on expenditure patterns. 

lIT pre5sed on details. For most single people the .cut is about 

2%. 'For married couples ihE effect is rather sharper for those 

on belo~ aVEra ge incomes, and rather less than 2% for higher 

incomes. But the data on family spending is not VEry reliable 

at the top and bottom of the income scale.1 

Hits families 

No. Families are helped by the 50p increase in Child ·Benefit 

from November which fully keeps pace with ' inflation. ~n 

~ 
.t(~)( 

~ew.. 
N)~! 
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~ouldn't it havE bEen fa~r8r if the ~hancellor had 
ful ly indexed and paid for this by raising the basi c rate? 

This would have different effe6ts at different points on the income 

scale. It wouJd have benefited those on , s mall er incomes; but it 

v.'Duld also haVe hE-Ipe d those on very high incomes - because of 

t he indexation of th'e higher rate scale. But 2 large number of 

P E: C, P 1 8 0 n m:i d d 1 e in c 0 IT: 2 S vJ 0 u 1 d h a V e b e 8 r l v.' 0 r s E 0 f f . 

{ On ly if the besic and hifher rates had been increased to pay 

for indexation wou l d ' the result have been generally more progres

sive.1 

~r Robin Cooke's figureE {Budget debates second day~1 

As we und 8rstand it~ these related to a family earning £3,500 

and £15,000. Latter only just " paying higher t2x, rate. At even 

t-dgher Earnings levels the decision not . to index the allowance and 

rete' bands mEa ns an even bigger proportionate , c~t ' in net income. 

I
T ,... 

J..T pr essed offer following figures: extra.~ tax from non-indexation. 

Gross income 

£: 3,500 
£ 7~000 
£15,000 
£2Q,000 
£30,000 
£40,000 

Inccme 

~ 00 __ ..J 

£: 99 
:: 26 0 
r- ~85 
;: 790 
£1028 

tax % of net income 

3.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.B 
Ll . 5 
4 • 8 

Figures are for ~ married couple with only husband earning~1 

S u nday Times article/IFS figures 

~'i r Li psey 's figures arE in line with what we would 'expect. ' No 

rEa son t 0 d 0 u b -t 1. hem; but c an ric t c 0 rim E n tin d E't 2 i 1 ~w i tho u t m 0 r e 

information ~ b out his assumptions. 

lOne i mp ortant point of Detail. hE includ e S thE effect of higher 

NI Cs but omits the incrE2ses in pensions end child benefit. This 

\tJ 8 u 1 d i TIl p ro v 6 the' r 8 1 a t i v e po sit ion 0 f the poor e r f ami 1 i e s eve n 

- 2 -
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Budge t reverses move awa y from t a xing income 
to t a xing consumers e xpenditure 

/I) 
13 

No. both income tax and expenditure taxes were increased in the 

Budget. But~ allowing for forecasts of personal income and 

consumers expenditure next y~ar, total taxes on consumers ' exp3n~i-

ture actually expected to rise a little as a share of total \ . - • 
ta xation, not fal·l. 

{Figures from FSBR table 19. Between 13eO / Bl and 19S1/62: 

Income tax yield increases by l4t% 

Customs and Excise taxes by l7~% 

(including VAT)./ 

Wh~t if NICs included? 

... 

The increase in income tax and employ ee s' contributions will be 

rather more than the increase in the tax on consumers' expendi

ture. But the difference is not large. 

/ Note: Fig~res are as follows: 

As % of GOP at factor cost. 

I . T • Employees . Taxes on 
NICs expenditure 

1978/79 ,12. 9 2.8 10.7 

(est) 1980/81 1 13.1 3.0 12.7 

(forecast) 1981/82 13.6 3.5 13.5 

Budget hits incentives 

, 

For the bulk of working population marginal rates of income tax 

will, be unchanged next year. They Wl er lor 
~ 

p ~ople with very low and very high · incomes. {Marginal rates wil l 

be generally higher if national insurance contributions are 

included; but the effect of this on incentives depends how 

people view. NICs./ 

. 1 

......... I': 

,{. .. 
.. 1 

.,. 
.... .-"":... .... . . . , 

-. 
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Won't everyone face higher marginal rates because of 
the increases in excise duties, 

lllf' 

There will be rather higher rates of tax on some kinds of 

expenditure (drink, tobacco, petrol etc) but the, Government 

take the view that, for incentives, this is preferable to 

raising rates of income tax again. 

Income tax burden greater than when 
Government came to power 

Not true as a 

earnings will 

general statement. N:;t year a man on <tZer~ 
the same ro ortion of his income in 

- .- . -".. .--- -- " 
i come tax as he did when the Government · took office 

incomes have risen over that period. 
~ 

{Figures: I~come tax as %of income ' at average earnings 

1978/79 
1981/82 

Single Married 

25.2 
24.7 

21.6 
21.8 

Note: But at lower income levels, the burden of income 

tax will be higher than when the Government came to power~/ 

Tax burde~ will rise. By what proportion of GOP~ 

Total taxation as a percentage of GOP at market prices is forecast 

at about 40 per cent in 1981-82. This compares with 35 per cent 

in 1978-79, 36~ per cent in 1979-80 and an estimated outturn of 

38 per cent in 1980-81. 

, 
• i 

/Proposed.reply to Mrs Renee Short's Priority Written Question 
- of 17 Marchi 

FP ~n>"'f 
23> M~r~ 19~ 

.. , J 
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MAINTAINING THE REAL VALUE OF Tlill EXCISE DUTIES 

1. The paper TR(sub TX)29 discusses (para 7) the movements in 

real values of the tax· burden (duty plus VAT) on excise duty goods 

since 1966. ' Para 8 of the paper suggests that there could be 

advantages in moving the excise duties to an ad valorem basis. 

2. In questioning -officials on 18 March Mr Michael English MP 
drew attention to the decline in the real value of cigarettes and 

whisky over the period 1966-1981 and indicated that he might 
return to the matter on the occasion of the Chancellor's appearance. 

Before the session with officials it had been suggested that the 

Committee might wish to discuss the arguments relating to ad 

valorisation. This brief concentrates therefore mainly on these 
, ' 

aspects in which the Committee has already indicated an interest • 

• 
A. REAL VALUE 

, l 

3. Para 7 of TR (sub TX)29 includes a table of real values for 
the tax burden on the main excise duty goods. Officials were asked 

informally if they could complete the figures for wine. Our completed 

version of the table (otherwise unamended, but see para 4 below) is 

as follows:-
Post Budget Indirect Taxes 1966-81 at April 1981 prices 1 

Cigarettes 2 Whisk;y3 Beer 4 Petrol5 W· 6 lne 
1966 76.2 8.95 20.5 85.7 . 68.5 
1969 75.5 9.22 19.7 96.4 102.7 
1972 61.4 7.51 16.0 78.4 83.6 
1975 64.7 6.24 16.7 82.5 114.1 
1978 57.7 5.16 14.8 63.6 97.3 
19797 

57.4 4.96 16.5 66 .• 9 96.0 
1980 57.4 4.72 16.3 69.5 95.5 
1981 67.0 4.92 19.2 83.0 99.4 
1. Excise Duty + VAT. Deflated by RPI assuming 10.,4% increase 

April 1980-April 1981. 
2. Pence per 20 king size. 3. £ per popular brand standard bottle. 

4. Pence per pint (o.s.g. 1037)5. Pence per gallon of 4 star petrol. 
6. Pence per 75 cl bottle of 7. June figures except for cigarettes 

table wine. which is August. 
Sources: Reports of Customs and Excise; Kay and King 'The British 

Tax System'; Institute of Petroleum; DE Gazette. 

1 
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4. For his own use the Chancellor will wish to note that the 

table is unsatisfactory in the following respects: 

(a) The RPI assumption for 1981 excludes the effect of the 

Budget. The unpublished Treasury forecast for April 

based on the NIF suggests a year-on-year rate of ' 

inflation of close to 13% including the effects of 
the Budget. ' 

(b) Officials have found difficulties in reconciling the 

Committee's figures with their own estimates. Many of 

the discrepancies are minor and may represent small 

differences in the methods of estimation. The Committee's 

series for whisky seems more reliable than most of ,the 

others. 

(c) The series for cigarettes is especially difficult to 

reconcile. The Committee's advisers have used king-size 

cigarettes as the typical commodity, although these 

were rare in 1966 and 1969. In practice, many of the 

figures seem to be reasonably close to official figures 

for standard tipped cigarettes, which were the usual 

measure in the earlier years. From 1978 the tax burden 

on both kinds of cigarettes has been substantially the 

same. 

(d) The figures for 1966 appear to include the ~ffects of the . 
July Regulator operation and are not merely post-Budget 

as stated. 

(e) Footnote 7 is presumably intended to relate to '1979 and 

not to 1980. In 1979 there was, of course a ~une Budget 

followed in August by a revenue-neutral adjustment between 

the specific and ad valorem elements in the duty on -cigarettes. 

5. If questioned about the fall in the real value of tax burdens, 

the Chancellor may wish to draw on the following material:-

(a) Base Year. Whether there has been a declin~ in real value 

depends on the choice of base year, which is inevitably 

2 



lit, 11 
a somewhat arbitrary exercise. For example, 19Z2 

~ 

would still show a fall in real value for whiskh , but , 
not cigarettes. If, on the other hand, one were to 

take 1978 representing the last Labour Budget as the .. 
base-line for the present administration, it would be 

apparent that the real value of the tax burden on .... 
cigarettes, beer and petrol has been -more than maintained, 

and that there -have been varying degrees of success in 

restoring some of the erosion of previous years. The table 

annexed to this brief provides details of the changes made 

by the present Chancellor in each of his three Budgets. 

(b) Cigarettes. All Chancellors have to make a careful 

judgment between revenue considerations and other factors 

which may point in more than one direction - such as health 

policy and prices policies. Otherwise, not for present 

Chancellor to discuss decisions of his predecessors. 

The table reproduced in paragraph 3 above suggests that 

the effect of the increase to 15% VAT in 1979 and the 

revalorisation of 1980 was broadly to maintain the real 

value of the tax burden. This year revenue considerations 

dictated a substantial addition to the duty raising an 

extra £500 million from all tobacco in 1981-82 and £510 
* million in a full year. On the basis of the calculations 

of the Committee's advisers the real tax burden on cigarettes 

is about 16% higher than after the last Labour Budget in 1978. 

(See Annex' for det ails of all Budget change's). rIF PRESSED 
- - ¥ ' 

ONLY: The estimates for 1981-82 allow for a volume fall in 

consumption compared with 1980-81 of about 9%. The size of 

the figure follows from the high proportion (now 75%) of 

tax in price b~t the effect is not, of course~ i inconsistent 

with the thrust of Government health policy. Employment in 

the tobacco industr~ has in any case been falling (present 

l~vel: just under 40,000) as a result of the secular trend 

against smoking._7 

(c) Whisky. Again a careful judgment is required. Particular 

care has to be taken in raising the level of the duty on 

3 
(* Total revenue forecast from tobacco in 1981-82: £3,220 million) 



111 
spirits because of the very high price elasticity of demand 

;-IF PRESSED: A price elasticity of - 1.3 was used for 

Budget estimates.-1 and the high weight of tax in price 

(close to 80% for whisky at typical post-Budget off-licence 

prices). The combination of these factors makes it diffi

cult to do more than broadly maintain the real value of the 

duty in any particular year; otherwise, one would risk 

invoking the . l~w of diminishing returns and there would 

be an effect on the RPI disproportionate to any additional 

revenue secured. Account has also to be taken of the effects 

of the Scotch Whisky industry which is one of our most impor
tant export earners. 

Overall, the real value is about 4% - 5% less than in 1978. 
The action the Chancellor took in his Budgets of 1980 and 1981 

came as close to revalorising the duty in line with inflation 

in the previous calendar year as considerations . of taxable 

capacity and revenue potential allowed (see annex for details). 

There was a modest fall in real value in 1979, but a duty 

increase in addition to the increase in VAT to 15% ·would 

have been unrealistic. 

The following table shows the spirits component of the 

relevant entry in FSBR Table 19 (Taxation and Miscellaneous 

Receipts):-

- £ million -

Spirits, beer, wine 
cider and perry 

/1979-80 1980-81 
- Budget Estimated 

Outturn7 forecast outturn 

Spirits only ;- 1,1527 

2,825 

1,270 

2,600 

1,160 , 

1981-82 
forecast 

3,200 

1,275 

Implicit fall in volume compared with last year: a"'b out 4%. 

B. AD V ALORISATI ON 

6. This is a complex issue but, if questioned, the Chancellor may 

wish to draw on the following points:-

4 
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(a) Obvious prima facie attractions in ad valorem duties which, 

as the paper suggests, would allow them to move up in line 

with factor costs, with the Government intervening only 

to make real changes. 

(b) The present specific basis is very economical. No -
acc~ apart from cigarettes and experimental 

mixed Danish system for spirits, EC countries generally 

operate specific duties. Commission's proposals for , .... 
harmonisation of structures of duties on drinks and oil 

based on specific duty concept. 

(c) Considerable practical difficulties inad-valorisation: 

(i) If ad valorem duties charged like present specific 

duties at point of production, could be major problems 

of valuation and encouragement to vertical integration 

with profit margins being taken after duty point had 

been passed. 

(ii) If charged at retail stage, almost insuperable problems 

of control with very high rates of duty (for example: 

excluding VAT, about 300% for whisky, 225% for 

cigarettes, 90% for petrol and 40% for typical beer) 

payable by about 125,000 retail outlets in drinks trade, 

'30,000 garages etc. Collection of 15% VAT often diffi-

cult enough already. Civil Service manpower policies 

etc. 

(iii) Present mixed specific/ad valorem system for cigarettes 

works only because linked to tight system ,of maximum 

retail prices operated by the small numbe~ of producers. 

By no means a universal feature for excise duty goods. 

Revalorisation of specific element still necessary. 

K.M ·~$~S 
2? ~rcL Iq~1 
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Price ANNEX t,lO 80 
effect of S:Qecific New 
Budget duty t;y::]2ical Tax com:Qonent in :2rice 

1. Ci~arettes change increase :2rice DUty Total % 
(20 lng size) ro 

Pre-Budget 1979 (57p) ?5.1p 39.3p 68.9 
Post-Budget 1979 + 6p (VAT increase) 63p 36.8p 45.0p 71.4 
Post-Budget 1980 + 5p +, 14% . 73p - 42.2p 51.7p 70.9 
Post-Budget 1981 + 14p + 34~% 91p 55.2p 67.1p 73.7 , 2 

2. Whisk;y 
off-licence) (typical bottle, 

Pre-Budget 1979 (£4.55) £3.16 £3.50 76.9 
Post-Budget 1979 + 30p ' (VAT increase) £4.85 £3.16 £3.79 78.1 
Post-Budget 1980 + 50p + 13~%' £5.50 £3.?6 £4.28 77.8 
Post-Budget 1981 + 60p + 14~% £6.30 £4.08 £4.90 77.8 

3. Beer . 0 
(typical pint, 1037 , public bar price) 

28~3 Pre-Budget 1979 - (36p) 7.5p 10.2p 
Post-Budget 1979 + 2~p (VAT increase) 39p 7.5p 12.6p 32.3 
Post-Budget 1980 + 2p + 22~% 44p 9.1p 14.9p 33.8 
Post-Budget 1981 + 4p + 38% 51p 12.6p 19.3p 37.8 

4. Petrol 
(gallon, 4-star) 

(£0.95) Pre-Budget 1979 30p 40.6p 42.7 
Post-Budget 1979 + 10p + 22-1..% £1.05 36.8p 50.5p 48.1 
Post-Budget 1980 + 10p + 23~% £1.32 45.5P 62.7p 47.4 
Post-Budget 1980 + 20p + 38% £1.52 62.8p 82.6p 54 .3 

5. Light wine 
off-licence) (75 cl bottle of table wine, 

66.9p Pre-Budget 1979 (£1.80) 53.6p 37.2 
Post-Budget 1979 + 10p (VAT increase) £1.90 53.6p 78.4p 41.3 
Post-Budget 1980 + 8p .+ 14% £2.00 61.1p 87.2p 43.6 
Post-Budget 1981 + 12p + 17% £2.15 71.4p 99.4p 46.2 



TREASURY AND CI VIL SERVICE COI'frII TTEE 

BRIEFING FOR CHANCELLOR'S APPEARANCE: MqNETARY QUESTIONS 

Criteria for interest rates 
As indicated in the Budget Speech, decisions about short term 

interest rates will continue to take account of the whole 

range of monetary indicators and other factors ·that affect 

the significance of the numbers, especially progress in 

reducing inflation, the effect on real rates of interest, 
the external pressure exerted by the level of the exchange 

rate . Within this range of indicators,the past and 
prospective movement of sterling M3 .in relation to the target 

would generally be the primary factor, though we shall be 
monitoring the others. If monetary growth were exceeding the 

target range, the first question we should need to. consider 

would be the reason for it and the relevance of it to a 

possible change in interest rates. It is not possible to 

say in advance of a particular situation what judgement the 

authorities will make, this is not a field where @echanistic 

rules3 whether simple or complicated, make sense. 

Prospects for interest rates 

MLR has come down by 5 points from 17% to 12% since the summer 

and ShOFt rates are now lower than equivalent rates in Germany 

and the USA. The Government naturally want interest rates 
to come down tfurther if possible. The Budget ' measures and 

the funding innovations increase the chances of that but 

interest rates must depend on 

assessment of monetary conditions. 

Clawback 

overall 

It is not possible to specify exactly the circumstances in 

which clawback would be desirable. The situation will probably 

be one where the continued reduction of inflation seemed 

jeopardised either by monetary developments or by other factors 

such as a fall in the exchange rate. 

u. 
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Monetary control 

Some of the changes outlined in November have already been 
made, for example in the Bank's market operations in bills. 
This gives the market a greater influence over the structure 

of interest rates for maturities over 1 month. Other changes 
desirable in themsel-ves include .the end of the Reserve Asset 

Ratio as a minimum requirement which will come about as soon 

as the Bank's current round of discussions on mQnetary control 

are complete. This will help to avoid round-tripping. 

The changes would be compatible with a move to monetary base 

control, but no decision has been taken on whether to move 

in that direction, or on which form of MBC seems most promising. 

No decision is likely to be taken until the arrangements 

described last November have been in operation long enough 

for them to be assessed. It is right to proceed in this way 

because changes in control can go badly wrong "as "Co~petition 
and Credit Control" demonstrated clearly. One possible 

development after the next stage would be a widening of the 

band within which interest rates could vary. 

l-tF 3 
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TREASURY AND CIVIL SERVICE SELECT COMMITTEE 

BRIEFING FOR THE CHANCELLOR'S APPEARANCE 25 MARCH 1981 

Indexed Gilts 
Reactions to the indexed gilt have been mixed. Some 
~. 

commentators have welcomed it, others have expressed 

® 

reservations • . A summary of these different reactions is in 
the attached note. There are a number of angles from which 
criticism can come and defensive notes are provided below. 
It is important however to get across the rationale for 
introducting IGs. 

Positive 
(i) The issue of an indexed gilt demonstrates the Government 1 s 
confidence in bringing inflation down. For a Government 
committed to bringing down inflation, IGs promise to be a 
cheaper form of funding than long dated fixed interest stocks 
at current yields. A Government not wholeheartedly committed 
to reducing inflation would not wish to issue them. 

(ii) Two major advantages for monetary policy. First, by 
eliminating uncertainty in the market about future real yields, 
indexed borrowing should benefit both lenders and borrowers. 

Secondll, there are important advantages for monetary control. 
Addition of a new instrument, which will be sold by action, 
offers more flexibility enabling Government to match preferences 

I 

of investors more closely. This should enable funding 
programme to be sustained. 

(iii) In due course, as the stock of IGs grow, it will be 
possible for pension funds and insurance compani~s to offer 
pension benefits in the private sector with an element of 
index linking. 

Defensive 
(i) A further regrettable step to an indexed society? 
Aware of the problems which extensive indexation can create, 
but important to distinguish between indexation e.g. of wages 

It- !. t.~ "'-l- . tw.. s ~ r ~ 1u-~ &~ l ~ VV- c..t-vI,~ f'vws 
(k lS(v.JL \~ C"\Qt- A..~ u. ~ ~ Sa'l'r - J-v\. ~,~ ,~ 
~~\-~ ~fr-4- G~ N-Cv\~t. ~ 
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and benefits where a level of real income is guaranteed 
and which often provides the springboard for additional 
claims,and a long term financial contract. With the IG, 

~ . 
the real return is determined by the market and only a 
-= 4 

lender holding the asset to maturity is guaranteed any 
particular return, which mayor may not be positive. 

(ii) A regrettable response to Scott 
An indexed gilt has been under discussion for many months 
- questions were put by Committee to Governor in July last 
year. Initiative should be seen in context of move to improve 
funding and monetary control, though ultimately there will 
be benefits in pensions area. 

(iii) Could be disastrously expensive compared with 
conventional gilts. 

Its cost in real terms will be the same in 1 ears as ow. 
istorically conventional gilts have proved cheap only because 

inflation has been greater than expected. Doubtful whether 
Governments can continue to benefit at expense of investors. 
Certainly not right for Government to plan for such an 
uncovenanted benefft.-··· ·c 

."" ; 

(iv) Effects on company sector - competition with equities 
Appreciate these concerns. Certainly possible that IGs 

I 

could compete well with equities, depressing their price. 
But a number of benefits to offset against this. First, 
not our intention to use IGs to allow us to increase borrowing 

thererore . 
and total gilts sales/effect should be to allow ~nterest 

:e= I 

rates on conventional gilt to decline, a fall from which 
< " , 

companies can also benefit. Their average cost of capital 
may not as a result be increased. Secondly, to the extent 

that IGs improve monetary control, there should be a 
beneficial impact on inflationary expectations and the 
Government's monetary targets should be achieved ,at lower 

interest rates. 
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(v) Why the restriction on eligibility? 

"»,~" .' , ·11-
~., 

As the Governor made clear in his evidence in June (copy 
attached) we were concerned that a novel asset like this could 
attract unwanted capital inflows. By restricting 1Gs to UK 
pensions business, the area where they are most suited, it 
should be possible to eliminate these inflows. 

(vi) Why a 2 per cent real yield when Granny Bonds have no 
coupon? 

The real yield is not necessarily 2 per cent - that depends 
on price 1Gs sell for. Now that we have added a bonus, 
there' is in effect a small positive real yield on index 
linked certificates. 

(v) What is the logic of limiting eligibility of index 
linked certificates 

We have accepted that there is a role for index linking of small 
savings up to a specified holdings limit. No particular merit 
in the 50 year old age limit but it could have caused a 
disruptive surge into National Savings if the limit had been 
removed altogether. Whether we move further will depend on 
how successful ,we are in meeting our £3 billion objective. 

\-\f3 
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ANNEX A 

COMMENT ON INDEXED GILTS 

Reactions to the IG issue have been somewhat slow to develop . 
Most initial commentaries were descriptive, though Wednesday ' s 
Daily Telegraph quoted Mr Henry James of the National Association 
of Pension Funds as saying that the introduction of IGs was 
"most welcome'! though he warned against expectations of index
linking of private sector pensions in the near future. A 
number of commentators interpreted it as a move in response 
to Scott, and were surprised at the speed with which the 
Government had reacted . 

In Parliament, there were only a few 
references in the Budget debate. Mr du Cann said he IIdisliked 
the idea" without giving any indication of his reasoning. 
Mr John Browne was more forthright. He said his "most serious 
criticism of the Budget" · related to the issue of IGs. They 
would "build inti inflation into the economy and reduce the 
will to respond to inflationary shocks in a stabilising manner. 
Their introduction would, furthermore, kill the corporate debt 

market. Mr H~dern thought the cost of IGs would be too high, 
and they would prevent companies issuing debentures. 

There was more press cover~ge at the end pf the week andover 
the weekend. Sam Brittan referred to the "long-overdue . 
introduction" of indexed gilts, which showed that Mr Lawson 
had at last beaten the Bank. The ~conomist w~s in favour, but 
thought theyl should be generally available. In an editorial 

on Saturday (attached) the Financial Times described the 
decision as being of greater long-term i 'mportance than any of 
the fiscal measures. A further article - also attached -
attempted to dispel certain misconceptions abou~ : IGs. The 
Investors Chronicle was critical, however, and thought IGs 
would represent extremely costly funding for HMG and amount to 
tlA considerable Government subsidy to the private pension 
sector" . An editorial described the issue as a "Trojan Horse" 
which the City had welcomed with misplaced enthusiasm. The 

potential for disruption of existing markets was enormous. 
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Future Governments would be able to "assume control of the 

country's largest investment flows without legislation by 
offering the pension funds indexed bonds on terms they could 
not refuse". 

We also know, 'fr'om Mr Ca.rdona' s and I1r Ridley's minute of 

11 March, that Gordon Pepper bas made a number of criticisms 
thougbin the event be did not include them in the post Budget 
,Bulletin. He argues that there will be large-scale switching 

out of equities, causing a reduction in share prices. 
Companies will not be able to issue indexed debt and will be 

forced even further into the banks, which will lead to further 
funding and even worse crowding out. Also, actuaries may 

begin to use 2 per cent or less for their real return 
assumptions,putting pressure on companies to top up their 

pension funds. The choice of a 15 year maturity was also 
wrong. The longer the date of a stock, the more volatile its 

price will be. 

(;.. I \ I ; 
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11>1 t 
~'ha.l;e ()f government · bonds 
more attrA rtiv e, rather ' than 
)(ASS attrkctlvc, i1 would "eem 
that fiscal extravaga ntp could be 
Teconciled with monetary 

Teleinms: Flnantimo, Lolldon PM. :Telex: 8954.871 stringency. Fort unately the 
Government's othe r actions in' 

TelephOll,e: 01;24,&1~ . . 'j', 'last week 's Budget suggest that, 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ for the time bein g at least, th~ 

Saturday March 14 1981 ~ is not a danger. Thus from tbe .•. •• ·e -
• • . If 

~~~ : ~.;:\. 

~l,,;AMm THE political ' furore ' 
·,~J·! tdeveloping over the Eudget, it 
'.I ~.ay seerrt odd to sl)ggest that 
::-:: . .a ·mere "technical" reform in 
f lf b,1;he . gilt-edged ' market is of 
'!I i .; ·gr~ater importance , than the 
Q('1 -Channcllor's controversial fiscal 

. ·:j.'ijudgment or his restatement of 
~ ... '1he , monetary targets or the 
l , f , ·,r·egressive impact of his tax 
, -,. changes. But for the unem
.... \~ <ployed and for the directors of 

, " ~ .hard-pressed manufacturing 
. C¢mpanies, as well as for long

'~~ ,~ t~rm investors Qf all kinds, the 
: ..• . G.overnment's acceptance of 
.. r ~ ~· :lndex-linked borrowing could 
. • :> mark a watershed more import
Pr:~ant than the fiscal lJ·turn that 
; ,:' 'rnanyof them persist in 'expect-

ing, despite the Prime Minister'~ 
, ~, "; ;emphatic denials. 

AJ(II ;·· . '. 

'~\J Foreign inflows . 
~, ' . rhe immediate significance 
~: J. ;o£ -the index~Jinked gIlt lies in 

· . '. ~l . the · fact that it could prepare 
~ •. :;t)le way for the removal Qf one 
" '" 'of the most ·important {lbstacles 
~:'hl'to . a substantial . and rapid 
h :u'decline in interest rates: the 
M~.: need to sell long gilts 10 a 
~!\ :~ 'market -whicn. will not buy them 
, ~tNUnlcss it anticipates that 
-I n iptr.rest I'at~s .are s~t to {i\ll still 
. J,.i!urther .. ·· , . . . , . ,:'. 

. :, The ~~sue of, indexen ' giltS, 
-"I rro'pa.rticulqrly · if ' ways can be 
~ I" .found of 'extenQing their ·avail
ii.:I'_.abil,ity to investors other than 
.. ' .penSion funds without attracting 

. :' ... , jorEfign inflows, should. greatly 
. -. l eaSe the ' task of fundmg the 

t·: " public . SC(2tor Borrowing 
~; '-Requirement · ·without ; needing 
!I~ " at . times to manipulate short-

term interest rates:· upwards. It 
Gould also, in time, reduce. 

--Substantially the large suhls of 
~ . p'ublic money which are spent 

~~~~,n :. debt servicing and merely 
•.. ·, jlave to be , b [trrowed lluck fro nl 
:~;~JnV~stors~.. : .... ,.; '. , - . ~ 1 

• ; l 

DC 
. ! .. 

, : tTtheflrst ' issue of ·index
"J'inked stock · is as successful as 
initi-aI reactions to the prospec

I tus indicate that it may be, there 
., is f\ good chance that further 

issues would be a ble to mop up 
excess liquidity in the economy 

"quite rapidly and bring the 
~ money supply figure$ ""ell with· 
In the Government's new targets. 
:This ' should enable short-term 
:interest rates to fall again with· 
out appearing to undermine tlle 

,Government's medium-term fin
, ancial plan: and it is ' on low 

interest rates thilt the whole 
. casp. for expecting the Govern
ment's strat-cgy to pull British 
industry out of the recession 
depends. 

Of course, thp very help 
which an index-linked stock can 
give to a government seeking to 
reduce interest rates While 

. controlling monetary growth 
has traditionally been one of 
the strongest arguments against 
such stocks being is~ucd. With
out the need to answer to the 
gilt-edged market so directly for 
its actions there could, in 
theory, ,be less pressure on the 
Government to contain its 
borrowing: If the prospect of 
4isher inflati0Il; makes t~e pur-

point of view of market confid
ence, this will b e a good time 
to .launch the new index-linked 
Jnstrument. 
. Whether future governments 
can be relied on to ,use inde~; I 
linked borrowing prudently IS I 
a qu estion wh ich the markets 
are now anxiously pondr.ring. 
The answer must surely be that 
political prelisure. rather than 
market pressure, should bp. t~e 
primary· anti-inflationary force . 
,?perating in a democrati~ ! 
soCiety: Many investors may 
not' find this very reassuring; 
there are certainly those · who 
considf.'f that the accept ance of 
index-linking Baves the way for. 
hyper-infl~tion" 

Greatest danger 
They should remember t~oi 

facts, however: One is that it , 
was the public and not th,e 
financial markets which gave I 

Mrs·: . Thatcher her . ·large 
majority in the last General 
Electi!;m. Her victory was based 
substantially, though · not 
entirely, on the promise of put':' 
ti~g t11e fight against .infla~i0!l. l 
above all other economIC pnOrl- j 
ties. ~ven in the ,depth o~ th~.·1 
present recession, it is remark: : 
able what a powerful resonance 
that commitment continues 'to 
have in the public mind. The 
idea . that infla tion ' is the : 
greateRt long-term danger to a 
nation's economic well being is' 
·now one of the points on which 
the cOnsensus inBrit~in ' is 
litrongest. · .: ," ,; 
: The second, and ' ·even more 

fundamental, point is that ' ··a 
gQvernment whirh ' is . deter
mined to be irresponsible in · i~s 
financial policies cannot ulti~ 
ml{tely ~ prevented from doing 
damage by t he financial 

' markets, It' was' only when the 
need to curb monetary growth 1 
became widely acrepted by poli- : 
tfcians of both major parties 
that the famous "Duke of York", 
effect 11 gave the . gilt·edged 
market its power, A government 
that was hellbent On '· raising 
public . spending or cutting taxes" 

,without regard for theinfla-' . 
tionary consequences could do 

. so with index-linked bonds o,r 
without them, simply by aban
doning money supply targets 
altogether. - ; 

In sum, the Issue of index
linked bonds has wide ranging 
and in some ; :Wi1Ys disturbing 
consequences. " Bu l at least it 
will . give . ·governments the 
chance to be honest .with 
investors and to ensure · that 
future taxpayers, who willbave 
·to pay the interest bills con
tracted today. s{'e success ~n 
'combClting inflation as a bless
ing and not a curse. 

- -.~------------------
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BY 'ANTHONY HARRIS t; 
THE ISSUE of indexed Govern- ,one. After all, the investor 

, Itlent bonds next week mayor ' do~s not get the cash for 
'may not achieve an opportunity ~veral years, during which 
'to cut the co~t of serv icing tne: most of its value has been < 

national debt in ' a big way. But eroded by ! inflation. 
it has ' already gwen a splendicl ; To cut a long story short, the 
jolt to' th inking in the City;', nature, of a~ index~d gilt is 
and presents some entertaining very slmpl~, In spite of all the 
nonsense in our correspondence ' pbfuscation. It is just like the 
columns. . : . ' sort of gilt-edged · investments 
: l3efore' things get quite (,ut ith~.t u5e~ to keep widows and 
of 'hand" I ' would like to pro~ , o~phaz:s In the days of Queen 
pose some ground rules for .theVlctorJa whe!l nobody had ' even 
debate which will no doubt be heard abo\lt mflaton for several 
still going on this time ' next decades. . ' 
year about whether indexed . It has a .low cost in real terms. 
bonds are a Good Thing. ,o'r a ,Its co~t In money terms can , 
B d Th'ng I ,_only be ,forecast by those who ; 

a1 do ~Ol 'want to suggest the think that they, can forecast the 
r t the Quest'ion. In ' rate of jnfiatlOn for several 

:;i~:eof t~e widespread impres- years ahead; ~nd people, who , 
'sions to the contrary, I am not are as clever as th.at are u~hkely : 

(, ",-f..,' particularly enthusiastic a.bout t? be int~rested in anyt.hmg as 
r-'" ! indexed bo~owing~speci~llY ~i~~le~inded as an Indexed 

I redeen:table In?exed borro~ng~ , You' might think that this 
\. I am Just a~aInst o~er-:ehanre, description means that indexed 
o~ conventlOna~ fixed . ,mon~y gilts are a g-ood thing. This does , 
~terest borrowmg, But}t lR not follow. If you regard a low I 
npt nece~sary to know thf1 cost of ' debt f;ervice as a good ' 
answers m ord,er to suggest thing-whi<;h suggests that you 
what are the r1gh~ iln~,_ ~ha,t ~ tbink as 'a: t.axpayer and not a!) , 
are the wrong quest~on~ ~. ;" ' ~ .- 1 an. investor..:....you may still ques-
, ' D.' urdens ,,' ", J :r~J " .~ tidn wheth~T ': indexed gilts are ; 

,rt, . . ,, ".; " ,'~ .. ', ,A ' he1n. After all, Government 
. For example, it ' .is" ;' ~~t ,; an" porrowinghas not involved any . 
objection to indexed : bor~pv,:ing ; "real cost~()t: tl'le past ten years 1 
to suggest it repr~s~nts som~ or· so, so 'Aw1t;,: ~ayeven o":e or , 
farm of .. spend now an,d ,Pay ,tw{) per c:c~t. !.~,! 
later," . A n long-term boftowj,ng ;"'1: nve's~ tIn' e' nt 
is an eff-ort t~ spend now, and j.' '. ' I I. ,~ . . 

pay later--even ; the ' long~te~ .-.: H'Owever, ;the real questtQn 1s 
borrowing indulged in by Mr. not whether ins a gM.d.. thing 
Gladstone . It.Is nonsense , to ' -ttcnecit ;mvestor,s or tQ. pay an 
suppose that indexed :'-bond$ ' 'honesttf . I!!9.des! , return, but 
represent dreadful bu~dens fp'r wnaTyou-':>.9!!.~for. This is 
!lur children , The pomt about t'lTe"'"issue1Ji'at ' s'eems to be for· 
an indexed bond is t~t it ¢ani gotten by' everyone taking part 
not under any ; circumptances in the ' debate. ' If the Govern
r.e.present a dreadful bur~len jor ment us~~ . t,he money it raises , 
our children, -or an in~lgnlncant at2 per -cent reaPto invest in 
one for that ,':-matte;r . . : '. ~ :" " something-:!ike a power station 
- It will be just as expensive in which will: earn 3: or 4 per cent 

1 ~eal terms .,t. o ~ ' r. ~pa.y ' .. 1.' ~ C, ye. · arSi .n real terrns, .our c~ildren will . 
~ from now ~s ' if ' would be ! to not face -a burden. They will' 

repay- to mortQw":-'and: just; as enjoy a handsome profit. If, on > 
':_"'!' cheap. Thab is the 'point i 'of the other hnnd, the ,G{)vernment 

, , indexationt ,';':" ,- ' " ' . <" is borrowing :the money to pay 
_ .', It .Is not "Very hel.pful.eitlier,/ .unemploymentbenefit or to pay 

, ,1' . , to considet. taking up ano'the:t;' the interest on uninqexed debt, , 
Teader who :Offers t(,-bet tnat1he<' ~"'then whatever . it borrows and ; 

h o t, cash outlay ep the new indexed . on wh::t1ever , terms 7will be a 
,.I. ~t bond will ,be greater. from start dead weight. "j,' / 

to finish, than that on a l~! per Since convent'ional borrowing 
..,iI:Ir-., cent conventional gilt 'Of , the mainly gets repaiil; in ,the early : 

same maturity • . ror one ' thing, yenrs ' in real . terms, I ' would 
th€'Te is, a lar,ge ' institution ,' for ~harc the moral objections to in
making 'suCh bets known as the dex borrowing if W is used to ' 
stock m'arket;-, Fop another, it fin<lnce current ' expenditure, 

< ",~wouldte very 'Odd if t,he cash , But if the Ch qncel10r has an in- . 
< --" f outlay on .t'he,Jnrlexed gilt were str~ment to justify ~ome over-j 
'" ~ ." nne Ijable ~ t.o ' be 3 , great".deal due real , inve~tmen.t;-~ th~n ~?ree ' 

, I- larger"'ttj2'ft"~ lhe - con ven,tl0:~1 cheers>~jL'r~"""" L.i\-"":~ •. ;. _.1..'_~~ ,~, 
~';"~'i ~ .. . ... 

'l.?" .5. .~-.... ' .... 1 ;tIl..l,,~ ..... ,. • 
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thc I.: lJrrl:nt largel rale of exp.ln~ion or t he 
mone y ~urrly in the "hort term . It I~ a ra~t 
~ltU oili l l n which we ;Irc (.Ie.lling with, ;lnd 
wh il'!, h,I" bccn ",rongly rccortkd . But It 1\ 

a Uli lLrCnt thing tll :.a y v.hctltcr or nnl It 
sholJ id be accommmLltcd within the ta f)!l't 
fur the \d10k year . T I1;ll j~ pl a inl y a ... ub ,\.:l·1 
v.e ... ll,tl i have tn h)llk al v. hen we ... ce Ihe 
"Cl k or rl:lntcrmcdlatlon and how It 
h" rpl:n~ . 

o.l ~ I. \Vould you Ju'\t like to comment 
briclh on the "Sam Brillan" point a~ II i ~ 
"On1l' l imc\ known '! I ... Ihe (jovcrnmcnt not 
trvln /-! In Iln;lnce it-. pllbllc sector bor row in g 
re'qulrcment prim;lflh by pCTh;lp" unnl:n:I.,
saril~ high inlcrel.,t r:lle'\ r;lther Ihan " ...... lJm
in~ ih pollcle" succecd and index-linking It-. 
gilh:tlt!ed n:quircnlc rt ts? 

(\1 r ~ il 'hurt/wlll Tha t , of course, i ... a 
vcry ir. tcre:.tlng anc! ;Iltractlvc ;Irgllrnnll 
The .11}!IlJl1Cnl, in the way it il., put by hll1l 
and P, ofc ...... llr l 'rll'tim ;ln . i~ tho'll II' thc 
(jlwn nl l1L'nt had Lllnhdertl'e in its pOl iCIL· ... 
;Ind " . 1\\' InflatIon (' I\flling down it v.\1I Jl d 
\'rry Ql1l .:kly prlKCl:d II) illde\-link~d "CLllfI 
tics 11 11 thc grllund 111.11 till'" w,)uld rcduet: 
the CI ' '''1. Then.: ML' prllh.lbly yuile a IIlI o f 
thinf ... Ihat you cuuld "ay ;lblllJl that Ilr\t 
Il l' ;II !. II j" an Cnllrll1ll1l ... 4UC"t llln 10 movc 10 

indL·\ · llnlo.ing. on ;1 t!clll'ral ... cdc . It inv()I\'L'" 
an .IL'l v. hleh IS h.trd JlI ... t tll limit III lIne 
P;lrtIL'ul:\r thing . It I'" r~;\lly taking a \,IC\\ 
th;\t \11U cannl)t rely Illl thc v;t!UI: of mnncy, 
that "IlU ar~rrcp:lrl.'tl II) Index it in th'l~ 
\\ay . \\' hcn you IOllk .11 the general quesllon 
and put it in a wider contexl you holvc 10 
try to imaginc to }l)IH\clve .... whaf \h~ Clln
"cquellc~" would be , Some ,\n~icly has bec.:n 

. cl(prc ...... cd in rCI;Jlion to the kvel of the 
c\change r;ltc . One or thl' tlrst quc\lilln., 

• )l)U \q)uld have 10 IllOk <.It is, If thoe 
securities were gcner;tlly ;\\';Iilahlc, how 
attracllve they would he to pn"ons out"Jlk 
\hl~ cl1untry a ... we.:11 ,1\ thc pL'r"llns imide.: . 
There 'h,I" bcen a 1Ill1g pcrilld in which 
OPI :C have Illngcd III hllll . index-llnked 
" ... .,eh Inll) which the\ can pUI thclr n1llnL' y. 
If we "ere immediately to 1l) \lVC 10 th", we 
wlluld hc Ihe only m;IJl)r Clluntry ill the 
wlHll1 which was I~",'ulng t!ener31ly the:.e 
lund ... ot' ~eclJri\ie., . Thc 411c ... lion you want 
to al.,1o. \()ur.,c1f I ... hI)\'. attrJclive thcy would 
prove.: 1~) tho ... e pcopll:. what thc Inl10w would 
be and what that inflow would do to the 
e);changc rate? 

*' . 

M r //"ka 
4K4 , That would hc a~suf1) l ng Ih .t! ;JlI 

gi It-edged sa lcs wnu 10 be I IllJex-l,nked . 
would it not'! • 

(Mr Richard.\(Jf/) Not necl:~~"rily, 

4X) . If 'Oil rn:lc\e thcrn a ll 11Idex -ll nked 
then thcrc ' mlt~ ht be an l'nIH 1J1 " ll ' IIlIl "w 01 
money inlo t hc Cllun try I ;Icu:i': l lh;1l ,. lrgt,I'. 
ment and that Wll ll id plI"Ih up ti ll' l'\( ,).l n!!l 
rate even hl~hcr . But in L\\:l ~l lIJ l.'uuld h;I\~ 
a mixture could you flllt. or ~ 1)llle In de'" 
linked ano "UI1H': nut indL:x-lln\..co? 

(Mr RichardwfI) Ye~, you ll)uld . Then. 
of COllr.,c, you would h.I\'c ver) 111ternting 
quc~t i lln ... :ibollt what It ",)uld do 1\) th~ 
price:-- or ... ccurltIC'" that Wl'rL' nl) t in dex' 
linked . That wou ld be a Cl) no, lderJtllln In 
tryint! to dcterll1lnL' whether )111 ; :lfC In ract 
getting a co"t beiH:lit from II or IIll!. 

4Hh . So the rcport in lhc hn ;:!1 ci.tI Tlme~ 
by Mi'\~ IJinur C;llodm,ln an d Mr jlc~er 
Rlddcll thi ... I1wrnlllg, that )' l1U .lre cxamln
ing this a ... a rll ...... 1hlc .d tern~ltl\· l: with the 
Treasury h"" sUJI)cli1ing HI it'! 

(Mr Ric!wrt/\ilII) It i" qU ltc plain that a 
matter of that Ill1pllrt,lncc w()ul J not be the 
.,ubJect of inten~e c.: ,\~lrninjtllln , 

4H7 . Before wc leave thl: way" of financ
ing the C;llvcrnmcnt dd)l. ;trC \\)U gl\,ln~ 
;Iny thought III .1 much wider U"'L: of ... ,dc~ 
within the COIlntry. to Brltl~h rl· ... ldenh. or 
index-linked JL:bl .· Ie an c>.tcml lln or what 
arc known as the Granny-bUi ld ... or an 
extension or t he SA YEw hich is vcry nwdest 
at the rnllment and where people In employ
ment c~.tri only pay £20 a month into the 
SA YE ~chcme , Vo,'hat do you th ink of the 
i(ka that if that Icvel was increa~L'd subslan
ti :tlly or if the Granny-bond ... kvel wa ... 
increased substantially, that a milch hi~her 
proportion of the (invernment deht could be 
f,nanccd from that w.ay. You Wllllid havc to 
~l'11 fewer gilh - · even indcx-linkt.:d or not -
a" a consequence of that policy . 

(Mr Ril'horJ.wn) It i., quite true that the 
(;nvernrnen\\ borrowing requirement i!l 
f'rJ;.tnccd in part, and in great part, by sales 
of conventionill gilt-edged ,stock . ... ubl.,t;ln
tlally to lonf',-Ierm savings in..tltutlons .. - llfc 
In~urancc c()mp:tnic~ an~ : pcn~llln fund ... . 
The amollnt-. actually taken from National 
Savings or frllm certificates of tax deposit 
are relatively small. It is perfectly possiblc, 
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if you ~antcd to gu to indc)l-linkt:d \ccuri
lIC\. to think of all e\tcn~ lo n of !>llJne kind 
or indcxcd ~ecurity v. hid! "'ou ld be a vail 
able to pcr\ons in thi:. country on !>l)lne killd 
of dcjincd but lim ited b;l~ i s . You then have 
III Cl>n~ll.icr both the CO~I of doing lkll _. 
",h:.Il actual co~t they wuuld invu \..,c -- and 
yuu would immediately have to cun~idL:r 
.... hat the effect of pUlling the c.;ovcrnillent 
into that bit of the pri"'~lte ~eClOr pcr'>dnal 
lii.juidity v.ould dl) III the pn)pk .... Ilu MC 

nuW laking their depu,>it!> out or tha t !>cCl'or 
and in particular the building slX:idie)'o . 

4~8 . • lJve you made any estimate of 
what yuu think i\ t he proportion or the 
PSBR that could bc funded in a more' 
Imaginative usc o r til lhe ~urts of ~chenH':"''! 
Or is th.1l not a fair \.jue ... llun to ask you'! 

(Mr RichurJ,\lJIl) The u~e of tht: \\ord 
"imagin.llive" jUll\p~ \.jUltC a number uf 
knees in one gu bCL';lu,>e it Imrllt:dl.ltely 
thruv.~" ~Iow or apprub;ltion on Ihe .... hulc 
idea wilhuut cxamin.ltiun uf lhc puinh lklt 
I have bt:cn making .Ibllut It. 

Mr i:'ngJi ... h 
489 . Let us <IS~Ullle th:l! you did ind~x

link the Illt. Ynu art.: Llr tuu operiellLcJ ~In 
inJiviJu~d tu re.tlly believe th:..tt thereb) yuu 
~ould aUlOnI.ltl(all) have '-In enurlllllUS 
inl1ux 01' moncy bcc;!Use prc~umahly you 
believe III the price IIle(hanl,>m? Presum
ably one wuuld reJuLI: the imere,>l ratt;, 
One might even get bclo~ the 1 ~t h cent ury 
21/~ Con"'llis ratc , At ~l}flh: point theinllllws 
\\uuld CL'.I~C ",hen )uur illlere!>t r'lte was 
clltn.:rnel) luw un yuur indn-linked (apital, 
or be nc·ga t ive a~ the S\'dSS did on onc 
occa~ion . At ~ome p,)int you could ~LOp the 
inflow on a fl1a rkct b.I:.h, (ould you not? 

(Mr i<ichard.\on) If there were an enor
mous dcmand for it llf (our~e it v.otJlJ tend 
tu dcpre~,> the ratt: of interest and the raie 
of internt would gu frL)rn ",hatever it 
started a ... to a IL:s~cr ligure . Th"l ur I.:our!>e 
is one uf the pmblel11s uf doing ~Jllall 
amount\ as orpo~ed IU rnon:. You might get 
no very gOdJ irnpre'>sion of whal lite 
demand really was . l3ul I have the feeling 
rcrhap:o. that yllU might have to take lin 
awful lut of intluws before yuu arrived at 
that poi II!. 

490, (jut that is not quite what you ~:..tid, 
You said thut you cuuld not intrudu(e it 
because there wuulJ be a vast now -- I 
~uppose ~c rcally IllC;ln America. Gerlll:..tny. 

'. 

Japan ;tnJ tht.: Middk 1::lst - frum the other 
jin;lneia ! Len lr c,> or the oi l (;uul1trie ,> ~ Is thai 
r ight '! 

(Mr RichlirJ\on) If I may \ay !>o. what 
",as tr .... ln).' to give wa~ an illlpre~,>iun of 

the LI(lllr:o. th..lt you have III I;tke intu 
con:.iJcr;dl url if yuu were thirll'ln!! of mllV
ing in th l ~ dlr..:ction. The ri,>~ is thal you 
would .. ltlr;I(1 .\ \ot of the OPLC ~urpl~,>e~ 
in to thi'> \...lnJ of a~"et. If yllU did so it would 
put an UI)\\ilfJ prc~,>ure on t he c\changc 
ra le althLl ut!11 1 do /lui dcny tklt if in fact 
th c pn;~,>ure to get the bond!> was very 
heavy it wllllid tend tu reduce the rate 0'1' 
rcturn on Iht:ll), Whether it would go tu a 
negativ e ligurc or nOI I du not know . 

49 I , But i ... not the simple way 10 do that 
to put u U I a ~ t tiC kat a Iud i ( r LlLJ ... I Y low r 41 tc 
llf intere ... t and !>ce what happen ... -- hall' a 
per (cnt \ ;I) ,Ifld \ee ~hal happen". II lila), 
nol gt:t 1.1 kcn up bu I yOU \, ill kl ve pro\cd 
that Ihat r,lte i~ toll l ll\~ at anY' r;Jle, 

l'V1r NII ·hurd.wll) That involve,> all \OrlS 

uf 4ue~IIIHh about the vuluille of the siock 
that yOU pul l)Ut and how valid the cxpcr
i mcnt WULJ Id be . 

(Mr AII 'Mohon) Could [ ju'>t \ay some
thing 011 that and partll.:ularly on "cuuld 
you nut tfy a lillk bit allJ :o.ee what 
happ..:n,>", 

492. I did not say a little bit, Mr Baker 
did . 

(Mr M"A1uhon) But I jU~1 wanted to 
m"lke one point that occurr..:J also earlier 
on about exchange rate mOVClllcllts, 
whclhcr "fie is talking about doing. things to 
push it down or whcther it nll!,!ht nul gn up 
all th,lt 'very much If you did sUlllething 
ebc _ Thc e)lpcrien(c that we have taken 
from rccent year!> is Ihe extraurdin,lry uno
pt.:ctedlles~ ;llld unpredictability ur what can 
happt.:n tu l:\changc rates, If une thinks 
about the fllllvemcnt of the yen fur instance, 
which lo()\...ed for a while unbelit.:vably I'ock
like solid and fell de'>pite all their cl,rorls 
and imlllerl ... e inlt:rvention from 170 lU ~ 250, 
on..: get!> a bit of humility abuut being able 
tu devi,>e ... (hemes ah":i1d uf lllllc which will 
havt: il prl'dict~d dleci. either large or small 
or up or dllwn . If I (uuJd just 1ll.1\..e a second 
point abulIl the indL:Xalion . The elfeclS on 
the rnarkch, ..:itha dUIlH;!>tic or external, or 
doing il. :Ire ;t\so vcry unprcdictablt: . It is 
very t:~lsy III ~cc thc puint thai Sam Urittan 

, 
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MR~ 

SELECT COMMITTEE 

cc: Mr Cassell 
Mr Evans 
Mr Wicks 
Mr Todd 
Mr Corlett 
Mr Griffiths 

It occurs to me that the Chancellor might like to have my 

additional notes on the Kay and Morris and Hills papers -

TR (Sub TX)28 and 29. 

2. These are attached. They are very brief. 

e~ I-v... • -'- - It J .. *' J AM W BATTISHILL I (1 ~ ~ 23 March 1981 
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Treasury Committee 

Comments on TR(SubTX)2B and 29 

1 . Do you agree that the marginal rates of tax have increased? 
, 

Yes; that must be the case. 

2. Do you agree with the figures produced by our advisers? 

Cannot pass jUdgement on the detailed figures of Mr Kay 

and Mr Morris. We do not know on what precise assumptions 

they are based . But the pattern of their results does not 

seem implausible . We do have reservations about the weight 

which can be put on calculations which add together marginal 

rates of direct and indirect tax - and on some of the details 

in their tables. 

3. Why? 

Because they do not allow for the element of choice which 

individuals have if the taxes on particular types of 

expenditure are increased. 

4. Any comments on the figures? 

Important qualification that they apply only to basic rate 

taxpayers. Higher ratepayers exclu ~d~e~dr---~a~s~K'a~y~a~n~a~~M=o=r-l-' I~' -~ 
~ 

recognise. 

Wholly static analysis. Does not allow for changes in 
. 't ~ 
lncome between this year and next. 

l ' Includes the increase in employees' national insurance 

. contributions - not part of the Budget. But does not 

~ l d! al with families who gain 104% increase in child benefit . 

Treats employers NIC (and, we presume. National Insurance 

Surcharge) as a tax falling wholly on personal incomes . 

We would think the distributional effects of NIS are not 

as straightforward as that. 
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MR BATTISHILL cc: Mr Corlett 
Mr Kalen 

TREASURY SELECT COMMITTEE 

, Mr Hood 
Mrs Boardman 
Mr R J Smith 
}t'PCS Flo at 
DEU Float 

I have had a very quick look at the IFS paper on the 
Impact of the 1981 Budget. As in the case of l~st year, 

the paper::: provides very little information and it is 

impossible to analyse their calculations , in any detail. 
Having said this,there are several points which stand out 

rather clearly and which you may find to be of help as an 
aide memoire. 

(i) Messrs Kay and Morris use a straightforward ~ 

static analysis, combining both income tax 
and the indirect taxes in order to produce 

combined marginal rates pre and post Budget. 

(ii) They choose to include the announced NICs 

as part of the Budget. ./ 

(iii) For the married couple (husband on~Y ' working) 

the marginal rate of total taxation rises from 

54.4 to 56.9 per cent. One half of this increase 

is accounted for by the announced change in the ' 

NIC. The greater part of the remainder is accounted 
for by the petrol duty increase. 

/2 ... 
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, (iv) The IFS calculation treats the employers NICs 

including the NIS as a tax which is borne wholly 

by wage earners. That is to s~, ~hey assume that 
if the NIB did not exist wages would 'be higher by 

3t per cent (there is full backward 'shifting);we 
would assume that the NIS is passed forward into 

'prices. 

(v} Very little comment is made about incentive effects 

and in their calculation the IFS seem to prefer 

judgments which are based upon the marginal rate 
only. Income effects are ignored and hence they 

would tend to regard the tax measures as being 

somewhat regressive and having a disincentive 
also. I would stress however that very little 

is made of this point. 

(vi) The IFS analysis is expressed entirely in static 

terms and no account is taken of inflation through 

the year. 

(vii) Whilst individual family types are identified, 

comparisons are not drawn across the income 

distribution. They limit themselvesto the 
statement that their analysis applies to basic 
rate taxpayers only. As you know, in our 

internal work we look at several different income 

levels within the basic rate band. 

2 Might I suggest that if this subject arises our general 

line should be that the paper contains insufficient information 

for us to offer a detailed assessment and commentary. Having said 

this, taking the calculations as they stand we would think that 

the figures are broadly correct and that the general conclusions 
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concernjog t Le" profi le ' of dis 't rir-ut: ?nal' effects is about right . 

That is to say, those a t the 'l 'owest and highest incomes fair 

worst in proportionate t erms . 

. ~ 
DOUGLAS T~ 
DEU2 
17 March 1981 
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CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER 

TREASURY COMMITTEE: DR BRAY'S QUESTION 

1r""1'· .. 1·.· .·· . ~ , " 
. ) ! 

!If : 

cc Chief Secretary 
Financial Secretary 
Mr Burns 
Mr Middleton 
Mr Monck 
Mr Bridgeman 
Mr Evans 
Mr Unwin 
Mr Burgner 
Mr Battishill 
Mr Folger 

You have received a letter from Dr Bray warning that when you go 
to the Committee tomorrow he will return to the question he put 
to us last Wednesday on "is it just a coincidence that the real 
PSBR implied in the Budget is about zero?U 

2. This question, as his ... ,letter implies, is prompted by the 
paper by Marcus Miller. Professor Miller, following the sort of 
exercises previously done by Taylor and Threadgold, adjusts the 
nominal PSBR for the effects of inflation in reducing the real 
value of the stock of outstanding government debt. The resulting 
concept, termed "the real PSBR", is regarded by many as a better 
measure of the fiscal stance than changes in the nominal PSBR. On 
this view the implication that the real PSBR implied in the Budget, 
and indeed through the MTFS period, is close to zero could be taken 
as suggesting that fiscal policy is intended to be broadly neutral, 
neither contractionary nor expansionary. This presumably is what 
Dr Bray is trying to establish. 

3. There are considerable difficulties with using the real 
PSBR as a criterion for Budget-making. It would no doubt be quite 
a good benchmark if we were already starting from an acceptable 
rate of inflation, rather than from a rate that we are still seeking 
to reduce. Aiming at a particular PSBR in real terms could, however, 
easily degene-:r .... a"";:t:-:e~i~n"!"t .... o---e~n~o-,r"""'s ...... l.-n--g~a--rf:'7i~s-..c-a"':;'l---p-:olicYth~t-;;~id 

, . ' . .~.. . . . , . _ .... _ . _ .. . . . u . . . . ... '" ." .' 

accommodate whatever the going rate of inflation happens to be. In 
--bII1]:.-on--PSBR -foi~'-1981-82 you 

gave most weight to consistency with the monetary objectives and 
the general thrust of policy towards lowering inflation. You 
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explained in your Budget speech why you ruled out the £7i billion 
implied in last year's projections, as unduly restrictive in the 
more depressed conditions of the economy, and justified £10~ billion 
as being "cQnsistent with the monetary target that I have just 
announced. I also believe it to be a sum that can be financed 
without placing undue strains upon the capital markets". 

4. I am sure this is the line to hold to, and not get drawn 
into technical debate with Dr Bray about the desirability, or 
otherwise, of a zero real PSBR. However, as it happens, the way 
the MTFS is set up would imply that if inflation declines in line 
with the monetary target then the illustrative PSBR path in the 
projections would be roughly zero in real terms. But I think this 
is better regarded as an incidental feature of the projections, 
not as a deliberate objective that we had in mind in producing 
them. 

5. I attach a draft speaking note on the lines indicated above, 
and also, for convenience, the pages of the transcript of last 
Wednesday'a hearing covering the exchange with Dr Bray. 

F CASSELL 
24 March 1981 
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DRAFT SPEAKING NOTE 

REAL PSBR 

I explained in my Budget speech how I reached my judgement that 

it would be right to provide for a PSBR in 1981-82 of some 

£10i billion, or a little more than 4 per cent of GDP. [I 

ruled out the £7i billion implied in last year's illustrative 

projections as unduly restrictive in the conditions of lower 

output and higher unemployment than had been envisaged when 

those projections were made. As I said, I believe the figure 

£10t billion to be consistent with the monetary target announced 

for 1981-82, and also to be a sum that can be financed without 

placing undue strains upon the capital markets.] 

2. It is ~~~~rue, as Professor Miller suggests in his 

paper, given the prospect foreseen for inflation, that this 

implies a real PSBR of close to zero. Certainly, if inflation 

falls more or less in line with the declining monetary target, 

the projections in the medium-term financial strategy would 

imply a real PSBR fairly close to zero. This is because fiscal 

policy in these projections is set to be consistent with a growth 

in the total financial assets of the private sector that is more 

or less in line with the monetary target. Hence money supply, 

total financial assets and the stock of government debt would 

all move together broadly in step through the period. And if 

inflation follows much the same path, the PSBR - which measures 

the nominal increase in the stock of public debt - would be 

close to zero in real terms. But that is not the same as saying 

1 
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that a zero real PSBR is the objective. As the discussion of the 

MTFS in the Red Book makes clear, the projections of the PSBR 

are not to be taken as targets. Fiscal policy in any particular 

year will be operated so that the PSBR for that year - in nominal 

or real terms - will be consistent with declining monetary growth 

in the particular circumstances of the time. What the real PSBR 

will be through the MTFS period - and indeed what the economy's 

real growth will be - will depend to a very large extent on the 

pace at which inflation falls. 



(Mr .. CaoeeU) Lookll~ at a wealth incone series 

Co "Jh,ole rtm of yeo.ra and gattL.?lg sooe sort of trend line in: 

it does look as thoUGh you axe ouch closer to 

you ~ nlnost be on it. 

92. Could you show us sone of those nice 

rela.tion to recent yeo,rs? The one you rJtl.ye 17 

of our report wo pretty nountainous& 

(Nr~ Cassell) 

93& It ",(lS the velocity of ooney. 

~2.-,Cassell) this pnrti0ular sentence 

tInt $"OU c . .1.'e pickLT1G' on is relnt:tile t sonething tha.t is wider 

than noney~ It is rela."ti.ng to otaJ. fincncin.l portfolio of 

too prIvate sector .. 

94. I a:ppJ."Elci.a:be u"i; i·t would be interestine to see 

it, even mo, for the wider _0 as well as for the narrower one. 

QiXo 11onck) th!llk ou.:c fe~ling is that the otartir..g 

point, b<..th on uea.lth d 0:..1 the .t\3a1 D.;JrJ.ey Dupply and on 

staxtine 1)O ~L."lt3 fer 1961/82 - c.re all at 0. 

DOm nomal trsud line than they we: 0 c.. t tl1e 

I 

I 

it would bA nice t o got is sane Decsur~ of the 

Vlho..t you nea.11. by ;noronl l • It seens to De th:1t 

UD.rcin thero is likely to be 4 or 5 :r:e-r cent. in 

one pe:J: cent. oojus-tuents in tarset that you o=e 

Co.n you GiYe us suL:.G estinate of the stnndc..:rd er:r0~ 

f you~ e8t.iDn.te of vTl1':Lt the n)r[].:ll 10ve10 of vroalth ere? 

·~l01. ,:t .. ; ~ 

( T\;I:r IT i \ ~n"W'_m) I wonG.ur if we wr'1~" consider this? 

Dre Jr2.-Y 

96. C2.Il we Dove on t:ben to the IDtiono.J.e fo r 8hoosip.C 

billion for tho i?S.DR'? It is ~uot E' .. coincidenco, is it, tho.t 

l'tlqs 



the reol PSl3R with the expected infla.tion ra'te works out at about 

zero ? 

(Mr. Cassell) It was not derived in that w~. 

I 
91. It is just a coincidence. 

(Mro Cassell) rhen it is just a coincidence. The sane 
\ 

forces that were influencinB us in choosing £l~~ billion also 

have that other effect. 

98. Can you give us e~ other rationale for choosine £l~~ billion? 

(!vIr" Caseell) As 11r~ Un~1lin Gaid} in the end it is a 

oatter of jude;oent wi'~hin a ranee1 obviously. However, taking into 

9.CCO"Jl1t 'the sort of eeneral oediun teJ.u path of reducing the Pt4clic 

Secto£ DOrIDwinG R8quireoent as a percentaee of GDP, and then looking 

at that trend .:in the liGht of the :particular conjunctural 

~ircunstances of any years 1 then if you nore or less offset the 

"!crsonL"'16 of the re';ession froo V!rot we have been expocting a yep.:!: 

) 
8GU, aea~ you coDe "to a fi~xre of sOTIe~r~g like £lO} billion. 

99, It is aurra.!n a ~oinciCLg:'10e, 1s it, that YO"J.r figures for 

the pert.}entage of GDP ratios of PSl3ll end up in 1983/84 this year 

a. t about the sc.o.e level as thsy did last year, and that in ardor to 

Get there a credible rate of reduc'~ion of PSBR you do land up TIore 
I , 

or less ~t £l~~ billion. 

No, thct is n0t coincidence . In fact, 

we have c0nsciously raised the PSDR ratio fran I! per cent ~ to 

2 per cent. in 1983/84 and what that deteroines then is the size of 

fisce1. adjustDentc you bu:i Id L."1to theoe projections . 

1GO. The GoveJ:.'!lr..ent 'Would be joll y pleased if it eat within 

of err Jr. 

101 . The aiD is t o end up with the "told-you-no" kini of 

40 



position that you built into your original intention. 

(loIr. Cassell) Yes, but it is also ioportant how you 

1020 ~be average error quoted for the PSBR is £~ billion 

which OOarlS that the expecte6.. ra.tl[,"e would be £6 billion to 

£15 billion of PSITRo 

Yes. This error, as pa.raeraphS18 and 19 

expln.in, is no Dore than average e:r:ror for the past forecasts . 

That is rl:1.0 aver8.L79 absolu.te error; that is the status of ito 
aR I 

1030 So it is/likely to be outside that range as it is to be 

insile ·chat rangee 

Ya8~ you could put it that wayo 

104. You just hope it is below rather than above. 

We have no xea30n to believe that it will 

be. 

reasons for the cn9.D.ge iL the ill'ls'tnt:Ive 

cha.n.£s"6 In the North Sea ta..---c reV,"~~lues. assunption 

(iid you use for Nor·th Sea ta.."'C revenue? 

(I{~" Cassell) 

obviously is the one that 1fl forecast which is 

broadly whexe i 't was when Beyond that I do 

not thL'Ylk I really want to disolo8 exchanee rate assunption '>J'9 

106. Ir. the past it ".ras possible to brine down the interest 

rates at a tiDe risinG ver:/ rapidly. \;Jhy is it 

CO::.1/3ideTed that :reduotion of the PSDR is necessary nO"T 

to :red1l.ce 

It o.ay ht...-ve been p08sibn t o brine fum 1 

the:ce VdS also a very lC1~~[:,"8 oV€:r?choot on t~e Dancy DUpply. 

41 
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DR. JEREMY BRAY M.P. 
HOUSE OF COMMONS 
LONDON SWIA OAA 

01- 219 4057 (direct line) 
01- 219 3000 (switchboard) 

23rd March, 1981 . 

tki/~~~ 
I am not sure that Treasury officials had seen the enclosed 

paper by Marcus Miller before they appeared a the Select Committee 
last Wednesday, 18 March. When I asked them (Q . 96), "It is just a 
coincidence, is it, that the real PSBR with the expected inflation 
rate works out at about zero?", Mr . Cassel's first reply, "It was 
not derived that way" does not necessarily mean that it was not 
derived in an equivalent way - e.g. balancing the Budget after 
taking into account a notional "inflation tax" or many other possible 
expressions of the same idea . 

May I give notice that I will ask you about this if I have 
the opportunity when you come on Wednesday? 

Rt . Hon . Sir Geofftey Howe, M. P . , 
Chance l lor of the Exchequer, 
Treasury Chambers, 
Parliament Street, 
S . W. l. 
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MR~M 
MRM~ ~ 
CHANCELLOR 

SPECIAL TAX ON BANKING DEPOSITS 

CONFIDENTIAL 

cc 
attached for: 

Financial Secretary 
Sir Douglas Wass 
Mr Burns 
Mr Ryrie 
Mr Middleton 
Mr Battishill 
Mr Unwin 
Mrs Gilmore 
Mr Cropper 
Mr Lewis IR 

I attach, as requested in Mr Wiggins' 20 March note and commented on in 

~ Mr Locke's note of the same date, a technical note on the arguments banks 

are using that their ability to lend to industry will be reduced by a 

multiplier of some 20 times the yield of the tax and a general note 

responding to the various criticisms which have been made of the 

Government's proposals for use by the Paymaster General. This second, 

gener~ note is also recommended to the Chancellor as background 

briefing for his appearance before the Treasury Select Committee. I 

further attach a third note with relevant tables summarizing the results 

of the four big clearers for 1980 which have all now been published. 

A R BOOTE 
24 March 1981 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

EFFECT ON CLEARING BANKS ABILITY TO LEND TO INDUSTRY OF SPECIAL TAX ON 

BANKING DEPOSITS 

Table 1 attached ShO\t.IS the ratio of the clearing bank , groups free capital 

to advances since 1977. Comparison of the 1978 and subsequent figures 

with the earlier figures is difficult because before 1978 full provision was 

made for deferred tax : this explains the rise in the ratio of free capital 

to advances in 1978 compared to 1977. The figures for 1978, 1979 and those 

available for 1980 are broadly in line with the ratio implied by the clearers 

press comments On the tax namely that the ratio of the banks free capital ! o 
• 

advances is in the range 1 : 15·- 20. The table does, however, emphasise the 

divergence in the ratios bet ween the various· clearers reflecting their own 

diffeDing policies and perhaps accounting practices. For example, Midland 

have a much high ratio of free capital to advances than the other clearers 

and even \rlithin the same banking group there are notable variations from year 

to year in the ratio - for example the rise in Barclays from 1978 to 1979. 

2. Table 2 attached shows free '" capi tal as a percentage of deposits for the 

clearing bc»k groups. This free capital ratio to the banks liabilities we 

would consider of more prudential relevance than the ratio ,of the banks free 

capital to their advances. Again the figures for 1976 and 1979 show considerable 

differences within the clearing bank groups. It is also interesting to note 

that for the two groupe which have published their accounts for 1980, the free 

capital ratio has remained the same for National Westminster and has risen 

significantly for ~oyds. 

3. Table 3 is an attempt to show the effects on the ratio of free capital to 

advances and free capital as a percentage o~ deposits of the special tax. 

The table assumes the broad figures of liability to the tax widely quoted in 

the press. For the two banks that have published their accounts for 1980 the 

effect on free capital as a percentage of deposits is to lower their free capital -ratio by three tenths of a percent in each case. For Lloyds the resulting ,. --. --
percentage is still higher than the percentage in 1979 waile for National 



CONFIDENTIAL 

1979 ratio While for National Westminster the resulting ratio is the same 

as Barclays for 1978. 

4. The detailed figures for the individual clearing bank groups of the ratio 
f*=-

of free capital to lending would theref&re seem to support the view that 

t ere 1~ no mechan1s 1C relationship b-etween a banks free capital and its 

advances. The ratio of free capital to advances has varied considerably 

both between the clearing banks groups and over time in the same group. The 

effect of the special tax on the two ratios it is poseible to calculate 

for 1980 do not lead to results widely inconsistent with those for previous 

years. 

5. There are various wider considerations which also throw d~bt- i¥he banks 

argument that their ability to lend to industry will be reduced by some 

multiplier of the yield of the tax. the clearers have already catered 

for difficulties ir advances through large provisions for 

bad debts made before the figures for free capital are struck on which the 
o.. 

ratios above have been calculated. In aggregate the clearers charged around 
~ ) 

£400 million against their 1980 profits for bad and doubtful debts. At least 

some therefore of the lending which the banks claim their ability to do has 

been reduced is already catered for outside the ratio to which they are 

referring. Secondly the amount of the clearers free capital is by no means 

immutable at least in the medium term. quite possible for the clearers 

to increase their free capital ts issue if the think 

it is inadequate. This is of course a matter for the clearers own decision 

it is not true, however, to suggest that they have no alternative to reducing 

their lending even if they consider their capital base inadequate. Thirdly, 

as Mr Locke suggests in his 20 March notet ~at evidence we have on international 

comparisons suggest that the clearers ratio of capital to assets is fairly 

good by international standards. " t:;- e. . ~-:. at table 4lfn extract from the 

Banker of June 1980 based on 1979 figures : all the UK clearers are within 

t he top ten banks in the world in terms of capital/ assets ratio. 

6. For these reasons, we consider that the banks argument that the special 

tax reduces their ability to lend to industry by a multiplier of around 20 times 

the yield of the tax is unconvincing. Whether, of course, the tax reduces 

the banks willingness to lend to industry is another question which depends 

on the banks attitudes. 
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TABLE 1 RATIO OF FREE CAPITAL TO ADVANCES FOR CLEARING BANK GROUPS 

1977 1978 1979 1980 

Lloyds 1 : 17.4 1 : 17.0 1 17.8 1 16.5 

Nat West 1 : 20.6 1 : 16.6 1 17.6 1 : 17.9 

Barclays 1 22.2 1 19.5 1 17.3 Na 

Midland 1 16.0 1 12.4 1 13.3 Na 

In aggregate 1 : 19.3 1 : 16.4 1 16.5 Na 

..... 
~~ 
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TABLE 2 FREE CAPITAL 

1977 1978 

Lloyds 4.1 4.4 

Nat Wset 3.3 4.2 

BarclaY's 3.5 4.1 

Midland 4.2 5.5 

In aggregate 3.7 4.5 

AS A PERCENTAGE OF DEPOSITS FOR CLEARING BANK GROUPS 

1979 1980 

4.4 5.0 

3.9 3.9 

4.5 Na 

5.1 Na 

4.4 Na 

J 

'< 

--... 
~ 
~ 
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TABLE 3 

EFFECT OF SPECIAL TAX ON FREE CAPITAL IN RELATION TO DEPOSITS AND ADVANCES 

ON 1980 RESULTS FREE CAPITAL 

IJ.oyds (60) 843 

Nat. West (100) 1147 

ON 1979 RESULTS 

FOR CLEARERS IN AGGRmATE 3531.9 

LAssuming a tax 
liability cl 

FREE CAPITAL AS 
% DEPOSITS 

4.7% 

3.6% 

4.1% 

/IJ.oyds 
Nat West 
Bar clays 
Midland 

£m 

60 
100 
90 
70 

320J 
RATIO FREE CAPITAL 

TO ADVANCES 

1 17.7 

1 19.5 

1 18.0 

0-
N 



THE TOP FIFTY-
Re-ranked by capital/assets ratiot 

Bank % Bank % 
Compagn ie Financiere de 19 Sanwa Bank 3-77 
Paris et des Pays -Bas 8-66 20 Tokai Bank 3-64 

2 Lloyds Bank 6-96 21 Bank of Tokyo 3-57 
3 Banco do Brasil 6-64 22 Citicorp 3-50 
4 Cred it Suisse 6-58 23 Manufacturers Hanover Bank 3-39 
5 National Westminster Bank 6-48 24 BankAmerica 3-33 
6 Union Bank of Switzerfand 638 25 Canadian Imperial Bank of 
7 Midland Bank 6-04 Commerce 3-29 
8 Barclays Group 5-79 26 Chase Manhattan Corp 3-27 
9 Credit Agncole 5-74 27 Deutsche Bank 3-23 

10 Swiss Bank Corporation 5-68 28 8anca Nazionale del Lavoro 3-19 
11 J, P. Morgan 4-48 29 Westdeutsche Landesbank 3-17 
12 Sumitomo Bank 420 30 Chemical New York Corp 3-15 
13 FU Ji Bank 415 31 Da iwa Bank 2·95 
14 Amsterdam -Rotterdam Bank 4-12 32 Algemene Bank Nederia[Jd 2-86 
15 Centrale Rabobank 4-09 33 Dresdner Bank 2-82 
16 M itsubishl Bank 4-02 34 Bariea Commerciale Italiana 2,71 
17 Continental Illinois Corp 3,93 35 Royal Bank of Canada 2-65 
18 Dai-Ichi kangyo Bank 3·78 

.. By assets less contra accounts. 
t Ratio of capital and reserves to assets less contra accounts. 

, - .~ --.------ .-

36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 

42 

f ?Ch-ClV\- \-rom 
~ e--- Q,OA\~er 

June... lq~o 

Bank % 
Bayeri sche Landesbank 2'60 
Industrial Bank of Japan 2·55 
Commerzbank 2'47 
Bayerische Vereinsbank 2-41 ,-
M itsui Bank 2-31 
Bayerische Hypotheken~ , 
wid Wechsel Bank 2·18 
Long-Term Credit Bank 
of Japan 2'14 

43 Taiyo Kobe Bank 2·12 
44 DG Bank 2,03 
45 Sodete Generale de 

Banque 1·76 
46 Societe Generale 1 ·65, 
47 Banque NatlOnale de Paris 1-40 
48 Banco di Roma 1·28 
49 Credit Lyonnais 1·22 
50 Norinchukin Bank 0-40 
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RESPONSE TO CRITICISMS OF SPECIAL TAX ON BANKING DEPOSITS 
I Cit 

There have been various criticisms of the proposed special tax 
on banking deposits: the suggested response to these criticisms 
is as follows. 

1. Criticism:, : The special tax is dangerous in principle because 
of its element of retrospection - "to penalise banks ••••• on a 
basis that was not known at the time the business was legitimately 
done is qtite simply wrong. n 

Response: Retrospection can come as no surprise in view of the 
high interest rates in 1980. Ministers made it clear it the 1980 
Finance Bill debate that they were continuing to look at the 
possibility of a special tax; the tax is in any case payable in 
the 1981/82 financial year. 

2. Criticism: The reduction of the banks' capital as a result of 

the tax will reduce their ability to lend. Sir Jeremy Morse -
Chairman of the Committee of London Clearing Bankers - has been 
widely reported as stating that every pound removed from the banks 
capital base removes between £15 and £20 from the banks ability to 
lend. 

Response: There is nO ~ChanistiS) relationshiP between the size of 
a banks capital base and its ability to lend - indeed this relation
ship has varied considerably over the ,past few years. The special 
tax will reduce the bank~ free ,capital ratios below what they 
otherwise would have been but their ratios are currently quite 
high and should continue to be fully adequate. The banks are already 
catering for difficulties now foreseen through large provisions for 
bad debts made before profits are struck. The level of bank support 

for industry is a matter of their commercial judgement and it would 
often not be in the bank~best commercial interest to withdraw such 
support. 

1 
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3. Criticism: The special tax sets a dangerous precedent by 

taxing success, making profit a dirty word and will only be used 

to back losers, e.g nationalised industries. 

~ ~QA'h'<:" b-wn'~ 
Response: Bank profitsLare not a result of their extra exertions 

(oS 

so much as the high level of interest rates. Non-interest-bearing 

deposits are a reasonable measure of the banks"endowment profits 

resulting from high interest rates. The proceeds of the tax are 
not going to back losers but to help hard pressed sectors of 

industr~ ~efi as bj lowe~ intere~r~ 

4. Criticism: Recent high banking profits reflec~the banks 

profit cycle and are not excessive. 

Response: Most banks have had two very good years. Their recent 

experience contrasts sharply with that of manufacturingmdustry. 

The recent Economist survey on international banking confirmed 

that the return on assets of the four largest clearers was way 

ahead of all their major international rivals. 

5. Criticism: The profits on the clearers> domestic business fell 

in 1980 and the tax is therefore effectively a tax on the clearers) 

good overseas results. 

Response: It is true that the clearers'domestic profits for 1980 
were down on their results for 1979. However, in part this is 

because of the generous pay increases they agreed in 1980 - for the 

year as a whole staff costs on average rose by around 3~fo compared 

to 1979. The special tax is justified by the exceptional profitability 

of banks in the recent past and not just in 1980. 

6. Criticism: The tax will wipe out virtually all of the clearers) 

after-tax current cost accounting profits for 1980 which are in any 

case well down on the figures for 1979. 

Response: The post-tax profits of the four largest clearers on a 

current cost accQunting basis were over £400 million for 1980 
which compares with -their estimated liability to the tax of around 

£300 million. On a current cost accounting basis as well as a 

2 



historical cost accounting basis, banks have also done relatively 
well over the past few years. In any case it is arguable that the 
current cost accounting profits understate the taxable capacity of 

the banks just as historical cost accounU'are argued to overstate 
their taxable capacity. 

7. Criticism: The Government should have accepted the clearers' 

offer to refinance £1 billion of export credit lending or should 
have made it clear why this offer was unacceptable and that the 
alternative was a special tax. 

Response: The bank~ offer to take back responsibility for £1 billion 

of export credit lending would have meant little real contribution 
from the banks. The Government tried to find an alternative to 
the special tax, but the clearing banks would not agree to sharing 
the subsidy costs of export credit and other fixed rate lending. 

Indeed they said that they would rather be taxed. The Government 
made it quite clear to the clearers why their offer to accept 
responsibility for £1 billion of lending was unacceptable and that 
a likely alternative was a special tax. 

8.'l'he.: .. effect of the tax on individual banks such as the National 

Girobank, the Co-operative Bank, Yorkshire Bank and the Trustee 
Savings Bank is particularly harsh. 

Response: I am afraid that I cannot comment on the tax affairs 
of any individual institution. 

3 



RESULTS OF BIG FOUR CLEARING BANK GROUPS 

The four big clearers have now all published their results for 1980. 

2. I attach at Table 1 the historical cost profits for 1980 
of the four clearers and at Table 2 their current cost profits. 

Total pre-tax historical cost profits for 1980, at around £1450 

are about £lOOm down on their 1979 results - a fall of about 7%. 
Current cost pre-tax profits fell by about £180m - 18% - to just 
over £800m. Table 3 shows the post-tax position for 1980. 
On a historical cost basis post-tax profits were over £lOOOm; 
on a CCA basis just over £400m. 

3. Table 4 shows the charge against profits for bad and doubtful 
debts. In 1980 the total charge for specific provisions was around 

£330m, for general provisions about £75m (in aggregate £405m); 
the respective figures for 1979 were around £63m and £60m (aggregate 

) £124m). 

A R BOOTE 
23 March 1981 



Table 1 '- £M 

Historical Cost Basis Pre-Tax Profits of Clearers for 1980 

1979 1980 Change Percentage 
1980 on 1979 change 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

Lloyds 276.6 289.9 + 13·3 + 576 

National Westminster 441 410 - 31 - 7% 

Barclays 529.4 523.5 - 5.9 - 1~~ 

Midland 315·5 231.8 - 83.7 -26~% 

In aggregate 1562.5 1455.2 -107.3 - 7% 

~ 

~ 
~ 

o 
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Table 2: 

Current Cost Pre-Tax Profits for 1980 
(including CCA Adjustments for Associates) 

1979 1980 Change 
1980 on 1979 

(1) (2) (3) 

Lloyds 169.6 164.5 - 5·1 

National Westminster 285 243 -42 

Barclays 355.8 309.6 -46.2 

Midland 183 94 -89 

In aggregate 993.4 811.1 -182.3 

£M 

Percentage 
change 

( 4) 

- 3% 

- 15% 

-13% 

- 49% 

- 18.3% 

~ (;, 
~ 

o 
J.) 
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Table 3 £M 

1980 Profit after taxation 

Historical Cost Basis Current Cost Basis 

Lloyds 202.1 76.7 

National Westminster 318 151 

Barclays 371.4 157.5 

Midland 169.7 32 

1061.2 417.2 

...... 
'~1 

~ 
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Table 4 

Lloyds 

National Westminster 

Barclays 

Midland 

In aggregate 

~ 

Charge against profits for bad and doubtful debts 

Specific 

1.9 

26 

25.5 

9.9 

63.3 

1979 

General 

9·3 

14 

35 

2.2 

60.5 

Total 

11.2 

40 

60.5 

12.1 

123.8 

Specific 

52.6 

95 

102.9 

79.2 

329.7 

1980 

General 

15.2 

25 

31·6 

3·5 

75·3 

£M 

Total 

67.8 

120 

134.5 

82.7 

405 

= 



S~ING NOTE ON THE FINANCIAL EFFECTS OF THE CIVIL SERVICE DISPUTE 

The disruption to the normal flow of government revenue, caused by 

the Civil Service dispute, will inevitably mean that the central 

government borrowing requirement for 1980-81 will be higher than the 

estimate of £12,760 million which we published in the F1nancial 

Statement and Budget Report. Even now, however, it is hard to say 

what the difference will be. As I said in the House of CoDlDOnB on 

Monday, it is clear that a sUbstantial proportion of the revenue 

due this month has been received. However, the due date for the regular 

monthly payments of PAYE and national insurance contributions was last 

Thursday (the 19th). That money is st ill coming in and we really 

cannot tell yet what proportion will be received. 

Revenue which is delayed beyond the end of March will of course t be 

recei ved in the next financial year t 80 what we are talking about i8 

really just temporary funding, rather than a net addition to the 

borro~ng requirement taking the two years together. 

AA 
(Ill ~. 

J&'<'!fC{. 
~(~flI~- ' 

~M'n.F 
Jl 
J~w.. 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

CIVI L SERV IC E DISPUTE: FINANCIAL EFFECTS 

BACKGROUND NOTE 

1. In all revenue collecting departments lodgments were 

delayed on Monday 9 March, because of the one-day strike 

by all unions. 

(sa \~ 

2 . In Customs an d Excise, selective action began on Tuesday (the 10th) 

when data proces so rs, who among other things sort and encode 

cheques for the pa yment of VAT, remained on strike . Alter~~tive 

arrangemen t s for t he payment of VAT by large traders were put 

into opera t ion but a large number of smaller payments are held 

up. VAT r eceipts are comparatively low in March and the impact 

of the str ik e on exchequer receipts is being mitigated by our 

inability t o mak e repayments 'of VAT to traders entitled to 

them. 

3. In In l and Re venue, normal working was resumed on Tuesday 

and in gen e ral t h ings were back to normal by the end of the 

day. The staff of the Accounts Offices at Cumbernauld and 

Shipley were c a lled out, indefinitely, from the afternoon of 

Friday 13 March, affecting the PAVE and National Insurance take. 

There was little impact on receipts until 19 March, when the 

PAVE and National Insurance deducted by employers in February 

was due to be paid. Something like £2.5 billion of ' reci~i~t~ 

were due to be processed by the two centres between 18-31 March. 

The impact of th e strike is being mitigated by receipts from 

large employers who have been asked to pay directly into the 
. the 

Inland Rev e nue c ccount at/Bank of England and by the alternative 

arrangeme nts at Bush House. But it is too early to say just 

how effect i ve these are being. 

4. The Times this morning suggests that Whitehall is deliberately 

withholdin g information ~n the effect of the strike. This is not 

true. We simply do not know yet. At a very rough estimate, the 

cumulative centr?l government· borrowing requirement for the year so 

far is · perhaps £750 million larger than it would have bgen if 

the strikes had not occured. However some of the loss may be 

recouped later this week - the alternative arrangements take ' 
1 
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rather longer than the normal procedures - and the position is 

still not clear e nough to make any estimate public. 

HM Treasury 

24 March 1981 



LINE TO TAKE ON THE FINANCIAL ·EFFECT ·OF ·THE ·STRIKE 

As the Chancellor said to the House yesterday, it is too soon 

to make a reliable judgment of the financial impact of the 

Civil Service dispute. A substantial proportion of the revenue 

due has been received. 

/If pressed: We should know later this week .when we have a better 

estimate of the total amount of PAVE receiVed7 . 



SUPPLEMENT ARIES 

HAS THERE ,BEEN A ' 'SrGNIfICANT 'EFFECT -YET? 

VAT receipts are compar~tively low in M~rc~ and the impect 

of the strike is reduced by t~e inBbility to make repByments 

of VAT to traders entitled to them. Most of the PAVE receipts 

due in March wer e not payable until last Thursd~y (t~e 19th). 

CAN PRECISE FIGU RE S OF THE EFFECT ' BE 'GIVEN? 
It is stil l too e a rly to give definite figures. - /~If '~~~~~ed 

we should know more later this week when we ,will have a Detter 

estimate of the to tal amount of PAVE receiVed? 

FINANCIAL PENALTI ES FORCIVILSERVA'NTS ON 'STRIKE: 

People in t he Civil Service are not paid for days that they 

are on strike . L People who reruse to do their normal work 

can also be susp en ded without p~y? 

SUGGESTION IN TH E "TIMES" THAT INFORMATION 'IS 'BEING WITHHELD? 

Information is no t being withheld. The due date for the 

regular monthly pa yments of PAVE and national insurance was 

last Thursday (th e 19th). This money is still coming in and 

it is too early to say what proportion will ,be received. 

~' 
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PARLIAMENTAR Y DEBATES 

(HANSARD) 

USE L 
OFFICIAL REPORT 

Industry: The Public Sector 

2.46 p.m. 

.L~rd Beswick rose to call attention to the constant 
ministerial criticism of the public sector of the Bri tish 
economy; to the sale of profitable publicly-owned 
ass~t~; and . to the need for a more constructive and 
posItIve pollcy. which recog~ises the value of a properly
balanced and Integrated mIxed economy ; and to move 
for Papers. . 

Industry: The Public Sector 

Debate resumed. 

4.18 p.m. 

Lord Harris of Higb Cross: My Lords, I would have 
waited just a little 10ng~r, but I am glad to begin by 
thanking the noble Lord, Lord Beswick, for the oppor
tunity to join in this wide-ranging debate. If I may 
say so, without appearing to patronise, I thought that 
his speech was quite delightful and that it was, in parts, 
very plausible and that it tended in other parts towards 
excessive complacency. 

I must at the outset apologise to noble Lords that a 
meeting of the Political Economy Club, of which 1 am 
the honorary secretary, will prevent me from staying 
until the end of the debate. But I sha ll read the fu ll 
Hansard with special interest because in one respect at 
any rate I stand midway between the Opposition and 
the Government Benches on this matter. 

I must co nfess that I do not make any complaint 
about ministerial criticisms of the so-called " public 
sector". But I do complain that M inisters have not 
acted sufficiently on their criticism in curbing the heavy 
cost of what I would rather call the present govern
mental conglomerate. 

Government , in all its aspects, now spends one-haif 
of the nationa,l incomt! and it employs almost one-third 
of the total labour force. In raising its revenue it is 
inevitable that it should throw some burdens on to 
private industry. Taxes, after all, inflate costs; they 
discourage effort , they discourage investment and they 
can discourage employment. Yet much of this hard 
won tax revenue is then spent on shielding the national
ised industries from the very market disciplines to 
which private industry is fully subjected. A series of 
Written Answers last October from the noble Lord, 

I
Lord Coc-kficld, revealed the fact that the current a·nd. / 
capital subsidies to the nat ionalise m ustfJes-::
exc u mg the EB-amounted since 1960 to £26 000 
million at 1978- ic~s. ' --

ee which is dealt with quite separately for 
accounting purposes, has in addition, 81read run away 
with £6000 :TIillion since natlo11a lsa . '167. I do 
not efieve tna It IS fanCiful to regard this process as a 
perverse transfusion of finance from strugg1i6g, 
productive industry to a pampered and often less 
efficient sector under Government control and regula
tion . If we were to add the cost of nationalised health 
nationa lised education, nationalised housing and 
assorted local government services, the fuJI burden on 
the private sector would be truly crushing. 

I sometimes detect some scepticism in this House 
~ about_"~_conomists and their conflicting theori s. I 
I think that is a healthy instinct, and it seems to me it 

would be particularly correct on the issue before us 
today. I want to say that throughout my lifetime much 
of the most damaging Government inten/ention of 
which I complain has been based upon a false deduction 
drawn from an abstract economic theory. This theo ry 
taught to every fi rst-year economist, starts from a. 
concept which is called .. perfect competition", 
Perfect competition assumes tha t co nsumers and 
producers have complete k nowledge of an relevant 
facts. It assumes that there is free mobility of all the · 
factors of product ion, and it as"umes an unntb:ed 
range of product s that a re homogeneous and comp ete 
only in price. ' . 

Not surprisingly, economists who come into the real 
world 'fi nd that marke ts do not operate in ful l accord 
with this textboo k model. But they then "make the" 
naive deduct ion- a misplaced dedud ion- th t if 
private enterprise works " imperfectly", public' inter
ventio n would necessa rily work better. It h. s' taken 
long decades of empirica l experience to discover t hat 
G overnment fai lure is often so much worse than 
so-called market fa il ures. ' , .... " ,- .' 

T his word " public "-of which the noble Lord, 
Lord Beswick, made such effective use-is often a . 
semantic pretence. I once recall seeing a notice. 
boa rd which gave the game away ; it read simply ' 
"Public property- keep out". T he plain truth is 
that the o rd ina ry public have less access to the control 
of the National C oal Board or the BNOC thari they 
have to ownership of Shell or leI. The critiCai dif
ference which makes public industries different . from 



shou.Jd be solved by Government intervention, Marshall 
always used to ask the same question-you will find 
it in the" Memorials" of Alfred Marshall: " Do you 
mean Government all-wise, al}.just . all-powerfu.l or 
Government as it now is? " 

The trouble with our mixed economy is that the 
frontier between the market and the political domain 
is drawn on no stable principle. Every extension of 
Government soon creates a pretext for further en
croachments. I think that the noble Lord , Lord 
Beswick, said" Heaven help us if we leave everything 
to the market economy". Of course the noble Lord 
is setting up an Aunt Sally. We need Govemmeut
we need effective Government--to fulfil quite specific 
tasY..5, well understood in the literature on the subject. 

ustra lao We need Government to provide defence, to provide 
It is well known, especially to those who have been" law and order, to guarantee mjnimum standards, to 

involved in nationalised industries, that they ha·ve- assist those poor or ha.ndicapped who cannot maiutain 
often become the playthings of political expediency. themselves in a market system. We need Government 
There are many examples in many indu')tries going -dare I say it 1-to provide a stable monetary system. 
hack over the last 20 or more years. But my favouri te But in Britain and elsewhere the mixed economy 
example was revealed by one of the former colk-agues has degenerated into a muddled, mixed-up economy_ 
of the noble Lord, Lord Beswick, a Labour ~1ember It muddles the jobs which Governments h.ave to perform 
of Parliament who is now going straight. Sir Richard with jobs which the market could do better. It muddles 
Marsh has told how, when he was M inister of Trans- help for the needy with indiscriminate provision of 
port in the late 19603, he found that there was a rai lway welfare and other services for all, irrespective of need. 
line 90 miles long whic~ lost £380,000 a : Year -and It muddles compassion and good intentions "'lith iU
carried six regular passengers. He set his heart ori chosen methods and perverse results. 
what may seem to be a rather modest ambition for I conclude with a simple question. When Govern" 
an able Minister in a radical reforming Government: ments of both parties have so often failed to live up 
he set himself the objective of closing that uneconomic to their hopes and promises, should not the noble 
line. He has told how he mounted a 'strong case and Lord, Lord Beswick, and others set a more mod.est 
brought it, with some confidence, hefore the Cabinet: objective for politicians in the future? Let us suppose 
where he reports it was turned ~own ~~Jter~lYJjttle that we aimed at getting central and loc.l government 
discussion when the Welsh Secretary declared that , out of all activities which private enterprise could do 
that railway line happened to run through six margirutl ; better. \Ve would then free politicians and their hard
constituencies. pressed bureaucracies to concentrate on the limited 

We must make these allowances when we talk of range of tasks which GOYl!rnments must discharge 
bow the public sector will be run. There was once in and which, in our experience, they have often discI arged 
Cambridge a Professor of Economics who understood very badly indeed. 
the real world rather better than some of the present 
incumbents. His name was Alfred Marshall. \Vhen 
s!ud~nts used to urge on him that this ann that problem 



AND CIVIL SERVICE SELECT COMYuTTEE 

Velocity, Real £M3 .and Private Sector Financial Wealth 

Note by the Treasury 

At the meeting with Treasury officials on 18 March, the 
Committee requested additional information on the velocity 
of £M3, real £M3 and private sector financial wealth in 
relation totheir historical trends. 

2. The FSBR, in discussing financial developments in 1980-81 
pointed out that the real financial wealth of the private 
sector had been' depressed in 1979 by the effects of high 
inflation and high interest rates and that the rapid growth 
during 1980-81 had restored it to a more normal level. 
Chart A plots real gross · financial wealth (using the RPl as 
the deflator) and its trend over the past 17 years. The series 
for financial wealth used in this ·chart was constructed by 
Treasury officials using conceptual+y similar methods to 
those adopted by the CSO for sector balance sheets (see, for 
example, Economic Trends Novembe·r 1980}. The chart illustrates 
that the .first quarter of 1980 was some way below trend and 

that the .starting point for th~ coming financial year 
represents a more normal position. 

3. As earlier Treasury evidence to the Committee has made 
clear, gross financial wealth appears to be an important 
determinant of the growth of £H3. It is therefore not 
surprising to find that the profile of real £M3, plotted in 
chart B, is quite similar to that of real financial wealth, 
although, of course, the slopes of the trend lines differ, 
·and in particular that recent developments may be interpreted 

as a movement back towards the trend. (The trend which is 
shown in the chart has been estimated over the period 1963Q1 
to 1980Q4, excluding data for 1972Q1 to 1974Q4. This exclusion 
reflects the fact that major institutional changes during that 
period may have seriously distorted the £M3 series, and is 



.' 

-2-

consistent with the practice adopted in earlier submissions 
to the Committee.) 

4. Chart C shows the path of £M3 velocity (the ratio of 
nominal GNP to £M3) over the period,' and tells a broadly 
similar story. The trend shown has been estimated on the 
same basis as the trend of real £[13, excluding the 1972-1974 
data. The recent reduction in velocity brings it from its 
position in ~arly 1980 when it was noticeably above trend to 
its level at the start of 1981, much closer to the trend. 

H. M. J r e o,,>It,.7 
24 M~~ Iq~ 



NOTES TO THE CHARTS 

Chart A: Real Gross Financial Wealth 

The nomi nal gross financial wealth series is unpublished data , 
prepared by Treasury officials . The chart show~ this series 
deflated by the RP1 (Jan 1974 = 100) expressed in logs . 
The trend shown is estimated on these log-levels for all 
quarterly data ?oints from 1963 Q1 to 1980 Q4. 

Chart B: Real £M3 

The chart shows quarterly seasonally adjusted £M3 levels, 
deflated by theRPI (Jan 1974 - 100) expressed in logs . 
The trend is estimated on log-levels of the real £M3 series 
over the period 1963 Q1 to 1980 Q4 on all data points except 

1972 Q1 to 1974 Q4. 

Chart C: Velocity of £113 

The chart shows GNP~based quarterly £M3 velocity (the ratio of 
GNP at current prices seasonally adjusted expressed at an 
annual rate to the centred quarterly average of monetary 
stock seasonally adjusted) expressed in logs. The trend is 
estimated on the logs of velocity series over the period 1963 Q1 
to 1980 Q4 on all data points except 1972 Q1 to 1974 Q4. 
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CIVIL SERVICE COMMITTEE 

BORRO'h'ING REXtUIREMENT ON THE O]I;D DEFINITION 

Note by H M Treasury 

The Committee has asked for a note on what the borrowing requirement for 1980-81 

and 1981-82 would be on the OEeD definition. 

2. The OEeD uses, for the purpose of international comp~isons, the concept of 

the general government financial balance. In terms of the United Kingdom 

financial statistics this consists of: 

(i) the general government (ie central government and local 

authorities) financial deficit; 

any liabilities of public corporations to general government 

that are written-off. 

3. The main differences between the PSBR and the general government f~nancial 

deficit are the exclusion from the latter of the public corporation sector and 

of general government financial transactions, including loans to other sectors of 

the economy.qnd transactions in securities. 

4. Estimates of the general government financial deficit for 1980-81 and 1981-82 

are given in Table 15 of the Financial Statement and Budget Report (HC 197) (Line 28 

of the general government column). However the figures of £8.8 billion and 

£3.8 billion for 1980-81 and 1981-82 respectively .are not comparable, since some 

of the unallocated items (lines 36 and 37) of £1 . 4 billion . within the PSBR forecast 

for 1981-82 will in the event be within the general government financial deficit. 

5. Forecasts are not normally made of the amount of liabilities to general 

government which will be written-off in a year. Such writes-off are solely 

balance-sheet transactions which are not included _in the FSBR. (They are reported 

in the Supplementary Statements to the Consolidated Fund and National Loans Fund 

Accounts.) The amount written-off in 1981-82 could be affected by the power to 

restructure the capital of the British Steel Corporation contained in the Iron 

and Steel (No . 2) Bill now before the Hou~e. 

HM TREASURY 
24 March 1981 
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The level of unemployment at which inflation would r emain 
-stable -in -the Treasury model c~n be inferred from the 
equations determining prices and earnings. The coefficients 
in the earnings equation are not based on estimated 
relationships. In using the model for forecasts or policy 
simu~ations a considerable. amount of judg,mental adjustment is 
applied to this sector. However, if the current equations 
are used without adjustment and if import prices grow in 
line with domestic prices, the level of unemployment at 

--which--inf-la-tion -would -remain--stabl-e - in -the model--iS-.abou.t -- -
5 per cent. 

H . M .--rr-ea.s,,:} 

24 ~~~ let?1 
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/ 
S'='OCKBll I LDING 

NOTE BY HM TPEASURY 

The path of stockbuildrrlg in the manufacturipg and 

distributive sectors of the economy in recent years is set out 

in table 1. This shows that the fall in stocks in 1980 took 

place in all sectors and, within manufacturing, in all three 

components of stocks. 

2. Table 2 shows the stoc~output ratios for manufacturing. 

By the end of 1980, this ratio was at a high level by comparison 

with the average of 101 for the period 1975 to 1979. Because 

sales have fallen much less than output, reflecting the major 

contribution of destocking to the fall in output, the stoc~sales -

ratio for manufacturing has risen much less. 

for this series are not, however, available. 

Reliable figures . 

3. Table 11 in the FSBR shows that further destocking of 

£2 billion is forecast in 1981. Some four-fifths of this is 

expected to be in manufacturing. .' The combination of this 

forecast of destocking -with the forecast for manufacturing 

output given on page 27 of the FSBR results in a forecast of the 

stock output ratio, in manufacturing, of about 101 in mid 1982, 
very close to the average level over the period 1975-79. 
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PERIOD TOTAL Total 

Level of stocks at 29,203 20,111 
end of 1979 

1972 -89 -288 
·1973 2,235 1,170 
1974 1,427 1,251 
1975 - -1,456 -1,101 
1976 722 363 
1977 1,064 580 
1978 648 335 
1979 765 166 
1980 -2,050 -1,388 

1977 Q1 474 252 
Q2 493 224 
Q3 -80 11 
Q4 177 92 

1978 Q1 147 74 
Q2 177 85 
Q3 156 69 
Q4 168 108 

1979 Q1 46 - 1!5 
Q2 367 153 
Q3 226 ( 204 
Q4 125 -76 

1980 Q1 -667 - 471 
"Q2 -176 60 
Q.3 -383 -279 
Q4 -824 -698 

--

VALU~ OF' PHYSICAL INCREASE IN STOCKS 

1975 prices seasonally adjusted 

MANUFACTURING 
Materials Work in Finished 
and fuel progress goods 

7,208 7,184 5,719 

-88 49 -248 
829 379 -37 
470 265 516 

-922 -212 33 
27 265 71 

129 215 237 
-18 244 109 

-105 -67 338 
-692 -471 -224 

122 116 14 
7 30 186 
2 -27 36 

-3 95 -

-1 13 62 
-34 44 75 
-8 36 41 
26 152 -70 

-94 -76 55 
97 77 -22 

- 6 82 128 
-103 -149 177 

-228 -181 -62 
-32 -30 123 

-188 -45 -46 
-244 -215 -239 

WHOLESALING 

4,849 

173 
432 
361 

-249 
131 
412 
-15 
178 

-439 

103 
237 
-40 
113 

34 
-49 

21 
-22 

75 
152 
-73 

25 

-116 
-80 

-112 
-131 

stimates are shown to the nearest £ million but should not be regarded as accurate to this degree. 

£ million 

RETAILING ' 

4,243 

26 
633 

-185 
-106 
228 

72 
328 
421 

-224 

119 
32 

-51 
-28 

39 
141 
66 
82 

87 
63 
95 

176 

-80 
-157 

8 
5 

r " -



TA BLE 2 

STOCK: OUTPUT RATIOS 1975 pr ICES 

STOCKS LEVEL END 1974 = 100 

Seas onally Materials Work 
Finished Total and in adjusted 

fuels progress g oods 

1970 95 91 98 96 
1971 96 91 98 101 
1972 91 86 96 95 
1973 89 88 92 87 
1974 96 97 97 92 
1975 102 97 104 107 
1976 98 91 102 104 
1977 100 92 105 107 
1978 101 91 106 110 
1979 102 91 108 113 
1980 110 94 115 129 

1979 1 103 91 109 113 
2 99 89 105 108 

3 104 92 110 114 
4 103 90 108 117 

1980 1 105 91 110 121 
2 108 93 112 127 
3 111 94 116 132 
4 114 98 121 136 



1981-82 PSBR PROJECTIONS AND ¥ORECASTS 

Note by HM Treasury 

The 1980-81 FSBR gave illustrative fiscal proj~ctions consistent 

with the medium term financial strategy. These were based on 

the public spending plans set out in Cmnd 7841 and a . conventional 
--... -

assumption of tax rates and allowances fixed in real terms. The 

projections for 1981-82 implied a PSBR of some 3 per cent of GDP. 

As the FSBR - explained, ·the PSBR figures given were not targets. 

Fiscal policy for any particular year would be framed consistently 

with declining monetary growth in the circumstances of the time . 

2. As the Chancellor explained in his Budget speech on 

10 March 1981 (OR col 763) the projected 1981-82 PSBR of 3 per . 

cent of GDP translated into an absolute figure of about £7~ bil

lion at forecast 1981-82 outturn prices. 

pre-Budget PSBR 

3. The Chancellor went on to explain that, taking account of 

the increase in National Insurance contributions announced in 

November 1980, and the expenditure plans in Cmnd 8175, the PSBR 
" .- . 

for 1981-82 would have been £14 billion before allowing for any 

Budget changes in nominal tax rates and allowances. (On the 

alternative assumption of maintenance of tax rates and allowances 

in real terms, the corresponding pre-Budget PSBR would have been 

about £15 billion.) 

Reasons for changes in the fiscal 6utlook 

4. As was explained in the Treasury note placed in the House 

of Commons Library on 12 March 1981 (see WA col 387 reply to a 

question from Sir William Clark MP) much of the increase in the 

prospective PSBR between the projection in the 1980-81 FSBR and 

the position foreseen ·in advance ot· the 1981 Budget was due to 

increased public expenditure. General government expenditure 

for 1981-82 is projected following the Budget at s~me £119~ b~l

lion cash, compared with the equivalent of £ll3~ billion cash 

~nvisaged a year earlier. 
~ -
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5. The net increase of £6 billion reflects a variety ot 

. ttestimating" and "policy" changes which have occured in the 

course of the past year. Of the latter, those announced in 

the Chancellor's statement last November inclu~ed reductions 

amounting to some £1.4 billion cash and the negotiated reduction 

in the EC Budget contribution (worth about 8 billion cash). /. 

The expenditure measures in the 1981 Budget added some £.3 bil JL 

lion cash to the plans in Cmnd 8175. 

National Insurance Contributions 

6. The increase in the rate of employees' National Insurance 

contributions announced in November 1980 and now the subject 

of the Social Security (Contributions) Act 1981, is estimated 

to make a contribution ot about £1 billion to revenue in 1981-~2. 

HM Treasury 

24 March 1981 



CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCH~UER 

PAPERS FOR TREASURY COMMITTEE 

Chief Secretary 
Financial Secretary 
Sir Douglas Wass 
Mr Burns 
Mr Middleton 
Mr Battishill 
Mr Burgner 
Miss Brown 
Mr Cassell 
Mr Evans 
Mr Monck 
Mr Allen 
Mrs Gilmore 
Mr Turnbull 
Mr Ward 
PEX 
Mr Folger 
PS/Customs 
PS/Revenue 
Mr Ridley 

I now attach a sixth paper for the Treasury Committee - that on the public 

expenditure outturn in 1980-81 agreed between GEP and GEA. If you agree it, it 

could go across with the others tonight or separately tomorrow morning. 

2. Itmay strike the Committee as being uninformative - particularly on the 

analysis between volume and costs. The hard truth is that we only have partial 

information, particularly from local authorities, fora year that has not yet 

ended! 

3. I also attach a slightly revised ~~rsion of the note on the borrowing 

requirement on the ODJD definitions. (N~W ,~A6:;Ii?) j:"(h\fv.~?lI..J ~,~(c.;,.,.; 
. "", .J-"~ Of 1\ )(~w). 

J M BRIDGEMAN 
24 March 1981 



CHANCELLOR~ 

TREASURY SELECT COMMITTEE: 25 MARCH 

A. uReal PSBR" 

ej~tr ! ,MiJ"'{.~1 I-I-I~ " i 
l1J.P..y \ t\ 

181 
cc Chief Secretary 

Financial Secretary 
Mr Middleton 
Mr Burns 
Mr Bridgeman 
Mr Cassell 
Mr Monck 
Mr Unwin 
Mr Folger 

1. I attach the quotes from Mr Goodhart's evidence to the Select 

Committee mentioned by Mr Unwin at your meeting yesterday. Apart 

from the answer to question 200 of 7 July 1980 that to question 

197 - stressing the need in practical terms for the PSBR to be .. 
compatible with monetary targets - is also useful • 

.... 

B. Formal reqUirement for reply to monetary Report 

2. On the question of a formal reply to the Select Committee's 

Monetary Report the position is as set out in Mr Unwin's minute 

of 20 March ; ie the Government are under no obligation to reply I' 

in any particular form (though most Committees' reports have been 

answered in the form of a published reply or in a Ministerial 

letter). Where, as in this case, there are no specific 

recommendations it is possible to avoid a written reply altogether, 

as we did in the case of last year's Report on 'The Budget and the 

Government's Expenditure Plans'. 

3. The burden of that earlier report was dealt ,with in a speech by 

the Chancellor in the House on 7 May. On 'this occasion the 

Committee could be referred to Ministerial speeches since the 

Budget and could be told that their comments on the Government's 

economic strategy would be taken into account in forthcoming speeches , 

4. The Clerk to the Committee has already indicated his view that no 
';ritten reply will be necessary. _ ... 

5. It would, of course, be courteous to inform the Committee that the 

~. 

rJ~{l! 
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Government does not intend to furnish a formal reply to their 

Monetary Report. If the occasion to do so does not arise this 

afternoon we will need to consider sending a letter across. 

BUSH 

arch 1981 
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TREASURY AND CIVIL SERVICE COMMITTEE 79 

7 July 1980] Mr J S FLEMMING, Mr E A J GEORGE, 
Mr CAE GOODHART and Mr D A WALKER 

[Continued 

(Mr Goodhart) Are you suggesting that 
the level of interest rates is not high 
enough? 

194. No, I am suggesting that the rate of 
inflation is much higher than it was in the 
nineteenth century. . 

(Mr Goodhart) That is a suggestion that 
the level of real interest rates, the real cost 
of interest rates, is not all that high at the 
moment. It seems high to manufacturing 
companies because they have no profits to 
put it against and because they are under 
cash flow pressure. But it is not necessarily 
that high to large areas of the British 
economy. 

Chairman: I will not tell you what my 
constituents think of interest rates, particu
larly in the farming community. 

Mr Eggar 
195. I have one question on the whole 

question of the money supply. Is the great
est criticism of monetary policy not that in 
fact we have had some control over the 
amount of monetary growth since 1976 and 
yet we still have a rate of inflation over 20 
per cent? 

(Mr Walker) One of the observations I 
want to make is, yes, it is indeed the case 
that we have had a monetary policy of 
something like the present form since 1976: 
Of course a lot of other things have also 
happened since 1976. It is important to bear 
in mind the significance of external factors. 
For example the real oil rice fell by 15 per 
cent in 1978, year when In a lon, 0 

o I m terms of the twelve-month RPI, fell 
to 8 per cent or possibly a little bit below at 
one point. We had by contrast in 1979 an 
increase in the nominal oil price of over 100 
per cent. So the world economy backcloth 
against which monetary policies are being 
pursued has been a dramatically changing 
ope. I talked about oil prices as the biggest 
Single factor. There were of course other 
factors like the behaviour of other commod-
it ices which fell sharply m e period 

in to t e m atlOn roug In 8 and 
. course, or a spe a nJ' 

SIgnificantly thereafter. 

196. I would just make the comment that 
I would have thought that a monetarist 
~"ould not believe that the price of oil, for 
Instance, should affect the rate of inflation 

if the monetary policy is working correctly. 
I will now go on to the PSBR. One of the 
most remarkable things about the evidence 
we have received from various different 
quarters has been the way in which" with 
the exception of Professor Minford, all the 
commentators have denied that strict con
trol of the PSBR is a necessary prerequisite 
for effective monetary control. Does the 
Bank really believe that that link is 
essential? 

(Mr Goodhart) Analytically one under
stands clearly what Professor Friedman and 
the monetarists are saying-analytically. 

197. And Professor KaldoL 

(Mr Goodhart) And Professor Kaldor 
and indeed I would have thought most 
economists of most professions have argued 
that you can have a quite wide range of 
differing borrowing requirements and 
achieve a particular monetary target by 
changing the mix of the fiscal policy on the 
one hand and interest rates on the other 
While that may be the case analytically, i 
practice I do not think there is a singl 
central banker who I have heard or read 
any statements from over the course of th 
last decade who has not emphasised that in 
practical terms unless the borrowing 
requirement of the Government is main
tained consistently with the monetary tar
gets the pressures on that monetary policy 
will be such that the monetary policy will 
either have to act quite unacceptably 
harshly on the private sector or all will go 
bust. So for practical purposes there is a 
need for consistency whatever the case may 
be in pure theory and in pure analysis. 

198. There may be a need for consistency 
but surely we are talking about relative 
peaks and troughs of PSBR. Would you not 
for instance agree that in times of recession 
PSBR should be allowed to rise? 

(Mr Goodhart) That is not inconsistent 
with the achievement of monetary targets. 
Allowing a PSBR to rise steadily in a trend 
rate, if you like the underlying rate of 
growth in the PSBR, allowing that to rise 
whilst at the same time you are trying to 
bring monetary growth down, would, I 
would suggest, be inconsistent. It is , the 
underlying trend rates that you have to 
bring a bout consistency in. 

.. . 
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80 MINUTES OF EVIDENCE TAKEN BEFORE THE 

7 July 1980] Mr J S FLEMMING, Mr E A J GEORGE, 
Mr CAE GOODHART and Mr D A WALKER 

[ Continued 

199. But in order to achieve consistency 
do you ignore the level of economic activity 
in the country? 

(Mr Goodhart) No. The medium-term 
financial plan-as I recall, I do not have a 
copy with me-makes it quite clear that the 
PSBR will vary and can be .allowed to vary 
as the economy varies cyclically. 

200. What about the concept of the real 
PSBR? Is this a concept which you think 
has any advantages rather than going for 
nominal PSBR? 

(Mr Goodhart) If you are going to adjust 
the real PSBR you have to remember that 
you have to adjust the other sectors also in 
real terms and the counterpart of the 
change in the real PSBR is equally a change 
in the real position of the private sector. So 
if you are going to look at the real PSBR 
and say it was that much lower, equally you 
would have to look at the personal sector 
and say that adjusted in inflation terms the 
savings ratio of the personal sector did not 
actually rise. However you care to look at 
the statistics the underlying position of the 
economy remains unchanged. 

201. In other words, to be logical you 
have got to change all your different figures 
and all the aggregates you are looking at in 
real terms? 

.(Mr Goodhart) There is a reasonable 
case, not only for having inflation adjusted 
accounts for the company sector, indeed not 
only a reasonable case but an overwhelming 
case, there is a considerable case for looking 
at inflation adjusted accounts throughout 
the whole of the national income statistics. 
The CSO might think of that. 

202. On page lOin your evidence, in the 
answer to question 9, you say quite clearly 
"The trend size of the PSBR should be 
modified to take account of changes in the 
proportion of the national capital stock 
within the public sector". If you accept that 
do you not think that the same logic means 
that the PSBR should be modified to take 
account of the changes of the investment 
programmes of the nationalised industries, 
ie those industries that are already within 
the public sector? In other words should not 
planned increases in the investment pro
grammes of existing nationalised industries, 
be reflected in an increased ' PSBR and 

c.. .._. " . ..-:- . - . 

..... :-
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should that not be clearly stated by the 
Government? 

(Mr Goodhart) Again that is not a ques
tion for the Bank really. You are going to 
be talking to the Treasury and I recognise 
that it is a valid question at the moment 
but I am not sure that it is one for us. . 

203 . But, with respect, you have just t~ld 
me about the necessary trend and consist
ency of the PSBR and one of the things 
that goes to make up the PSBR is quite 
clearly the nationalised industries and their 
borrowing power. 

(Mr Flemming) But what is stated is that 
the trend size of the PSBR should reflect 
the proportion of the capital stock in the 
public sector. It does not say that you 
should redefine the PSBR every time there 
is an agreement with a nationalised industry 
to change its investment plans. 

204. Do you not think there would be 
some advantages to that? 

(Mr Flemming) The expenditure by that 
nationalised industry would have to be 
financed and would be a part of the borrow
ing requirement of the public sector. 

Dr Bray 
205. Is the difference between the nation

alised industry investing and a private 
industry investing, of any relevance? 

(Mr Flemming). That is a question about 
the relevance of the PSBR as opposed to 
other demands for finance. But if the ques
tion is how large is the public sector borrow
ing requirement and we have a definition of 
the PSBR it includes the financing require
ments of industries in the public sector and 
does not include those that are in the private 
sector. 

Mr Eggar 
206. So' you see no advantage in chang

ing that definition? 

(Mr Flemming) In terms of definition I 
would see no advantage in changing it. If 
there' were a PSBR target, which there is 
not, the question would be different. 
Obviously such a target would be the sum 
of the planned expenditures that were to be 
financed by borrowing and would be revised 
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1 . MR W~S 
2 ~T'1R FOLGER 

TREASURY COMMITTEE TODAY: FURTHER BRIEFING 

cc Mr Bridgeman 
l'1r Cassell 
l'1r Unwin 
I'lr Battishill 
Mr Evans 
Mrs Gilmore 
Mr Wiggins~ 
Mr Thornton 

I attach further briefing on energy prices, following yesterday's 
press conference by the CEGB. This seems to have been handled 
badly. The industry did not clear their line in advance with the 
Department, although we understand that a Departmental press officer 

was present at the briefing. 

2. I attach defensive briefing for the Chancellor ttiS afternoon. 
Any more detailed or technical questions should of course be 

referred to Mr Howell. 

M8 J E HENDERSON 

25 March 1981 
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SUPPLEMm{TARY BRIEFING FOR TREASURY COMMITTEE APPEARANCE: 

ELECTRICITY PRICING PACKAGE 

Background 

In the Budget you announced an addition of £45m to the electricity 

industry's EFL for 1981-82 to enable them to offer certain pricing 

concessions to large intensive users of electricity. These involve: 

New load management terms so that larger consumers who 

can adjust demand at short notice can cut their costs. 

Additional flexibility in pricing be Area Boards for 

customers with special agreements. 

Mr Howell's press notice said that together these measures could 

yield benefits of up to 8 per cent for some customers. 

2. Today's Financial Times and Guardian report on yesterday's press 
conference by the CEGB at which they gave further details of the 

~oad management measures, which will . give benefits of up to 4 per 

.cent to s.om.e con.surners (press extracts attached). The CEGB are 

reported to have sai6: 

i) That industrial consumers will be entitled to price 

reductions under the new load management category only 

if they can reduce their power consumption at short 

notice - possibly as little as 15 minutes. 

ii) Trenew load management category would not be a 
permanent feature of themriff structure; it was made 

possible because of excess capacity and because load 

reductions saved the Board from having to operate 

expensive gas turbine plant which is to be phased out 

by 1983. 

iii) The CEGB It is resigned to missing its financ ial 

target for the tbree years to 1983" (note: Mr Howell 

wrote to colleagues on 13 March saying that he had no 

plans to revise the financial target for the electricity 



industry at present, but that he was expecting the 
industry to make proposals). 

3. 'The ' CIA and BISPA are reported to have said ,that (i) and Cii) 

made the new scheme "trivial" and of benefit td only a handful of . 

their members. 

Line to Take - Defensive 

4. All these matter·s are for the Department of Energy, but if 
'pressed you can draw on the following: 

(i) Are the Concessions only Temporary? We shall of course be 

discussins with the industr~ the implications of maintaining the 
measures announced in the Budget for the later years in the 

't 
Investment and Financing Review. The Department of Energy will 
continue to monitor closely comparative energy prices to industry. 

(ii) Only a Handful of Consumers will Benefit: the new load 
management category announced by the CEGB ~ill help those consumers 
who can vary their loads at 'short notice. Steel and chemical 
companies may well be among those who benefit. Discussions are now 
underway between the Area Boards and those customers who may be 
able to benefit when the new bulk supply tariff is introduced on 
1 April. In addition to the load management measures, the 
Electricity Council will be announcing details of the additio al 
flexibility to be offered by Area Boards to customers on special 

., 

agreements. These sh~uld enable some customers to reduce their 
costs by a further 4 per cent. 

...... s-

(iii) The Industry says that it will miss its Financial Target: 
the financial target announced by the Secretary of State for Energy 
just over a year ago with the agreement of the industry is designed 

to run . for 3 years. It has been in operation for just under 12 
months. I understand that no proposals have been received from the ... --

industry re arding their ability to meet the target. If- the 
industry expects difficulty in 
doubt pass this information to the 
discussions can be held. 

ey will no 
of Energy so that 

~lflC 
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By James Erlichman, 

The C e n t r a I Electricity 
Gener~ting Board yesterday 
announced details of its new 

I "load management scheme" 
I which it claims could cut the 
electricity bills of heavy indus-
trial users by up to 4 per cent. 

Bi-g industrial consumers will 
be entitled to reductions if 

! t.hey agree to cut the power 
used in their plants drastically 
at just 15 minutes notice. 

The scheme, announced 
under the CEGB's 1981·82 bulk 
supply tariff comes after 
months of protest about high 
energy costs from the chemi
cal. steel, and paper industries 
and follows the Chancellor's 
£168 million energy aid pack. 

, age announced in the Budget: 

: . The Budget package effec
I tively gave the electricity in
i dustry £45 million to spend in 
I finding" greater flexibility" to· 
ward large industrial con. 

: sumers. The Government later 
indicated that this could mean 
electricity price cuts of up to 8 
per cent for some industrial 
Users. 

But private Industry attacked 
these concessions as derisory 
after citing a report from the 
National Economic Develop. 
ment Council which showed 
that i n d u s t ria 1 electricity 
prices were between 10 and 35 
per cent 1t>wer on the Con. 
tinent. 
, Industr la1ists- Were even 

more scathing Jast night when 
they saw the first practical evi
dence or how t.he Budget 
energy package would be 
applied. 

The Chemical Industrle~ 
Association attacked the CEGB 
load management scheme as 

,If trivial" and the British In. 
dependent Steel P roducers 
Association described it as .. a 
mere illusion." 

The CEGB loses m oney 
every time surges in demand 
force it to switch on inefficient 
power gene-rating plant. It says 
savings can be mad-e, which 
will be passed on to customers 
by the area boards. if com· 
panies agree to reduce power 
in their plants drastically at 15 
mim~tes notice. 

Such a load management 
scheme with less stringent con
ditions is already in operation. 
But the new scheme, industria
lists claimed last night, . was 
largely unworkable because tho 
cost in lost production in 
meeting the electricity cuts on 
such short notice would 
outweigh the 4 per cent saving 
on the tariff. 

The Chemical Industries 
ASSociation said that only 
around 10 per cent of its 
members would even qualify 
for the scheme and "only a 
handful of these would find it 
worthwhile:~ 

Even the CEGB conceded 
yestcrday that. .the scheme was 
a It temporary palliative " de
signed to help British Indu,stry 
toward recovery. 

But both the CIA and 
BISPA warned last night that 
the mcasure would do .. next to 
nothing to offset the threat of 
closure which many of their 
loss making members now face." 

The Electricity Council. 
which has already announced 
15 per cent increases for indus
trial llsers, is expected to 
announce Its own separate 
schemes for ·" greater flexibi· 
lit.y ,. within a fortnight. ~ 

If 
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" TARIFF'- conceS.~ioris announ~ed , get bigger discounts if they more than 15 minutes' notice announced b,;' area boards. 

:>, in. the Bu~g~t for la, rg~, indus- agree to much shorter notice of a power reduction. SO~Domestic consumers will pay 
- ttlal electnclty users WIll be a- of the need for power redtlc- steel and chemicals compani s ,about 11.5 per cent more from 

" temporary measure. They are~ion_POSSibIY ' as little as 15 have said they can comRly. April 1. while industrial users 
" unhke.ly to last more than two , inutes. The CEGB estimates the face increases : of 15 to 16 per 

to three years. f. The CEGB said , category C~tarHf could reduce the cent in the next 12 months. 
This emerged yeste, rday whe pplies should not be regarded i 1maximum demand on its system The supply industrr expects 

the Central , Electrity GE!nera· , s a permanent feature of the by 5 to 10 per cent. the increases to stick until 
, ing Board , announced its bull\~, -ariff structure. I The move is likely to cut -the April 1982 provided the price 

supply tariff for 1981-82-th~!( It was possible because of fuel bills of companies involved of coal, its major fuel. does not 
wholesale ' price at which it ~clls ' ' \emporary excess plant cap ac ity by only about 4 per cent. A go up by more than the Novem-
power , to Area Electrici ty. and because it saved the board second concession announced ber rate of inflation . . This in 
Boards. ' operating expensive gas turbine in the Budget-greater pricing turn depends largely , on the 
. As indicated in the Budget, · plant used to meet sudden flexibility by Area Boards to level of the nex . • 

ni'e- CEGB's load , management demand surges. But excess large customers--could mean a settl. . . 
system for large industrial con· plant was being phased_out and total reduction of about 8 per ecause of the recession and 
surricrs is being extended. , by 1983 cheap hydro-electric cent for a few large users. e need for concessions -to 

Under the existing, system ' power from the Dinorwic The Government has Industry the CEGB is resigned 
customers can get electricity station being built in Wales extended the industry's external to missing the financial target 
price discounts if they agree should be doing much of th,e financing limit by £45m to allow the Government set it for the 
to reduce - their load at times- gas turbines' job. i it to give th es e concessions. three' years to 1983-an annual 
of ,peak national demand'. Under It ,-is not clear how , martf ' Yesterday's bulk supply tariff average return of 1.8 per cent 
the new C category load , industrialists will be able to u~e increases make up much of the ~n net .. assets valued at current 
management system they will , the new tariff, as many need , r:etail price rises already cost. 

\ ..... _ ...... __ -----L 



ELECTRICITY PRICES AND THE BUDGET 

The package for large industrial electricity consumers 

announced by the Ch~ncellor was :-

(i) The electricity supply industry in England 

and Wales would offer a new arrangement to 

customers who can take advantage of load 

management terms . This will mean that larger 

industrial consumers who can adjust their demand 

at short notice can cut their electricity costs~ 

eii) additional flexibility will be introduced by 

area boards into their special agreements with 

industrial customers with the aim of reducing 

as far as possible the impact of rising 

electricity costs . 

These measures can yield benefits of up to 8 per cent on 

costs to some larger industrial consumers . They will 

affect the industry's ability to meet its financial target 

and the Government has adjusted its 1981-82 EFL of 

- £210 million by £45 million. Today's press reports relate to 
(i) only: (ii) will offer further savings of up to 4 per cent. 

These moves were in addition to the active role which area 

boards had already been taking in ensuring that their 

industrial customers obtained maximum benefit from the 

flexibility available in existing tariffs. 

The Government recognised that this package couJd not 

eliminate the differences in electricity prices to large 

users which reflect fundamental differences in electricity 

cost structures internationally . For example, France has 

substantial hydro electric capacity and nuclear capacity 

which is not available to the UK whose electricity generation 

is currently based largely on expensive coal. The only 

complete solution to the UK problem is to modernise the coal 

industry and press ahead with the nuclear power programme 

announced by the Secretary of state for Energy in July 

last year . 
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Mr Marshall (I.R.) 

PETER RIDDELL AND THE TREASURY COMMITTEE: 
THE TAX BASE 

The Chancellor will be familiar with the issues involved in 

Peter Riddell's questions about the tax base from his discus

sion with us earlier this wee k of t he report of the Wor king 

Group on Tax and Savings. 

2. I suggest that there is a distinction to be drawn Qetween 

mortgage interest relief and the rest. On the former, there is 

a clear statement from the Prime Minister as long ago as July 

1979 (copy attached) that there was no intention of reducin g it 

or phasing it out.* This was effectively repeated by the . 

Financial Secretary on 23 January this year when he announced 

the study into mortgage interest relief at source (MIRAS). 

On t he otnep reliefs, the Chancellor has concluded that 

reductions would be politically difficult, if not impossible, 

even though, especially in the case of life assurance pr emium 

relief, there may be a strong case of principl e f or making 

them. No public statement has been made about this, however, 

and it could be embarrassin g i n vi ew of the commitment to 

widening the tax base. 
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If the Chance llor is questioned on this point, I suggest 

that he might answer along the following lines:-

tt tc, \I'D t CUt. 
r· -
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[:1 have no intention of phasing out mortgage ~ 
in terest relief.] lA s for the other reliefs, 

there is of course a dilemma. On the one 

ha nd, I would like to widen the tax base, so 

as to reduce the rate of tax, and eliminate 

potential distortions in the savings markets. 

(FS1 2~ . l ' S I) 

On the other, I am conscious that successive 

Governments have thought it right that certain 

f orms of saving thought to be socially desirable, 

like go od pensions, should be encouraged as they 

are in other countries. There is also the 

difficulty with many of these r eliefs of the 

expectations built up legitimately over the past 

and extendi ng far into the future. I have, of 

course, already reduced the rate at which relief 

is given to life assurance premiums from 17~ to 

15% with effect from this April in line with the 

reduction in the basic rate of tax. I have no plan 

at present to make any further changes in this area, 

but I will continue to keep the possibilities under 

review. 
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l\10RTGAGE INTEREST (TAX 
ALLO\VANCES) 

( ~ I 

l\1r. Cn'er asked the Prime Minisla 
what cons~deration she is giving to reduc
ing tax allO\\'ances on mortgages for 
owner-occupiers; and whether it is Pr!:
sent Government policy, or is being Clln· 

sidered for future implementation. 

The Prime l\linister: None and no. 
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I shoula like to take this opportunity to make an 
announcement about the admimistrative arrangements for 
giving effect to mortgage interest relief. The present 
arrangements for dealing with tax relief on mortgage 
interest go back more than 50 years. When interest rates 
were more stable , and when there were fewer taxpayers 
and house buyers, they worked well. 

However, in recent years, the arrangements have 
become increasingly costly to administer. When interest 
rates change, PA YE taxpayers can frequently over-payor 
under-pay tax. My right hon. and learned Friend the 
Chancellor of th~ Exchequer is therefore asking the Inland 
Revenue to study, together with the major lending bodies, 
how the arrangements for giving relief might be altered so 
as to make them more efficient. 

In 1973, as the House will recall, a deduction of tax 
arrangement was considered as part of the tax credit 
scheme. At the time, there were difficulties with that 
proposal . However, much has happened since 1973. After 
an interval of eight years, it is sensible to go over the 
ground again . 

We have been encouraged by the success of the scheme 
for giving life assurance relief at source by means of 
deduction from the premiums. We have a broadly similar 
mechanism in mind for mortgage interest, but it will be for 
the joint study to work out the details of any new 
arrangements. 

I should make it clear that the purpose of that study is 
to explore the possibilities. No decision will be reached 
until it has been completed. I also emphasise that the study. \ 

~ 
will be concerned only with the mechanism for giving tax 
relief. It is not the Government's intention to restrict thl! t l 
amount of relief to which taxpayers are entitled. Clearly, l 
any new arrangements could only give basic rate relief at 
source. It follows, therefore, that relief for higher rate tax 
would be given separately. 

The study will of course need to take account of the 
option mortgage scheme, but again I want to make it clear 

that the Government do not have in mind an extension of 
that scheme. An Inland Revenue press release on the 
proposed new administrative arrangements for mortgage 
interest relief is being issued today. 
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EXPLANATORY NOTm 

1. Following the Committee's session with o~~icials on 18 ~ch 
we discussed the various requests f'or elucidation o~ particular , 
points which arose. We agreed to try to meet requests f'or i~ormation 
on a number o~ points. I am sorry that, despite best e~~orts, I 
have not been able to get material over to you earlier. 

2.. I now attach f'our notes: 

1. velocity, real money supply and private sector 
£inancial wealth, 

2. OEeD def'inition o~ public borrowing, 

3. 1981-82 FSBR projections and f'orecasts, 

4. public spending in 1980-81. 

3. The' Inland Revenue are letting you have separately a note on 
Inland Revenue manpower and the Budget. 

4. I fear that it · bas simply not proved possible to get to you 
today a" note on the distributional points raised by ~ ~acher. 
We are still working on this and will let the Committee have it as 
soon as possible. 

5. The Committee also raised points on the relationship between 
in£lation and unemployment on the Treasury model and on destocking. 
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J. On the former, the level of unemployment at which inflation · 
would remain stable in the Treasury model can be inferred from the 
eqtiations determining prices and earnings. The coefficients in the 
earnings equation are not based on estimated relationships. In 
using the model for forecasts or policy simulations a considerable 
amount of judgmental adjustment is applied to this sector. However, 
if the current equations are used without adjustment and if it is 
assumed that import prices grow in line with domestic prices, the 
model would suggest that the level of unemployment at which inflation 
might be expected to remain stable is about 5 per cent. 

7. On destocking, table 11 in the FSBR shows that fUrther destocking - -=--. 

of £2 billion is forecast in 1.981. I can now tell you that some 
four-fifths ·of . this is expected to be in manufacturing. The combination 
of this forecast of destocking with the forecast for manufacturing 
output given on page 27 of the FSBR results ~n a forecast of the 
stock output ratio, in manufacturing, of about 101 in mid 1982 
(end 1974 =. 100) very close to the average level over the period 1975-79 •. ' 
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TREASURY AND CIVIL SERVICE COMMITTEE 

BORRO\VING REQUIREHENT ON THE OEeD DEFINITION 

Note by H M Treasury 

The Committee has asked for a note on . what the borrowing requirement for 1980-81 

and 1981-82 would be on the DEeD definition. 

2. The OEeD uses, for the purpose of international comparisons, the concept of 

the general government financial balance. In terms of the United Kingdom 

financial statistics this consists of: 

(i) the general government (ie central government and local 

authorities) financial deficit; plus 

(ii) any liabilities of public corporations to general government 

that are written-off. 

3. The main differences between the PSBR and the general government fina~cial 

deficit are the exclusion from the latter of the public corporation sector and 

of general government financial transactions, including loans to other sectors of 

the economy and transactions in securities. 

4. Estimates of the general government financial deficit for 1980-81 and 1981-82 

are given in Table 15 of the Financial Statement and Budget Report (He 197) (Line 28 

of the general government colurrill). However the figures of £8.8 billion ~~d 

£3.8 billion for 1980-81 and 1981-82 respectively are not comparable, since some 

of the unallocated items (lines 36 and 37) of £1.4 billion within the PSBR forecast 

for 1981-82 will in the event be within the general government fin~'1cial deficit. 

5. Forecasts are not normally made of the amount of liabilities to general 

government which \v.il1 be written-off in a year. Such ~Tites-off are solely 

balance-sheet transactions which are not included in the FSBR. (They are reported · 

in the Supplementary Statements to the Consolidated Fund and National Loans Fund 

Accounts.)The amounts written-off in both years could be . affected by the power to 

rest:-ucture the capital of the B:!.1i tish Steel Corporation contained in the Iron 

and Steel (No.2) Bill now before the House. 

EM TREASURY 

25 March 1931 
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TF~ASu~Y lU~D CIVIL SERVICE SELECT COY~lITTEE 

,Yelocity , Rea l £1'1 ) and Private Sector Financial \.Jeal th 

Note by the Treasury 

At the meeting with Treasury officials on _18 March, the 

Committee requested additional information on the velocity 

of £!13, real £r-13 and private sector financiai-wealth in 
relation to their historical trends. 

2. The FSBR, in discussing financial developments in 1980-81, 
pointed out that the real financial wealth of the private 

sector had been depressed in 1979 by the effect of high 
inflation and high interest rates and that the rapid growth 

during 1980-81 had restored it to a more normal level. Chart A 
plots real gross financial wealth (using the RPI as the 

deflator) and its trend over the past 17 years. The series 

for financial wealth used in this chart was constructed by 

Treasury officials using conceptually similar methods to those 

adopted by the CSO for sector balance sheets (see, for example, 

Economic Trends November 1980). This data must be regarded as 

provisional and is liable to change as more information becomes 
available , particularly for recent years. Nevertheless, the 

chart illustrates that the first quarter of 1980 was some way 
below trend that that by 1980 Q3 a more normal position had 

been reached. 

3. As earlier Treasury evidence to the Committee has made clear, 

gross financial wealth appears to be an important determinant of 

the gro\"tb of £113. It is therefore not surprising to find that 

the profile of real £M3, plotted in Chart B, i~ quite similar to 
that of real financial wealth, although, of course, the slopes of 

the trend lines differ, and in particular that recent developments 
may be interpreted as a movement back towards the trend. (The 

trend which is shown in the chart has been estimated over the 

period 1963 Q1 to 1980 Q4, excluding data for 1972 Q1 to 1974 Q4. 
This exclusion reflects the fact that major institutional chfu~ges 

during t hat period may have seriously distorted the £M3 series, 
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The :i.1oTJ.i l1al Gr~)ss £ina:.lcial \'Tealth series is unpublished data, 
r:n ~ " " - • .i...Ll e CllO..r-C sno i;I S, __ -C.L1l sse rJ_ e s 

deflated lJ::r 'ells =~I (Jt;u1 197L~ = 100), on 10 g scale. 'rhe trend 
shOlrfl is est:LEa.-ced on tJ,1ese log levels for all quarterl:l data 

points frOD 1963 Ql to 1980 Q3 .. 

.9haJ:'t B: 

~ile ChEtrt ShOHS que..rterl:r seasonally adjusted fl-13 levels, 

deflated b:y t h e R?I (JcU1 197L~ = 100), on IGg scale.. CL'he trend 

is estinated on log levels of the real f~<I3 series over the 

neriod 1963 Q1 to. 1980 QLJ· on all data points except 1972 Ql to 

pricss B eQs~nal17 ~ejusted ~~ressed at an 

the cel1t~cec1 Q.uo.rterlz,' 8.verage of none-ca:r:y stock 

log scale .. The trend is estimated on the 

lOGs of velocity series over the perio d 1963 Ql to 1980 QL{. 0:(1 

all data Doints except 1972 Ql to 1974 QL~ .. 
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CHART A: Real Financial Wealth 

Trend (estimated on 1963 Q1 to 1980 Q3) 
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CHART B: Re al £f'13 

Trend (estimated on 1963 Q1 to 1980 Q4, 
except 1972 Q1 to 1974 Q~) 
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CHART 0.: £M3 Velocity (GNP-based) . 

Trend (estimated on 1963 Q1 to 1980 Q4, 
except 1972 Q1 to 1974 Q4) 
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TREASURY AND CIVIL SERVICE COi1HITTEE 

PUBLIC EXPENDITURE IN 1980-81 

Note by H.M. Treasury 

The Committee asked for a note comparing the expected Qutturn for 1980-81 with .. ' 

the ,figures published at the time of the 1980 Budget, analysing the changes in 

cash so far as possible in terms of volume and cost. 

2. It is important to emphasise that at this stage full information is not 

available for 1980-81. The quality of such partial information as is available 

varies. The point is well illustrated by comparing the equivalent estimates of 

the outturn for 1979-80 available at this time last year with the best figures now 

available: 

Cash 

Estimates of outturn of public expenditure planning total . 1979-80 
£, billion 

Cash Volume (1980 
Survey prices) 

Harch 1980 estimate of 
out turn 76.3 78.4 

Harch 1981 estimate of 
outturn 77.1 77.8 

Revision +0.8 -0.6 

3. Better figures are generally available for cash than for volume. Central 

government expenditure is monitored and controlled in terms of cash. Information 

about local authority accounts is first reported in cash. 

4. Table 15 of the Financial Statement and Budget Report 1981-82 (He :97) shows 

the public sector transaction by economic category and the resultant estimates 

of the PSBR. Table 16 shows the figures adjusted to the definitions used in the 

Public Expenditure ~nite Papers, and compares the expected out turn for 1980-81 
with the forecastsin the 1980 FSBR. 

5. The change in estimates of expenditure in 1980-81 analysed by spending 

authorities is as follows: 
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Narch 1980 
Budget forecast 

Central Government 66.7 

Local Authority 24.2 

Certain Public Corporations(1) 1.2 

Nationalised Industries (2) 
net overseas and market 
borrowing 

Special Sales of Assets 

-0.5 

-0.6 

Contingencies (net of allowance 
for shortfall) (3) 0.6 

Planning total (after shortfall) 91.6 

£ billion 

Narch 1981 Change 
Estimated 
Out turn 

68.2 +1.5 

25.0 +0.8 

1.3 +0.1 

-0.4 +0.1 

-0.4 +0.2 

-0.6 

93.7 +2.1 

Note: (1) "Certain Public Corporations" are listed ' in Cmnd 8175, Part 5. 
(2) Government lending to Nationalised Industries is included under 

central govern.Tllent expenditure. 

(3) This was not allocated to spending authorities in the March 1980 
forecast, but iB in the estimated outturn. 

6. The main elements in the addition to central government expenditure of 

£1.5 billion were: 

Increases in: 

Lending to Nationalised Industries 

Social Security payments (of which about half 
related to unemployment) 

Payments hn redundancy fund 

Defence expenditure 

Special . ~loyment measures 

Agricultural support 

Less EC Budget refund negotiated May 1980 
Other ECtransactions 

Other changes (net) 
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£ million 

770 

700 
250 

470 

380 
150 

2,720 

550 

550 

1,620 
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The main"reasons for these increases have been the direct and indirect effects ~ 
t he greater than expected impact of the recession. The increases in the 

cash controlled programmes· (primarily the increases in Nationalised Industry EFLs) 

were charged to the Contingency Reserve which, as noted above, was not allocated 

-to spending authorities in the Hareh 1980 forecasts. The latter increases did not 

therefore add to the public expenditure totals. 

7. The estimated increase in local authority expenditure -Of £0.8 billion is based 

on limited information about local authority accounts, mainly about borrowing and 

revenue. - There is at this stage still considerable uncertainty about both the total 

and its components. The main factors contributing to the change appear to be: 

B. 

Increases in: 

Current expenditure on goods and services 

Subsidies - mainly the effect of higher 
interest rates on housing subsidies 

Lending - probably.associated with council 
home sales 

Volume 

£ million 

200 

80 

8. We have much less information about the change in volume, particula~ly for local 

authority expenditure. Moreover, the volume changes shown between the 1980 ~~d 1981 

~~blic Expenditure White Papers and cash changes between the 1980 and 1981 FSBRs do 

not correspond to the extent that: 

(a) the volume figures in the 1980 White Paper and the ca~h figures 

in the 1980 FSBR were based on different economic assumptions, eg for price 

changes, reflecting the fact that the figures for the former had to be 

settled some weeks before the post-Budget forecast incorporated in the 

latter was completed; 

(b) the volume figures for 1980-81 in the 1981 \-Illite Paper were built up by 

p~mrne from fairly early estimates provided by departments. The cash figures 

for 1980-81 i n t he 1981 FSBR tend to be more up to date and also, in the case 

of local authorities, reflect presumptions about the level of spending that 

car~ot be all ocated at this stage to programmes. (The cash figure for total 

expenditure in 1980-81 in the \ihite Paper was derived from preliminary 

estimates prepared for the FSBR, and not by applying price factors to the 

volume figures in the White Paper.) 

• Except for the Defence overspend of £260 million. 



9. That said, the vfuit e Paper shows an increase over the previous White Paper 

of £1.4 billion in volume at 1980 survey prices: this is equivalent to £1.7 billion 

cash using an average re-valuation factor. The difference between that and the 

estimated increase of £2.1 billion in the cash spend is partly due to the net 

effect of the differences referred .to in the previous paragraph. Some of the 

other reasons for significant differences, which partly net out, are: 

(i) the new White Paper volume figures do not allow for pay and 

price changes after the 1980 survey price base (broadly autumn 1979). 

The increase in the cash spend reflec~any price changes different from 

those expected a year ago, either in areas which are not controlled by 

cash limits, or where a cash limit has been increased. The main example 

of the latter is the Armed Forces Pay award (£ 50 million); 

(ii) the new White Paper volume ch~~ges probably do not yet allow 

enough for the cash limit squeeze in 1980-81. This ·does not affect the 

cash figure. On the other hand, the White Paper contains a lower volume 

of spending by local authorities than is provided for in the FSBR; 

the change in the volume of social Gecurity benefits between 

the ymite Papers reflects not only more benefits paid but also the 

effect on the real value of benefits during- the year of inflation proving 

higher than assumed in last year's White Paper .. , This latter volume 

effect is not reflected in the cash figures in the FSBR. 

Prices and costs 

10. Prices in the public services in the last year generally appear to have :risen 

a. little more than expected in the FSBR a year ago, although this of course varies 

between different categories of expenditure. The cash figures in the last FSBR 

anticipated almost all increases in earnings,including the Clegg and comparability 

awards. 

11. ' The increase in public sector costs relative to the rise in costs in the 

economy generally (the relative price effect) now appears to have been somewhat 

greater (a little under l%)tha~ expected in the FSBR primarily because the GDP 

deflator (used as the measure of prices generally) rose less than expected in the 
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Budget arithmetic a year ago. (An analysis of the changes in the medium-term 

projections of revenue and expenditure was placed in the Library of the House 

. on 12th Harch 1981.) 

HM TREASURY 
25 March 1981 
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1981-82 PSBR PROJECTIONS AND fORECASTS 

Note by HM Treasury 

The 1980-81 FSBR gave illustrative fiscal projections consistent 

with the medium term financial strategy. These were based on 

the public spending plans set out in Cmnd 7841 and .a . conventional 

assumption of tax tates and allowances fixed in real terms. The 

projections for 1981-82 implied a PSBR of some 3 per cent of GDP. 

As the FSBR explained, the PSBR figures given were not targets. 

Fiscal policy for any particular year would be framed consistently 

with declining monetary growth in the circumstances of the time. 

2. As the Chancellor explained in his Budget speech on 

10 March 1981 ( :OR col 763) the projected 1981-82 PSBR of 3 per 

cent of GDP translated into an absolute figure of about £7~ bil

lion at forecast 1981-82 outturn prices. 

pre-Budget PSBR 

3. The Chancellor went on to explain that, taking account of 

the increase in National . Insurance contributions announced in 

November 1980, and the expenditure plans in Cmnd 8175, the PSBR 

for 1981-82 would have been £14 billion before allowing for any 

Budget changes in nominal tax rates and allowances. (On the 

alternative assumption of maintenance of tax rates and allowances 

in real terms, the corresponding pre-Budget PSBR would have been 

about £15 billion.) 

Reasons for changes in the fiscal outlook 

4. As was explained in the Treasury note placed in the House 

of Commons Library on 12 March 1981 (see WA col 387 reply to a 

question from Sir William Clark MP) much of the increase in the 

prospective PSBR between the projection in the 1980-81 FSBR and 

the position foreseen in advance of the 1981 Budget was due to 

increased public expenditure. General government expenditure 

for 1981-82 is projected following the Budget at some £119~ bil

lion cash, compared with the equivalent of £113~ billion cash 

envisaged a year earlier. 
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5. The net increase of £6 billion reflects a variety of 

"estimating" and "policy" changes which have occurred in the 

course of the past year. Of the latter, those announced in 
I 

the Chancellor's statement last November included increases 

amounting to about £1.5 billion,reductions of some £1.4 billion 

and the negotiated change in the EC Budget contribution worth 

about £.8 billion. The expenditure measures in the 1981 Budget 

added some £.3 billion to the plans in Cmnd 8175. As 

explained in the Treasury note of 12 March, the underlying 

reasons for the overall increase in expected 1981-82 cash 

expenditure, compared with the projection of a year ago, are 

forecasts of lower output, higher unemployment and debt interest 

and reduced underspending. 

National Insurance Contributions 

6. The increase in the rate of employees' National Insurance 

contributions announced in November 1980 and now the subject of 

the Social Security (Contributions) Act ,1981, is estimated to 

make a contribution of about £1 biilion to revenue in 1981-82. 

HM Treasury 

25 l\1arch 1981 
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CORRIGENDUM 

PRIVATE SECRETARY TO THE CHANCELLOR 

SELECT COMMITTEE - WEDNESDAY, 25 MARCH 

Mr Pinder's note of 24 March. 

, 2.9 
'·· ~tJ · 
L~, .. ' 

THE BOARD ROOM 

INLAND REVENUE 

SOMERSET HOUSE 

25 March 1981 

In the penultimate line of paragraph 7 on page 3, delete 

"1980/81" and insert "1981/82". 

cc Chief Secretary 
Financial Secretary 
Minister of State (Commons) 
Minister of State (Lords) 
Sir Douglas Wass 
Mr Unwin 
Mr Battishill 
Mr Cropper 

S J McManus 

Sir Lawrence Airey 
Mr Green 
Mr Boyd 
Mr Taylor Thompson 
Mr Gracey 
Mr Houghton 
Mr Flaxen 
~1r McConnachie 
Mr Pinder 
PS/IR 
Mr Blythe 
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SEPARATE ACTION COPIES 

' MR BATTISHILL, FP 
MR EVANS, EA 
MR THORNTON, PEl 

cc Mr Bridgeman 
Mr Cassell 
Mr. Unwin 

2io 

Mrs Gilmore / 
Mr Wiggin$-- 12 A~'J 

TREASURY COMMITTEE TODAY: FURTHER BRIEFING 

1. A quick glance at this morning's FT (including the usual 

Lombard list of questions for the Committee to put to the 

Chancellor) suggests the following pOints, not covered in 

existing briefing, on each of which it would be helpful to have 

a paragraph of defensive speaking notes for the Chancellor. 

(i) power discounts will be temporary (p8) 

This pOint (if true) is not covered in the brief, now 

lettered Q, supplied by PElon 23 March. Mr Shepherd is -

quite likely to raise the matter with the Chancellor who 

will need some reply. Could PE please provide it. 

(ii) tax base 

Could FP please provide a paragraph on this point raised 

in the Lombard column. 

(iii) unemployment 

Could EA please provide something on the Lombard points 

about registration rates etc 

2. Could I please have this material by noon today. It should 

be neatly typea and separate from any covering note. Copies should 

go to copy recipients of this note. 

FOLGER 
arch 1981 
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